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INSURANCE.

W.I). LITTLE &

Kates of Advertising—One inch of space,
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil,
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
^
Under head of "Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; throe Insertions or less, $1.50.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's al Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
jcl7suly

It. REED,
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
DR. E.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

ME.

Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that.are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homcepathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them, i find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-ecut stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
l)r.

Office

Hour,—9

u. in. to

9. p.

President—Prof. A. L. Lane of Waterville.
Vice President—Hon. l'ercival Bonney of Portland.
Necrologist—Prof. C, E, Hamlen of Cambridge,
Mass.
Secretary and Treasury—Prof. E. Hall of Waterville.
Councillors—Prof. A. W. Small, li. W. Dunn, L.
D. Carver of Waterville.
Elegant portraits of Gardiner Colby and Abuer
Coburn to whose gifts the university owes its
present prosperity were presented to the Alunrni
Association, also a life size statue of Koger Williams was presented by Simmons, the eminent
sculptor, as a testimonial of his graditude and respect for encouragement received here before he
liad acquired a name and fame in his chosen profession.
A oommlttee was appointed by the Alumni to
confer with the trustees with a view of lraviug the
Alumni Association represented on the board by
a trustee chosen by the association.
The committee were D. P. Baily of Everett. Mass., Win. H.
Lambert of Malden, Mass., and Larkin Duuton of
Boston.
A committee was also appointed to inquire Into
the expediency of establishing a Phi Beta Kappa

THE WEATHER.

Washington, July

1.

Clearing and fair weather, northerly winds,
higher temperature.
Off shore signals from Sandy Hook to*Portland
section and cautionary signals at Eastport.
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SMOZSJE1

MAINE.

The

Sudden Death of

Bangor,
San

Filler!

Death of

Pension Examiners to be Dismissed.
Washington, June 30.—The commissioner of

UNKNOWN ASSAILANT.
Narrow

William Oorslteliner to be United States Attorfor the southern district of New
York, vice
Klihun. Root, resigned; and of Martin T. McMcMnlion to be United States Marshal for the
same
district, vice Joel 15. Erhardt.
The President today appointed the following
government directors of tiie Union Pacific Railroad: Francis Kernau of New York, Edmund F.
Noyes of Ohio. Gen. E. 1'. Alexander of Augusta.
Ga.. Franklin McVeagh of Illinois, and J. W. savage of Nebraska.

Reducing the Force.
A reduction of 119 persons in the force of the
bureau of engraving and printing took place this
afternoon. The saving in salaries thus effected
amounts to $277 a day. Visitors will hereafter be
excluded from the bureau except on Saturdays.
Cen. Burdett Honored.
Gen. S. S. Burdett, who was elected Commander
of tiie G. A. R. during the annual
encampment id Portland, Me., last
Thursday, arrived in
Hus city tonight. He was met at the depot by tiie
-various posts of the G. A. R. in this
city and escorted through the principal streets with fireworks anil music to Masonic Hall where a reception was given him by the comrades of the Department of the Potomac, at which speeches were-

■c-in-cliief

ROSSA’S

FINANCES.

$115,000,000,

extended.

BUSINESS MEN ON FOOT.
Horse

Railway

Strike.
30.—At 4 o'clock this morning,
the conductors and drivel's of the West Division street railway went on a strike, and
they gathered in force at all tlie barns to prevent tlie company running out cars. The West Division company operates half a score of lines, traversing by
far the largest ami most populous portion of the
city. The inhabitants of this vast section were
without means of transportation down town this
morning, as not a ear was in motion. Tlie greatest inconvenience is felt, but the
sympathies of
the public are with tlie strikers.
Superintendent Lake, of the company, publishes
a card this morning,
averring that tlie men were
discharged for cause, and that much as a strike
wa to he regretted, the company must stand it
rather than yield to the impertinent and unreasonable demands of the men.
June

all

Report of

New Hampshire Lake Commissioners.
t'oxconi), N. H., June 30.—In tlie legislature
today a message was received from the Governor,
conveying the report of tlie commissioners appointed to take evidence and report the facts concerning tlie use of waters of tlie various lakes and
other bodies of water in tlie State for manufacturing purposes. In ids report tlie lake commissioner finds that the Saco. Me., water
power company
furnishes water for the mills inBiddeford.Me.
;that
the corporation obtains its supply from
theOssipie
Lake by means of a dam erected in Effingham and
Ossiple which causes an overflow of valuablo
lands rendering them worthless.and that tlie company pays only an annual tax of 830 in this state,
ilio commissioner recommends legislation concerning the matter.
The Worcester

Regatta.

Worcester. Mass.. June 30.—The Brown University crew arrived at Lake Quinsigamond this
morning, accompanied by Frank E. Holmes of
Pawtucket, their trainer, and L. A. Lindsey, a
substitute, completing tlie quota of tlie crew for
the inter-collegiate regatta. July 4th. Thev are
quartered with Cornell and Bowdoln. at tlie Eyrie
Hotel. Tlie University of Pennsylvania crew are
t the Walda House uji town.
Oimstead, of the
Cornell crew, is troubled with
sleeplessness,
caused by a felon on ids thumb, but lie has not
given up work in tlie boat, though under a doctor’s care.
The Mackerel
fi
r

Fishery.

Welleleet, Mass., June 30.—The mackerel
dung business at this port during June lias been
tailnre, and many of the vessels are unable to

pay expenses.
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receipts for the

month ending tonight arc
The total this
sea-packed barrels of No. 3s.
season is 1650 barrels.
This is nut half the receipts of Inst year to date. Very few of the fleet

era

900

have paid expenses.

The Fall River Mills.
Fai.i. River, Mass.. June 30.—The limit during
which tiie agreement to curtail tin- production of
cottons lias been in effect lias now expired.
For
the eleven weeks ending June 27 the total production of tiie Fall River Mills has been 1.249.000
pieces. The full production would have been
1.925.000 pieces, tints showing a curtailment of
079.000 pieces. A movement to further curtail
prodti.•linn during July and August lias received
an unexpected set back liy tiie refusal of the leading manufacturers to join the agreement.
No Grand

Jury

for Riel.

Winnipeg, June 30.—The Manitoba court rendered a decision yesterday which will affeet the
Kiel trial. It confirms the constitutionality of
the law which dispenses with grand juries in the
territories, and sanctions proceedings before
stipendiary magistrates, with an appeal to tiie
Manitoba court. Riel will therefore have to abide
tiie decision of the stipendiary magistrate at
Regina.

New England Trap Shooters.
Providence, K. I., June 30.—The trap-shoot-

ers’ tournament here closed to-dav. Tiie championship team match between the Providence and
Fall Kiver teams was won by the latter bv three
birds, with a score of 38 out of a possible 50.
Fall Kiver thus wins the association badge. Some
excellent scores were made in the individual

matches.

poem by Mrs. Frances L. Mace of Bangor,
was happily rendered by Eev. A. K. 1‘. Small.
The reunion of secret societies closed a day
crowded with strong mental food.
The programme for to-morrow will be:
Exercises of the graduating class and conferring of degrees at the Baptist church at 10.30
a. m.
The procession forms at Memorial hall at
10 a. m. Commencement dinner at Alumni hall at
1 p. m. Library and cabinet open to visitors from
3 to 5 o'clock. President's reception iu the e%,y!
lug. "Merchant of Venice” presciio,.1 >Td,aii
in the evening.
The

the Cround

New YoW
Mrs. Dudley is

Washington, June 30.—The treasury officials

are engaged in preparing their
preliminary statements of the results of tiie fiscal vear.
It will of
course, lie some weeks before returns from all tiie
offices will he made and compiled. Tiie following
figures, however, are a pretty accurate approximation of the balances of the hooks. The total
receipts lor tiie fiscal year will be about $9,000
001) below the estimates.
Tiie customs receipts
have been $181,000,000, instead of $185,000,000
and the internal revenue receipts 8112,000.000
instead of
and tiie miscellaneous
receipts 828,000,000 instead of 830.000,000
Which were the estimates of the -s., VtfiVV nf fltu
1 reasury in ids annual report. Tlie total
receipts
are tints 8321,000.000 instead of
8330,000,000.
The reduction of tlie public debt for tlie month
which ends today, will lie about 813,000,000,
Which will make a total debt reduction for tile fiscal year of *66,000,000, as against
8101,000,000
for tlie last fiscal year. The
expenditures of the
government, which were estimated at *290,000,ooo, will, in round numbers, lie 8310.000,000.
rhere were 146 new national banks established
during the year, and the charters of 731 banks

t'liK'Aoo,

where.]

of Insanity.

mates.

I

.Tone aO-Tiai-.^-rt room where
being tried for assault ott O’Donovan Rossa was
again crowded to excess today. Dr.
Charles E. Denmstffi who dressed Rossa’s wounds
testified to their locality and character. This ended the case for tiie prosecution. Counsel for Mrs.
Dudley then opened for the defense. Jt is claimed that Mrs. Dudley assaulted Rossa not out
of personal spite or to avenge a personal insult,
but because "he was an enemy of her country.”
In outlining the line of testimony for the defense
the counsel spoke of what be called Mrs. Dudley's physical infirmity. He said lie would show
that for several years her mind bad been affected
by epilptie fits and she was not in fact responsible
for her own conduct.
Dr. A. E. Macdonald, superintendent of the asylum for the insane on Ward’s Island, testified that
be was convinced Mrs.
was suffering from
chronic mania. Mrs.
bad told the witness
that there were three men she had determined to
punish with death, and that Rossa was the first on
ner usi.
Mrs. uiiaiey nere interrupted me pro-

Amhi.-sf College.
'^EhImi'kield, Mass., June 30.—Class day exercises at Amherst College today were | attended by
large crowd. In the afternoon the regular class
day exercises began in the college ball with an
oration by James B. Best of Kenderhook, N. V.,
on “The dangerous class.”
Class poet was 1-'. II.
Bicbards of Enfield, Mass.
a

Williams

nort clinvvpfl tVmf Hid triut

CEN. CRANT.
His

Condition

One

of

increasing

Debility.
The

Physicians Think Death a Question of Only a Few Days.

McGiiegok. N. Y.. June 30.—l)r. Douglass, being asked this morning to review Hie fortthat
nightsaid: Gen. Grant lias passed upon the mountain,
His life has been prolonged by the invigorating
air here. The disease has progressed in a natural
way. As 1 have said before, ins condition is one
of increasing debility. The General was likely to
die at any time i n New York and had lie remained tliere he would, in all probability, have
expired before this. His present weakness is the
natural result of the disease. He Is each day less
strong and though the step from day to day is
none can tell when the
scarcely perceptible,
end will come. He grows weaker and weaker,
and at last
the point of exhaustion will he
reached. That is all, and nobody can say when
that shall be.”
Referring to local conditions Dr. Douglass said:
“His mouth and throat arc unusually clear because of the quiet and the close attention during
tlie two days past, but when this is
said it must
he remembered that his tongue is so swollen as
to render articulation difficult and a thorough examination impossible. The loss of voice is due
partly to inflammation of the vocal chords, and
partly to lassitude and relaxation of the parts.
The glandular swelling is decreased, when the
hand is pressed over the neck the cancerous
knottings of the glands are found to he unabated,
but becoming harder constantly.
The weakness
of the patient now is evident in tlie lack of ability
and desire to walk as he did ten days ago. There
is a disposition on the General's part to economize liis strength, and there is a lessened interest in his literary work.”
The Doctor reported tins morning that tlie
General iiad a fairly good night and gaineil considerable sleep. He remained in his room this
forenoon, the air being raw and chilly, and making necessary fires in tlie cottages and at tlie
hotel.
i) 1'. M. Gen. Grant's day lias been a quiet one
and tlie afternoon was passed in his room. This
afternoon Dr. Douglass told him of the comparative estimate of his strength which had been sent
out during the forenoon in these despatches, to
which the General assented in tlie following note
which he handed Dr. Douglass:
“Tlie atmosphere here enables me to live in
Mt.

Boston, June 30.—The annual regatta of the
Sastern Yacht Club took place today «>tf Marblelead over a triangular course, all yachts to sail
>ver the course twice making the distance thirty
niles. The following prizes were offered: First
dass schooners, first prize §200, second. §100;
lecond class schooners, first prize. $125, second
<75; first class sloops, cutters and yawls $150,
second §75. There was a good sailing breeze
hrougliout the race. Of the first class schooners
lie Fortuna w as first to cross the line followed by
he Gitana, America, Mohican and Phantom in
he order named. Of the second class schooners
he Adrienne was the first to cross, followed by
he Meta, Rebecca and Fearless. In the race for
irst class sloops there were four starters. They
vere the Puritan, Thetis. Huron and Ileeu. The
Puritan on the first leg of the course set her baloon jib. taking the lead In her class and rapidly

comparative

comfort while I am being treated or
while nature is taking its course witli uiv disease.
I nave no idea
snouia nave neen alile to come
here now if I had remained in the city.
It is
doubtful indeed whether 1 would have been alive.
Now I would he much better able to move hack
than to come at the time I did.
U. S. Chant.
June 30, 1885.

reaching the first stake, she had passed tlie
America, Mohican and Phantom, and rounded
;he stake with only the Gitana and Fortuna leadng her. On the run to the second stake boat she
•apidly overhauled the schooners Fortuna and
IHtana, passed the Gitana and rounded the stake
On the run to
L5 seconds behind t he Fortuna.
lie st arting stake it was almost a dead beat to
windward. The Puritan passed the Fortuna soon
ifter leaving the last: stake, and steadily increasing her lead rounded the starting stake boat, or
jue-lialf the course—a distance of 15 miles—ahead
:>f all competitors. From this out she steadily increased her lead, and showed her superior sailing
qualities by beating all the vessels in every class,
iiid leading the Fortuna. which was the first boat
to cross the line after her, by 13m. Gsec. The
Puritan carried her mainsail, fore staysail, jib,
jib-topsail and club topsail, and a portion of the
time she also carried a balloon jib, but at no time
ilid she set her immense spinake.
The Puritan
has proved an unqualified success.
Her time was
)n

Washington, June 30.—Gen. Dent, Gen.
Grant's brother-in-law, said today:
I am afraid Gen. Grant will not last many days.
Today 1 received information from the family
that the cancer has commenced to inflame the
jugular vein and death is a question of a few days
in the opinion of his physicians.
At 9.45 Dr. Douglass had composed his patient
for the night.
The Doctor believed the indications for a comfortable night, were as strong as
last night. Samuel I,. Clemens (Mark Twain)
arrived at the cottage this evening.

A Circular to Municipal Officers From
the State Board of Health.

Not Confirmed.
Movement

Regain the independof That Country.

to

ence

Fearful Storms Cause Many Deaths
in France.

Typhoid

Fever

Troops
Warlike

Raging Among the
Tonqi'in.

in

Preparations Being
by the Russians.

Con-

tinued

London, .June 30.—No advices have been rePetersburg or from the Indian
government confirming the report that Isa Klian
has risen against Abdullah Klian, although the
Indian papers publish alarmist reports.
Vienna, June 30.—The Persian newspaper
dliem states that Russian agents are reported to
be stirring a movement in Afghan-TurkesUni to
The
regain the independence of that country.
latest advices say that the Ameer was inarching
thither at the head of troops.
ceived from St.

Terrific 8torms In France.
Paris, June SO.—A terrible storm of wind and
rain swept over this city and vicinity yesterday.
Cellars were flooded, railroads washed out, and
many buildings in process of erection were damaged and demolished. A section of one of the
streets sank into the sewer and twenty persons
were plunged into the water.
Most of them were
in an exhausted and utmost dying conditio’. Mien
rescued. A boat containing twelve persons cap-

sited in the Seine and all were drowned.
Terrific storms have also prevailed recently in
the provinces, and the destruction of property by
winds and floods has been enormous.
Eight per-

killed by lightning.
Re-elected to Parliament.
London, June 30.—Sir Richard Asheton Cross*
Homo Secretary, has been re-elected to Parlia-

ment.

Sir Michael Hicks Beach, Chancellor of the Exchecquer) Hon. Edward Stanhope, Vice President
of the Council, and Henry Chaplin, Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster, have been re-elected to
T».*
Inin r.t. 4

Dublin, June 30.—Rt. Hon. David Robert
Plunket, First Commissioner of Works, and Mr.
Holmes, the new Attorney General for Ireland,

have

been re-elected to Parliament for Dublin
There was no contest in either case,

University.

typhoid

Fever

in

Raging

Tonquin.

Paris, June 30.—It is reported that typhoid
fever is raging in Tonquin among the reserve
troops from Marseilles.
Earl of Carnarvon Cheered In Dublin.
Dublin, June 30.—The Earl of Carnarvon was
cheered by a large concourse at the railway station on his arrival here. He will return to London tomorrow.
Humbert’s New Advisers.
Rome, June 30.—Signor Depretis lias formed a
new ministry, assuming the office of minister of
foreign affairs ad interim in addition to tlie duties
of premier. Signor Tajani lias accepted tile portfolio of the ministry of justice.
Otherwise the
cabinet remains as before.

Salisbury’s Egyptian Policy.
London, June 30.—Lord Salisbury is negotiating with the Porte for the oocupation of Egypt by
Turkish troops, tlie cost to be paid by the Egyptian treasury. This would involve ail increase of
the Egyptian loan to £12,000,000.
it is reported
that tlie scheme of Lord Salisbury includes the
exclusive retention “Dy England of tlie civil administration of Egypt, ana relies upon an alliance with Germany and
Austria for support
against the anger of France.

Ravages of Cholera in Spain.
Madrid, June 30.—Official reports of the cholera from ail parts of Spain for Monday, show an
aggregate of 1234 new cases and 570 deaths. Tlie
heaviest mortality was in tlie city and province of
Valencia.
Warlike Preparations.
London. June 30.—A despatch from Teheran
that 1000 Persians are at work constructWarlike prepaing tlie Trans-Oaspiau Railway.
rations are still being continued by tlie Russians.
A foundry lias been started at Herat for casting
heavy guns.
states

Upon

an

Extensive Scale.

St. Petersburg, June 30.—A daring attempt
lias been made to steal a million roubles from ‘V

imperial treasury

Osman,

at

a

town in

,'j
S,,.".,'"
™

Russia .on the government of Kiev.
sons have been arrested on suspi;,
on
concerned in tlie attempted robbp'
Masons

Str^ln

eln“

Beriin.

thousand
ti,v^vn‘ImifrHllP'-'';:^:<irt5'
employment through
atriirn

'1 ,1

hands

—a**"'*
-’The masters

a

are

masons’
with the

refuse to negotiate
«~en and are beginning to employ foreign
to take tlie places of tlie strikers.

masons

Foreign

Notes.
A Berlin despatch says it is understood that the
Brunswick Diet has quashed finally the claims of
the Duke of Brunswick to the succession.
M. Fateuolre. representative of France in the
peace negotiations with China, has gone to Pekin,
where he will reside as French ambassador.
GENERAL NEWS.
Win. Roach of Taunton, Mass., aged 74. took
ounce of muriatic acid yesterday by mistake
for castor oil and will probably die.'
Prof. Joseph K. Chickerlng, for 12 years associate professor of English Literature at Amherst
an

College, lias tendered his resignation.
Abel Devins was struck by a plank yesterday
and knocked from the iron bridge being built
across the Pemigewassett river near Plymouth.
NT
IT
II.v *,.11
*„,.
.J1.:
was

instantly

.«

killed.

The Canard steamer Gallia, from New York for
Liverpool. Is at sea with a broken shaft. Another
steamer is attending her. Among the Gallia’s
passengers are Hon S. 8. Cox, U. S. Minister to

Turkey.

ex-Senator

Conkling

and

ex-Attomey

General Brewster.
The Spiritualists are now in session at their encampment in West Rindge, N. H. Seventeen
lecturers and mediums are present. Excursions
have been arranged from all quarters.
Mercantile failures for the six months ending
yesterday are reported by R. G. Dun & Co. as
3,004 in number, as against 5,510 for the first six
months in 1884,—an increase of 494 failures, in
liabilities, however, there is a marked diminution,
the amount being for the first half of 1885 874.1)00,000, as against $124,000,000 in the first six
months of 1884.
A. J. Dumont, late Naval Officer of New Orleans. and chairman of the Republican State
Central Committee, blew his brains out yesterday
at his home in Algiers, La, Family trouble is said
to have been tire cause.
The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific car shops at
Trenton. N. .1., were burned yesterday morning.
The loss will probably reach $150,000."

FRYEBURC ACADEMY.

Graduating

Exercises of the Class of
’85 Yesterday.

The graduation exercises of Fryeburg Academy occurred at Academy Hall yesterday afternooa in the presence of a large audience.
The
parts were all well rendered. Particular mention
be
to
made
of the class prophecy
ought, perhaps,
and valedictory, both of which w<*e unusually
well written. In the evening. Rev. B. P. Snow of
Biddeford, a former preceptor, delivered an address. After the lecture the Harrows prizes were
presented to the following persons:
For best general improvement—Charles H. llurriman and Adeline Allard, $25 each; Mr. Shedd
and Sadie Locke, honorable mention.
For prize declamations—Philip H. Hubbard,
$20; Mary W. Weston, books, try faculty of school;
Clayton W. I'ike and Mattie Randall, honorable
mention.
Extemporaneous Composition—Miss Rrownie
Mason, $20: Mattie Randall, honorable mention.
Tlie following was the programme:
Chorus.
Prayer.Rev. J. K. Mason. D.I).

Salutatory—The Eye

ux*

v„,ut

Music—Sauve qui peut (coneei
Work, not Dream.Mabelle E. Browne
The Scandinavians.Fred R. Fife
Song.John F. Malison

Always Ready.Fannie C. Gordon
Heroes.Stephen Ilinklev. .Jr
Plano Duet—Turtle Dove Polka..

Books.Grace Wliiting
Ancient and Modem Times_Clias. H. Ilarriman
Song.Miss Hattie A. Pike
CLASS PARTS.

History.Mattie

E. Kandall
.John F. Manion
Piano Solo—Les Huguenots Grand Fantaisie
(par Sydney Smith)... .Miss Margie Thompson
Oration—We end hut to begin_Clayton W. Pike
Prophecy .Katie J. Whiting
Piano Solo—Solierzino, (by W. Gade).
Miss Minnie Howe
Valedictory.Mary W. Weston
Class Ode.
Poem.

SOUTH

AMERICA.

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The position of agent of the Bates mills at Lewrendered
vacant by the resignation of C. I.
iston,
Barker. Esq.: lias been tilled by the appointment
of Henry I.. Pratt, late of tile Stormont Manufacturing Company of Cornwell, Canada.

Wilkinson, the murderer of the Bath policewill hang next November. He realizes that
his days are numbered, but talks calmly with the
officers of the prison about his Impending doom.

man.

Ceremonies at the Funeral of Minister Phelps in Lima.
Lima, June 30, via Galveston.—The funeral of
the late United States Minister
I’helps took place
on Saturday.
11 was attended by all the ministers of state. The coffin tassels were held by the
aide-de-camp of President Yglesias, the ministers
of Germany. Spain. Chili and the Argentine Confederation, and the commander of the United
States ship Shenandoah, from which vessel an escort of blue-jackets also followed. The cortege
was composed of the officers of
the men-of-war
now in Gallo, the consular corps,
public officials
American residents and the fire brigades of different nationalities.

cross

Cloud Burst in a New York Town.
( ano.iah.vkie, N. V.. June 30.—A rain and
wind storm prevailed through the Mohawk Valley
Monday afternoon. At Ames, a little hamlet in
ibis town, the loud report of a cloud-burst was
heard about 2 o'clock. The people rushed from
had octheir houses, thinking an
curred. Torrents of water drove them hack, and
many persons were taken from their feet and nar-

earthquake

rowly escaped drowning.*

Calves, pigs, chickens,
etc., were floated down the stream. The darn
connected with the. flour mill of Barringer & Garilinicr was also carried away, adding greatly to
the general flood. The damage to property is

MEXICO.
The Government’s Plan for Consoli-

On Sunday an army of tramps made a raid on
about $4,000.
dating Its Debt.
Stumptown. near Shenandoah, Pa., entering
dwellings and ransacking them. The chief of
City ok Mexico via Galveston, June 30.—
William F. Johnson of Philadelphia, counsel !
The
police niade several arrests, but while the officers
government this morning announced in the
for Mrs. John McCullough, when questioned rewere placing handcuffs on tiie men their free
oetDeario Officea its plan for consolidation of the engarbing the Rochester despatch containing a
on tiie police.
Tiie
fire
relatter
tire
opened
debt
of the country with the exception of the
panions
statement of Mrs. Smith of that city, who claims
turned tiie lire. The tramps kept up a continuous
to be McCullough's sister, said there was no truth
floating debt which is already provided for in an
authorized issue of £25,000.000 bonds at (> per
volley, and threw stones and brickbats, ridef \ whatever in tlie statement.
Rhoades closely pursued tiie assailants, but had
cent.
A special from Antigo. Longlade county. Win.,
gone only a short distance when he was struck mi ;
states that fire Monday night in the lumber piles
the temple by a stone, which inflicted a deep
Christopher It. Mabley, one of the most prommi each sid*» of tlie railroad at that point caused a
;
wound. Three of the ruffians were locked up.
inent amt wealthy merchants in the West, died in
loss of *300,oo<); insurance, *200,000.
but tiie others fled.
Detroit, Mich., yesterday.;
1

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Tarratiue Club of Bangor, ol which Hon.
Hannibal Hamlin is president, gave an informal
reception Monday afternoon to ex-Gov. Lucius
Fairchild of Wisconsin.
The

WASHINGTON COUNT!

telephone war is imminent in Millbridge, according to the Maehias Hepubliean. Since the
Millbridge Telephone Company have constructed
their line between this place and Cherryfleld, the
Millbridge and Cherry fleld Telegraph Company
have equipped their offices with Bell telephones,
A

and propose for the present to allow the public
the free

use

of the wire.

YORK COUNTY.

Mrs. Murray, of South Berwick, over 85 years
of age,
her niece
dropped dead at the residence ofShe
Mrs. John Collins, Monday morning.
was in
apparent good health up to the time of her death,
which occurred shortly after arising.
IN

GENERAL.

The black bass close time expired last night at
12 o’clock, and soon the Maine lakes will be the
popular resort of thousands ol sportsmen.
The following patents have been Issued to Maine
inventors the past “week: Granville M. Stevens,
Portland, machine lor forming pulp Into vessels of
various kinds: George W. Way, Portland, and A.
F. Hill, Deenng, assignors to Hill
Company, Portland, railway gate.
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VAULTS AND DRAINS.

Rule 0. No privy vault, cess-pool or reservoir*
iuto which a privy, water-closet, stable or sink is
drained, exeept it is water-tight, shall be established or permitted within one hundred ieet of any
well, spring or other source of water used for
drinking or culinary purposes.
Xote.—No person can long do the Work of the
physician or sanitarian without being personally
cognizant of the fact that water polluted from the
sources indicated above is a cause of disease much
oftener than the public generally suspects. Not
only fatal domestic pestilences, which break up
the f andly circle, but long continued indispositions, which may eventuate in fatal disease, are so
produced. In some localities wells are fouled
from privies and drains more than one hundred
feet distant.
Rule 10. All privy vaults, cess-pools or reservoirs named in Rule i> shall be cleaned out twice
a year, once in the spring, not later than the 15tli
of May. and once in the autumn, not earlier than
the 15th of October. From the 15th of May to
the 15th of October of each the above named
vaults, cess-pools or reservoirs shall be thoroughly disinfected by adding to the contents of the contents of the vault, once every week, from one to
four gallons of Disinfectant No. 3. according to
the size of the vanlt.
-Vote.—The householder who tolerates the above
mentioned places on his premises keeps a possible, and very often a great danger hanging over
himself and family. The fermentation of the contents of these vaults tills the air with poisonous
gases and the specific germs which produce dis-'
ease.
Hence frequent cleansing and disinfection
are required to make them tolerably safe.
Rule 11. Kartli privies aud earth closets, with
no vault below the surface of the ground, shall be
e■tempted in Rule 0; but sufficient dry earth or
coal ashes must be used daily to absorb all the
fluid part of the deposit, and the entire contents
of it must be removed at least
iinonthly.
-Vote.—It is earnestly recommended for country
and village places that the dry earth system take
the place of the very objectionable privy vaultTo all who desire it the State Board of Health will
send a circular giving directions for the construction and management of the dry-earth closet.
Rule 13. All sewer drains that pass within fifty
feet of any source of water used for drinking or
culinary purposes shall be water tight, and in
soil the limit shall be eighty feet.
sandy
Rule 13. No sewer drain snail empty iuto any
lake, pond or other source of water used for
purposes, or into any standing water,
drinking
within the jurisdiction of this Board.
HOUSE DRAINAGE.

l"lillUng.,

Rule 14. The sewage from earn
®8
every street provided with a common sewer
be conducted into said sew er.
Rule 15. That portion of the house drain which
is outside of the building and more than four feet
from the foundation walls, shall be constructed of
iron pipe or vitrified drain pipe.
Rule 1C. That portion of the drain pipe outside
or under the building, and within four feet of the
foundation walls, together with the soil pipe, shall
be constructed of east iron with leaded joints.
The waste pipe connected with the conductors
from the roofs, and other pipes inside the building,
or outside and within four feet of the foundation
walls, shall be constructed of iron \\ itli leaded

National Progress Comes from the
Great Mass of the Nation.

Congressman Reed’s Oration
Colby University^

at

I have seen it somewhere stated that when
O’Meara proposed to Napoleon in exile to
read him history the great conqueror replied;
“Don’t
read me that, for I know that to he a
’’
false.
At another time, in much more forceful and epigrammatic way, he said; “History is the lies which have been agreed upon.”
Inasmuch as he himself had furnished many
of the misstatements which are now current
as history his evidence lias the vivid force
which belongs to the testimony of an eyewitness and actor.
Because he found that his
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world, while there bask In the smiles of the
just many a whited sepulchre full of dead

men’s bones. But all these mistakes and distortions are of no consequence to the dead
and of but little to the living. For the dead
the grave makes all tilings equal. Imperial
Caesar sleeps, if lie were a patriot, as sweetly
under undeserved blame as Brutus does, ff
he were a knave, under undeserved praise.
It matters nothing to Henry VIII. whether
Froude tells the very truth' about him or
Goldwin Smith or neither. To the living these
errors are of little consequence, and I should
be tempted to say of none if 1 did not believe
all truth to be of consequence, and if I did
not know that in the strange make-up of humanity all attempts to do justice to the dead
are incentive, support and consolation to those
still living and still militant.
The History which Napoleon thus stigmatized was until this century almost the only
history written, a catalogue of the
deeds
and doings, the thoughts, plans
and
emotions
of
and princes,
kings
of courts and popular leaders. It was because these details were so olten lalse that
the great man, defeated ami heartbroken,
complained so bitterly of history. Yet all
these little falsehoods about men and motives, and even about events, are trivial beyond characterization compared with the
enormous falsehood
which underlies this
whole method of writing
history, the silent
assumption that these princes and potentates,
these leaders and statesmen, these warriors
and jioliticians caused the rise and fall of
nations, the birth and decay of religions, the
progress and degradation of the human race;
that they made civilization and laws and
conquests and changed the fate of empires
at their own sweet will. To history of that
kind democracy was but of yesterday, and
in that history the people took no part except as they were forced by the brave men
or cajoled by the knaves. 'To such
history,
that interesting figure, that much married,
much widowed and altogether bereaved man,
Henry the VIII.. was the founder ol our holy
religion, and Elizabeth, its preserver and
savior, Napoleon was the conqueror of Europe and Alexander of the world.
But democracy is not of yesterday.
It has equal
date with the race of man. There has never
”’ent since time began in which
i,.’"'1
',,i<1 not count for what lie
pverv
h m,o„
t
3 human
beiiife
achieved bv bis
n

section

*of hunianlt "suclf
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Rule 17. The house drain and (dlier pipes for
the conveyance of sewage shall be laid with uniform grade aud with a fall of not less than one
inch in four feet, except in those cases where the
Board of Health may permit otherwise.
Rule 18. The main house drain shall be provided with a trap, which shall be located outside
the house walls and beyond all house connections.
All pipes
connecting a water-closet with a soil
pipe shall 1ki trapped, each separately, and close
to the connection with each water closet.
All
waste-pipes shall be trapped, each separately, and
close to the connections with each bath, sink,

v“‘"i

tion,"such’ac-

Rule It). All soil pipes shall lie carried at their
full size through the roof and left open. A provision shall also he made for admitting air to the
house-drain side of the main trap.
Rule 20. The joints in the vitrified pipe shall be
carefully cemented, under and around the pipe,
and the joints in the east iron pipe shall lie ruu
and ealked with lead.
Rule 21. All changes in direction shall be made
with curved pipes, and all connections shall be
made with Y branch pipes. All joints and pipes
shall be made

air-tight.

The whole work shall be

done by skillful mechanics in a thorough and
workmanlike manner, and satisfactorily to the
Hoard of of Health.
Rule 22. Before proceeding to construct
any
portion of the drainage system of a hotel, tenement. dwelling house, or other building, the owner. builder or person constructing the same, shall
tile with the Board of Health a plan thereof, showing the whole drainage system, from its connection with the common sewer to its terminus in the
house, together with the location and sizes of all
branches, traps, ventilating pipes and fixtures.
Rule 23. All drains now built shall ic reconstructed. whenever, in the opinion of the Board of
Health, it mat be necessary.
GARBAGE.

24, The collection of refuse matter in or
around the immediate vicinity of any dwellinghorse or place of busines. such as swill, waste of
meah, fish or shells, hones, decaying vegetables,
deed carcases, excrement, oranv kind of offal that
may decompose and generate disease germs or
gases, and thus affect the purity of the
unhealthy
air, shall be considered the worst kind of nuisance,
and must be removed or disposed of either
by burial, buruing or otherwise, and in such manner that
it may not be offensive to the neighborhood wherever located.
Ruffe 25. No dead animal shall, within the jurisdiction of this Board, be putjnto any river, w ell,
spring, cistern, reservoir, stream or pond.
Rule 20. Owners of flsli or other markets must
dispose of their offal in such manner as not to be
offensive or dangerous to health.
Rub'

MISCELLANEOUS.

Rule 27.

No diseased animal or its flesh, and
no decayed, diseased or unfit meat, fish,
vegetables or fruit, or diseased, impure or adulterated
milk, or other impure, diseased or adulterated article used for food, shall be sold or offered for sale
food.

as

Rule 28. No pupil shall be allowed to attend
the public schools who has not been vaccinated
successfully within seven years.
Rule 29.
The crowding of tenement houses
will receive the special attention of the Board of
Health, as one of the most prolific sources of contagious disease. Owners of such property, where
eases of over-crowding are found, will be
duly notified, and disregarding such notice, the ease will
be dealt with according to law.
Rule 30. Swine shall be kept in such place and
manner as not to be offensive to the
persons residing in the vicinity: and their pens and yards
must be kept deodorized by the application of
of dried muck, dry earth, or some other effective
absorbent. The same rule, with regard to deodorization, applies to horses,cowsamf other stock.
Rule 31. No person shall occupy any building
as a slaughter house, where it is offensive to
any
portion of the community. Such slaughter houses
uo

tncaiiFu (13
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Buie 32. When a physician Is in attendance on a
ease of infectious disease, the disinfection, which
is required in Rules 4. 5, 7 and 10, shall be carried out according to his directions; otherwise it
shall lie done as specified in said rules.
Rule 33. The violation of any of the foregoing
lltiles anil any interference with the Board of
Health to prevent the execution and enforcement
of them shall be punishable l>v fine, not
exceeding
'"'eiity dollars for each offense, in addition to the
liability to such punishment as is provided by the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine for specific
offences.
DISINFECTANTS.

1. Sulphur Fumigation.
To use this effectively, two pounds of sulphur
should he burned in a room ten feet square. Every
opening into the room, flues, doors, windows,
cracks and crevices, must he closed, except tin*
door by which the disinfector is to escape
The
sulphur is to be burned in an iron kettle or other
vessel set ill a tub containing a little water to
guard against fire. A little alcohol or kerosene
must lie poured upon the sulphur, by means of
which it may be ignited. Leave the room
quicklv,
for the fumes are highly poisonous when breathed
aud close the door tightly.
Let the room remain
closed twenty-four hours or more.
No. 2. For the Discharges.
Sulphate of Iron (copperas), 3 pounds; warm
water, 1 gallon; mix.
No. 3. For Privies,Cess-Pools, etc.
Sulphate of Iron, 1% pounds; water, l gallon;
mix.
No. 4.

For Clothing.
Sulphate of Zinc (white vitriol), 4 ounces; common salt, 2 ounces; water, 1
gallon; mix.
No. 5.
Corrosive Sublimate Solution.
Corrosive Sublimate, 60 grains; permanganate
of potassa, 1 grain; water, f
gallon; mix.
Corrosive Sublimate is one of file surest destroyers of disease germs known, but its
dangerously
poisonous qualities make it unsafe for genera'l
use.
ft could be used instead of No. 2 or onehalf this strength instead of Nos. 3 and 4.
No. 6. Chloride of Lime Solution.
Chloride of Lime of the best quality. 4 ounces
soft water, 1 gallon; mix.
This is one of the

cheapest and best disinfectants'

No. 7.
Boiling for half an hour is the surest way to destroy infection. Immersion in No. 4 or No 6
will lessen the danger from infected
clothing until it can be boiled, which should lie done
as soon
as

possible.

The marble statue of the late President Carfleld presented by the State of Ohio to the
al Statuary hall was unveiled
Monday without
ceremony in the presence of Governor lloadlv
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True it keeps mankind
in order.
It stands behind
and
bolsters up the
Revised
Statutes.
But
it does more.
What is this public sentiment? It is in its essence nothing more or
less than the expression, of the average in
telligence and average ignorance of mankind. It demands, insists upon, and will
have, uniformity. The race must go on together, and as a whole. It demands that those
who are below the standard shall, in their
outward lives, come up to the standard, and
that those who are above the standard shall
come down.
That last is where the trouble
is. Let a man proclaim a new principle in
science or make ail invention which supercedes the existing one and he must fight
Public sentiment will surely be on the ■'
side. It may try to kill him or it may
shnig its shoulders. The abolitionists ii
England and in New England know
this moans and so did John Wesley ana
early Methodists and almost all great inven
tors. The statue of Jactiuard whose inven
tion added a thousandfold to the comfort am
culture of the world stands to-day on th'
very spot where his loom was burned unde
the orders of the council of wise men of th
trade of Lyons. In earlier ages we used t<
bum the man too.
The discovery of the solar system by Copernicus was a marvel of wisdom What a
mighty comprehensive mind must have filler’
that frail body. But there is one eiren,
stance which shows that he had the wisdo
of this world as well as of all the others-'
did not publish his book until he was on 111
death bed. He knew how dangerous it is tv
he right when the rest of the world is wrong.
Galileo ninety years afterwards had tin
same truth twisted out of him
by the rack.
He had the knowledge but not tne wisdom
of Copernicus.
The truth is, the greatest
discoverer can have no audience until the
world has been lifted to his heights. T)
rising sunbeams may strike into beauty t)
bill tops first, but their glancing rays are ba
r<—,;vWi.Jimfru,,titying, until they pour ver
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ing sun of India alone two hundred and forget
ty millions are under her control, twice tlutei
multitude which owned the sway of Romeei
in her imperial
prime. On this very eonti- "1
nent her dominion covers a vaster area
than f
our own, an area
greater than Alexander had
conquered when he wept for other worlds.
Queen Victoria has three hundred millions of subjects, Elizabeth had
but live.
V\ here is the unbroken line of
great leaders
under which this marvellous
growth has
flourished? lou will search for them in
Xou cannot find them among the
Elizabeth to Victoria only one
,.,7;V
aml bow mu*li the name of
o.
'fo0"
\\ Ilham
ot
Orange owes to the genius of Macaulaj our generation,
yet under the spell of
that brilliant writer, will
never Show.
You
-m<*
great leaders
the
chief adv lsers of the Crown. We among
do not start
atthe recogintumof a hero in Sir
Robert
hand, or in the Pelhams
or the Earl of Bute or in
George Grenville,
01 the respectable
Marquis of Rockingham
or even in the great William
Pitt who died
his plans seemed to
fail. All that made him great was his
steadfast representation of the
indomitable
of the British people for which there spirit
was no
failure. But there stands out from the rest
the great figure of Cromwell!
Was he not a
great man and a great leader? Most assuredly. 1 am not saying there are not great
men and great leaders.
That would be
senseless. But it is far more senseless
to
with
say
Carlyle that without Cromwell
the
1 untau revolt would never
have
£!!
T?lJ0.?h in the world’s his1 he Puritan
revolt was an uprising
of a whole nation. It is curious to
see how
proofs to the contrary is
(. ar ylel,ln,oon5'«ms
s hook
written to show that Cromwell alone made that
epoch in history.
Everywhere you can see the rising tide long
before Cromwell was surged to the
top of the
wave, When Charles in 1640 marched to
chastise the .Soots the king’s
soldiers on
the route hurrahed for the Puritan ministers
while they flung out of their windows the
belongings of those who “sighed for surplice
and eandle.
There was no material there out
of which could come chastisement of the
When the execution of the Earl of
straftord hung trembling in the
balance, the
thousands of citizens and apprentices,”
Miscellaneous Persons and Shopmen as we
should now call them,” says
Carlyle with
his emphasis of capital
letters, “rolled about \
all day bellowing to every lord
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People would

be eloquence
of the greatest orator
in vain against the
thundered
Wentworth, “the one Philip, fhomas
man the king had”
lleI>' able
Kosciusko would not'"1 ‘he scaffold,
exHe if his country had'™
dl.ed in
Demosthenes would have sS1 ,w*th him.
Greece been willing to be s, "teece had
of Strafford extorting, even f?‘
Earl
admiration of his foes, won if failure, the
great figure of English storf’? been the
been going his way. But Eiia<? England
lug another way, and the Ea)-<?.'vas «°*
supreme ability and all, went Strafford,
'n “ke tne
burnish before the
rising Nile
Some of the best proofs of wlm.
.,
about leaders and people might'?ave sald
the history of our own land.
in
Bi{,ound
venture to cite them. A
great ndare not
say our institutions are what mat, would
pie governors. As if the institut,le Pe°the people and not the
people th ‘“ade
tions; as if the created could be jf8“tucreator.
1 should like to tell h£ the
times in the last hundred years,
last twenty-five years, the
people
united .States have risen above
their,* e
tions and above their
and hov11*
leaders,
times they have fallen below them.
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to
which will free
a great
a race, or
wants to wear his hair long
down his back.' In most cases he will be
and even if lie lie of the
simply
stuff of winch heroes are made he will many
a time be sore of heart because he has seen
fit to be unlike other men. I have called this
control of public sentiment a terrible necesI call it so because it has many grave
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it is evident they have been too hastily credited. Two hundred years ago nobody used a
fork; to-day nobody dares to use anything else.
Tills perpetual control of -mankind by Itself,
this constant and persistent demand for
uniformity so irksome to all innovators, so
repressing to all improvement, must be a terrible necessity. It shows by its very force
how much the human race needs watching
The devil is as sedulous in this world us
water under a ship. If there is any chance
of a leak the water is right there ready to
take advantage of it. Whenever the control
of public sentiment is lifted for a moment
you see the need of it. What terrible things
mobs do! What a life people led away off
in California in '49, in Australia in'52. If it be
true that the British army recently in Egypt
have been filling up the wells and shooting me
people like rabbits, it only shows that the
varnish of civilization is thin and needs somebody or rather everybody close by to keep
retouching it all the time. When the French
Revolution disorganized society how the
French people went into the air! What an
astounding disruption of all human use aud
wont. Religion seemed blotted out, chastity
was a jest and n> rder a pastime.
.Shouting
for liberty took .e place of all the virtues.
and
Kingship
nobility being proved a sham
they thought everything else was. But public sentiment still reigned.
A man might
outrage all time honored decencies but he
had better be sure he loved liberty if he
wear his own head.
"vwj'j'1'
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Joseph Jones, Present these.”
This public sentiment has its say about all
things. When Jonas Han way, bravest
of men, first put up ap umbrella in London
the crowd scoffed and jeered and thought he
Now
was breaking down British manhood.
umbrellas are so common that the right of
property no longer exists in them. Whoever
Invented the fork four'hundred years ago
outraged the public sentiment of his day. Riots took place over them and at least one divine preached against them as unhallowed and
When the Pildisrespectful to tiie Deity.
grim Fathers from whom all Boston is descended, except the North Eud, landed
Plymouth Rock not one solitary fork bore
testimony to the respectability with which
new

lay’he

•ice" “uV

tins

ger, “To my mueh honored and loving friend

?:reat

acts and deeds had been misrepresented, distorted and traduced it was easy for him to
see that the deeds and acts of other men who
hail in like manner attracted the attention of
the world, would in like manner be misrepresented, distorted and traduced. And he
was right.
Life is a battle, though we no
longer wear swords. Living, struggling men
while the fight goes on get scant praise and
less appreciation.
Eulogy we reserve
for
tne dead.
When
men’s
passion
are
roused,
especially in the fiercer
and
believe
what
epochs, they say
they wish
to say and believe, not what they ought.
What men will believe at any time depends
not half so much on the fact as on their state
of mind. We deify those who fight our
battles, and are sure of the wickedness of
those who fight against us. Since so great a
part of the material of history must be what
men
say about each other when they are in
each other's way, it is small wonder that the
faces which look out upon us from the pages
of the past are never the faces which actually frowned and smiled upon the world.
Time onlylexaggcrates our Illusions. Many
harsh features have melted into beauty in the
sweet azure of the distance, and many noble
forms have been sadly distorted by the atmosphere through which the light comes to
us from them,
tinder the ban of history
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‘Justice on Strafford.'
Their clamor sealed
his doom.
Iu the real history of tlie world
tlie “Miscellaneous Person and
Shopman”
has played many a great part of which some
one great man has had tlie glory.
If great
men, able men rule the world why was not
Wentworth successful? He was tlie one supremely aide man the king had. On his side
were constable and king, nobility and army.
Why fell his head into the basket? In truth
in those old tierce days when life was tlie
stake of politics, if the great man however
“supremely able" met a great popular wave
he had to dive under or be drowned.
The Puritan Revolt, as I have said, was a
uprising of tlie English nation. N’aions, like men, have their periods of high
enthusiasm which lifts them above their past
and their future, whicli wrecks institutions
and covers the earth with ruins, which will
be by and by slowly budded into new institutions more suited to tlie progress of the
race. These periods of high enthusiasm can
be 110 more maintained than tlie great waves
of tlie sea can be kept in tlie air. After every great wave conies a great hollow. After
Puritan England came tlie England of
Charles II. After the French Revolution
and tlie triumphal march of tlie armies over
all Europe comes the France of Louis XVIII
and of Napoleon III. The men who are on tlie
top of these great waves get mistaken in
tlie popular mind for the wave itself.
Tlie human imagination kindles at the
thought that a man like ourselves may
stand sublime, like Ajax defying tlie lightnings, moving at his will the passions of
mankind and achieving alone the infinite
purpose of time. We delight to concentrate
In him the doings of all, to make him the representative of all. In tlie old days we made
them gods, sometimes even while they lived,
and always 'after
they died. You and 1 are
witnessing one of these transformations.
Every criticism against Abraham Lincoln is
dying out. Every fault of his life is dropping away. Is passing out of sight. Tlie century after his death will find him transfigured
in/be hearts of all mankind, and when I
of those petient, sorrowful years; how
thuja
that great man lent libwif with his whole
heart in singleness of purposctbum ;
to do in great things the will of a great peo~
pie, I cannot lie the least enthusiastic of
those who rejoice at his coming apotheosis.
But to say that without him we could not
have worked out the problem would be to
no not justice to nun, out injustice
to
all others.
Not to the one great man,
but
to
the
vicout
many
belongs
tory. Not at Springfield, but on the broad
plain of Arlington Heights, stands the monument of our shining achievement, not towering high to Heaven, but spreading lowly over
many an acre rich with the memory of the
buried dead, and not there alone, nor on the
quiet hillsides where every vear the living
assemble to do honor to the dead, but everywhere in hamlet and in city, in the field and
in the mart wherever during the great struggle there was a steadfast patriotic soul.
But it is easy to see in lands and times like
pur own how the people govern, for all our
institutions are moulded to make visible their
wishes. The people, however, had their wayeven in despotic times.
Not so swiftly as
now-, but as surely. It takes time for all
things earthly. It takes time for a great
river to mil to the sea. If you dam it up, the
tighter the dam the less water that runs by,
the surer the uprooting of all obstacles and
the wider the devastation and ruin. For
three-quarters of a century the French nobility and clergy-, entrenched behind existing
institutions, behind the use and wont of mankind,lighting against an ignorant and impoverished people, thought they were successfully keeping down the rising flow of knowledge and liberty. But when the flood burst
not a vestige of old nobility, of Church or
State encumbered the earth. The ruin was
as wide as the dam had been stout.
Arnew
Church and State uprose in time, but it was
the Church and State of a freer, a more civilized, a loftier people. And so in every country, whether liberty broadens down", as in
England, from precedent to precedent, or, as
in France, from revolution to revolution, the
steady progress of civilization comes from the
people and by the people is forever of them.
You cannot keep the people out of government and progress. If their intelligence does
not rule their ignorance will. Take a few
examples of the kind of power they had under despotism. King Henry VIII. was a
masterful man.
He certainly killed and
divorced his wives and cut off the heads of
his nobles with freedom and great boldness.
The people as to those things were careless
Gallios. Such matters did not interest them.
But the subject of religion did, and it was
hard to find out which way. So when the
monk Peyto told the King “that the dogs
would lick his blood as they had done
the King took no notice of the inAhab's,”
'*
and when Elstoy repeated it the next
’’v had him reprimanded. When
ilu.
Wa
birtlion.
hi™, on
8
leaf
batimer prese...
lav
a
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CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

Rule i. Any householder In whose dwelling
there shall occur a case of scarlet fever, diphtheria, typhoid fever, smail-pox, cholera or typhus
fever, shall immediately notify the Board of Health
(or Health Committee) of the same.
Rule 2. When a physician knows or suspects
that any person to whom he has been called is
sick of. or lias died of, one of the diseases named
in Rule 1, be shall immediately notify the Board of
Health (or Health Committee) of the same.
Rule 8. A rigid quarantine shall be put upon
any person sick of scarlet fever, diphtheria, or
small-pox for a period of at least three weeks, or
until tlie Board of Health shall permit tile quarantine to be removed
During tins period all persons not
necessarily in attendance there shall he
excluded from the patient's room,
Rule 4. The attending physician and others in
charge of any person suffering from any of tlie
diseases named in Rule 1. shall cause all discharges from the bowels to be thoroughly disinfected with Disinfectant No. 2.
Rule 5. The clothing and bed clothing of persons sick of the diseases mentioned in Rule 1
shall he disinfected by soaking in Disinfectant Solution No. 4, and shall afterward lie boiled.
-Vote.—Better boll first in the Solution.
Ruled. Any person having scarlet fever, diphtheria, or sinall-pox, and members of any household where any of said diseases, whether mild or
maiimiant, exist, shall refrain from mingling witli
children in schools, churches, Sunday schools or
other Indoor places; and associations with adults
shall lie as restricted as possible.
Rule 7. Rooms, with their furniture, in which
there lias existed a case of scarlet fever, diphtheria, small-pox, cholera or typhus fever, shall lie
thoroughly fumigated with sulphur, according to
the directions given for using Disinfectant No. 1.
Rule 8. A public funeral shall not he held for
any person who has died of scarlet fever, diphtheria, small pox, cholera or typhus fever.

No.

Conferring Diplomas.
Benediction.

HZS'&tfJMO
ELOQUENT WORDS.

The following circular addressed to municipal
officers of towns has been Issued by the State
board of health. It is earnestly recommended
that the health officers in each place prepare a
series of rides and regulations based on tlds circular, and secure their adoption as by-laws by tlie
town. In some places outside of cities and large
towns and villages, the board say, tlie rules relat
ing to house drainage will not be needed, hut no
other section can be omitted without great disadvantage.

will
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was out-
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were held this afJames R. Garfield was one of the marthe day. and Harry A. Garfield delivered
the oration. Both are sons of the late President
Garfield. The subject of the oration was “SocialBoth boys made a pleasiug impression,
ism,"
A reception was tendered Mrs. Garfield this evening by tlie trustees of the college, at the residence
of President Carter.
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She
whether I was irrational or not when 1 shot
Rossa I am perfectly sane now, and wish to testify in my own behalf. If the case goes to the jury
now without their hearing me they will form an
erroneous impression of my motives and
entirely
will not know' why 1 shot Rossa.”
flit was decided to allow Mrs. Dudley to testify
and accordingly she was sworn and took the
stand. She said: “Gentlemen of the Jury, 1 may
Dr may not be insane, but I wish you to decide
my
case by acquitting me. either on tiie ground that
1 was in
my action was justifiable or convict me.
doubt as to whether Jeremiah O’Donovan. Patrick Ford or Mezzeroff were more responsible. I
read O’Donovan’s and Ford's papers and read
aboi* Mezzeroff, and then 1 went to see O’Donoran.
We had a talk about the wholesale murder
>f innocent women and children.
He said that
blowing up buildings was perfectly right. “What”
said lie “are the lives of a few women and children compared with the holy cause of Ireland.”
He also said in reference to the recent explosion
that “We did it” and he also said “I intend to
blow up the House of Parliament when it next
convenes.” 1 believe now however he was deliberately lying. He said also that ho intended to
blow
up English vessels and in that way strike
error to English hearts. He was a murderer,
lie had shown himself to be one. If I am homicidal it is queer I never shot any one before. I
lave carried a pistol and had it loaded too since I
svas sixteen years old.
At that age I was living
n the
country and there was a great scare about
nacl dogs so that everybody, men and women who
►vere
capable of carrying revolvers did so. I
;ave O’Donovan as fair a trial as a prisoner has
jver had in
your courts. I shot him and I ani
billing to take the consequence. Even in this
and of liberty 1 don’t think a man like him
should be permitted to go about advising indisriminatc murder. 1 did not come here to shoot
him. I am a good nurse and willing to take a portion here.” The jury were only in consultation
• bout five minutes when they rendered a verdict
»f acquittal because of insanity. A motion was
nade to send Mrs. Dudley to the State lunatic
which her counsel opposed.
The latter
isyluni
isked that their client be permitted to be return’d to her native country and be placed in an institution there and the court will listen to argument
>n this motion Thursday.
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College.

Williamstown, Mass., June 30.—J. M. Barker of Pittsfield anil James Gilfillan of New York
were today elected alumni trustees of Williams
College. Among those who made addresses at
the alumni meeting were David Dudley Field of
New York and Mark Hopkins.
The financial re-

Dudley
Dudley

Their Annual

as

The class of ’65 held a reunion at the residence
of Dr. F. C. Thayer and the class of ’75 at the
Elmwood Hotel with an elaborate menu and after
dinner speeches.
Hon.
Hannibal
Moses
GidHamlin,
ilings, Gov. Eobie and staff, Hon. T. B. Eeed,
Hon. Nelson Dingley, the eminent sculptor Simmons and many other distinguished men are present.
The oj ation before the literary societies was
delivered this evening by Hon. T. B.
Eeed of
Portland. The speaker was in his happiest mood
and gave an eloquent, powerful and scholarly production. It was pronounced the best oration delivered here for years.
[We print it in full else-
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Preliminary Statements of Treasury
Officiais-Receipts Below the Esti-

a

Escape from Death
Georgetown People.

Bath, June 30.—Information lias been received
In Batli of a fearful outrage and nearly a murder
which was committed last Friday night, between
8 and 9 o’clock, in Georgetown, upon an old man
named Beals and his housekeeper by an unknown
man. They were sitting in their kitchen when the
door was suddenly opened and the lamp knocked
over and extinguished by a cudgel thrown at it.
The old gentleman was then pounced upon and
severely beaten, and received several cuts on the
face and liis entire upper lip was cut off. The old
lady was also badly bruised and injured.
After the scoundrel bad finished his dreadful
work, lie departed without taking anything from
the house, and nothing concerning him has been
discovered. I)r. O. M. Kingsbury of Robin Hood
Cove attended Mr. Beals, and to-day he was
quite comfortable. The object of the assault is
not known, but many think the intent was murder. Mr. Beals is over 00 years of age, and is reported lo he quite rich. He is a respected citizen,
and the vicinity where he resides is named Bealsville, in his honor.

ney

Result of

of the

asliore will be a total loss.

Naval Order Revoked.
Secretary Whitney has revoked the following
naval order, Issued July 5,1883: “Naval officers
attached to cruising war vessels, especially commanding officers, are expeeteil to leave their families at their usual or fixed places of
abode, and
not to attempt to transfer them to more convenient visiting
Officers disregarding this inpoints.
junction will he liable to he relieved from duty.
Appointments by the President.
The President has decided on the appointment
of

were

Native of Maine.

a

E.

1,

HEALTH REGULATIONS.

sons were

C.

lows:
Class ’25—Benjamin Hobart, died June 21, 1884,
aged 81 years. 2 months.
Class ’20—Albert (i. Jewett, Belfast, Me., died
April 4,1885, aged 82 years, 4 months.
Class ’28—Abam Sanborn, Bangor,
Me., died
Feb. 7,1885, aged 79 years. 9 months.
Class ’30—Wm. H. Burrill, Belfast, Me., died (X't.
8,1884, aged 71 years, lo mouths.
Class '33—Jared ;Pillsbury, Bowling Green, Ky..
died Aug. 24, 1884, aged 72 years, 5
months.
Class ’34—Enocli|Hutchinson of New York City,
died March 3,1884, aged 74 years, 9
months.
Class ’3(5—Alirse Jones, West Conwall, Vt., died
Dec. 11,1884, aged 74 years, 6 months.
Class ’42—Henry V. Dexter, Baldwinsville.Mass.,
died July 3, 1884. aged 09 years, 3
months.
ciass
01-,j. is. i.usuing, i\e\v
lni'K city, inert
Dec. 29,1883, aged 24 years, ti months.
Class ’82—Geo. E. Garland. Waterville, Me., died
Oct. 11, 1884, aged 21 years, 2 months.
At 3 o’clock the final exercises of the Class Day
programme began. Kred A. Snow of North Berwick, gave the history of the class; the class
joined in singing to the air of “Aura Lee, an ode
which celebrated the following ceremony,—the
smoking of the pipe of peace. The prophecy was
pronounced by Charles Carroll of Linneus, and
William H. Snyder of Wayne, addressed the undergraduates. The class sang another ode, and
then Chanccy Adams of North Anson delivered
the parting address.
The halls were cheered after the usual custom, and there was as much of a
promenade concert on the campus as the weather

Maine Schooner Lost.
Philadelphia, June 30.—Schooner Ernest T.
Lee from Calais for Philadelphia before reported

pensions has decided to dismiss 50 or 60 of (he
special examiners appointed under the act of Congress passed in 1884.

NATIONAL

Society at Colby.
The necrology was read by

May

H.. June 30.—James A. Tolmy,
New Hampshire House of Representatives died here this afternoon after two
week's illness of pneumonia. Deceased was 44
years old and a native of Hallowell, Me. He had
an excellent war record.

doorkeeper

sntf

WASHINGTON.

THE

the

Dover, N.

444 to 448 Fore Street.

number of Grand Army
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Farmington, June 80.—The graduation exerei-es of the May School in Strong occurred this
evening at the Methodist church in that village.
There was a good attendance. The Strong hand
fund died music. The following persons received
diplomas: Fannie B. Reynolds, Lubec; Carrie E.
Brown, Mary E. Porter, George S. Porter, Delia
Hartwell. Charles S. Porter, Herbert S. Worthley,
Strong. Tlie reunion of the alumni and friends
occurs tomorrow.
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Exercises
School.

M. A. JEWELL & CO.

a

Man.

Francisco announces the sudden deatli in Los
of Col. J. Frank

Graduating

—AT WHOLESALE BY—

inade by

Bangor

a

private despatch from

Angeles, California last night
Godfrey, formerly of this city.

Traveler,
Long

June 30.—A

forenoon the
Class Day exercises of the class of ’86 began St
the Baptist church. Burleigh S. Aunts of Wells,
delivered the oration. His subject was “Partisanship in American Politics.” The singing of an
ode by the class followed, and the
poet of the day,
Edward Fuller of Skowhegan, closed the exercises with a poem on the
subject “Duty.”
At 2.30 o’clock, Col, Z. A. Smith, (class of
1802)
of Bostou, delivered the memorial address on ExGovernor Coburn in Memorial Hall. (His address
in full will be found in another
column,)
The Alumni met and chose the following offic-
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Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
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ABNER COBURN.

not do to give labor too little or men will not
work. On the one hand capital will not lie
.ORNISG, JULY
permanently idle, and on the other, men can! not permanently refuse work.
Capital bates
to lose its interest, and men hate to starve.
-n drank twelve barrels of ciThen
business
every
again,
depends on
.nter on a wager. He won enough
its
all
on
neighbor, and
depend
wager to pay funeral expenses.
that inevitable fluctuation between good
times and bad times, which no human wisif the First Assistant Postmaster-General dom will
probably ever be able to avert. It
doesn't owe it to his country or to his party is evidently a problem which takes in the
whole
world
and can only be settled on the
to resign, he certainly owes it to himself. He
principles of democracy. Everybody has
Is a very sick man.
got to De heard and will be heard, from the
poorest laborer to the richest capitalist. It
The mackerel fishermen are having an unwill not be settled by demagoguery, by money
commonly hard season. At the opening the power, by riches or by ignorance. It will
get settled by the intelligence which all acfish sold so low as to bring no profit, and now
quire in the fight. The location of a great
there are very few, if any, to sell.
many rocks are found by running against
them.
For example, when strikes began all
Admiral Porter intimates that if a better the then
intelligence of the world
lunch had been served on board the Dolphin out the exceeding folly of the same. pointed
Today
on her last trip the report of tier
speed would the fact that men can combine and do combine
has
taught capitalists that reductions of
havo been more satisfactory.
wages must be justifiable or will be dangerous.
On
the other hand the knowledge
Gen. Grant is evidently gradually growing
gained in strikes has taught workmen that
weaker. Occasionally lie rallies a little and
wages depend on something besides the will
-Js better for a while, but the average ; of either workman or capitalist. Each
of his condition for several days in sueces- i knows the other the better for the contest.
The nearer men are to knowing alike the
sion is constantly becoming lower.
nearer they are to thinking alike.
If any
one knew today
the panacea for all these
Col. L. D. M. Sweat is reported as saying i
troubles between labor and
there
capital
that he believes that Col. Morton will he ap- would be two other things needed:
First,
that
the
should
know
at
workingmen
pointed postmaster
it, and
Augusta, Mr. ,T. S.
believe in it, and second that the capitalists
Palmer postmaster at Portland, Gen. S. Jshould do the same. That the problem will
Anderson collector and the Hon. Bion Bradbe worked out successfully and for the good
of all is no less certain than the tides of the
bury surveyor.
sea.
It may be that it will come in the disThe death rate from cholera in Spain is
solution of old institutions now loved and
honored;
constantly increasing. In some localities It j human for it has happened many times in
history that the worst obstacles of
has risen as high as fifty per cent.
As the I future
progress were the monuments of past
weather is growing more unfavorable the
progress.
probability is that this ratio will he eonsid- ! In what has been said I am well aware that
the doctrine of democracy, of the rule of all
erably increased.
the race in both government and knowledge
O'Donovan Rossals encounter with Mrs. has only been illustrated in most desultory
way. To illustrate it
would not be an
Dudley’s tongue must have been quite as uu- oration, but volumes.fully
Let me present one
view of it as a whole and then take leave of
pleasant as his encounter with her pistol,
Take man as you find him in the
The woman told him a good many unpalata- you.
earliest
history. In every thing but one he
ble truths. Perhaps she is insane, but there !
was the inferior of the very brutes that
perappears to be considerable method in her ! ish. The stroke of a lion’s paw brained the
madness.
i stoutest. One crunch of the tiger’s jaws and
the man was a man no more. A hundred
In welcoming Gen. Logan, not as a
politl- animals enllld mitnin iiini nnH
cian, but as a distinguished American citi- : more outfight him. He acknowledged the
superiority of brutes. He took them for exren, to Boston the Record of that city could
amples. Brave as a lion is proud wsriiciiuanot refrain from repeating the political false- ! tioneven to-day,
jylum-wfcnbw that the king
of faykst"*li«n*irSfseiise about runningawav.
hood about the alleged strained relations be
shelter more than they all. To
...uV-bb-b,;.”' attiW-.OT'ded
tween Mr. Blaine and
hnn most of all the elements were
pitiless.
a bright and
"I1!1 "I.hi not dis- j His offspring in long
n ii 1
infancy was the most
helpless of God’s creation. Rebuilt his huts
play sim^L—etsSIe.
in lakes to keep from him the
howling wilderCapt. A. P. Buck, who has been in the pos- ness. He had a thousand terrors to frighten
him of which the beasts knew
tal service for fourteen years and has
If
always I he walked the forests all the nothing.
strange sounds
been recognized as a faithful and
; came to him as from
has
officer,
deities mostly malignjust been removed to make room for Mr. W. ant.
His mind could not grasp the one
D. Mudgett, an employe of the
great spirit pervading all nature and all life.
Bangor Com- He knew only little
gods and little devils
mereial. It is understood that Capt. Buck i
peopling the earth and air. Because there
is removed because he is an
“offensive parti- were no roadways a tribe of such creatures
san.” He helped put down the
Democratic might be starving while a hundred miles off
another
might be
rioting in plenty.
Indeed to witness that sight you would
Mr. Hadden, the new eolloctor at New not have to go far back 'of Queen
in Christian
England. Even
York, apparently satisfies nobody but Mr. Elizabeth
those to
whom better things were reHubert 0. Thompson. He is not
enough of vealed long ages afterwards had strange
a Mugwump for the
Mugwumps, not enough yearnings for groves and high places, strange
longings to substitute Baal and Ashtaroth
of a Democrat for the Democrats and too
litfor the Living God. Every evil that came
tle of a busimess man for the
businessmen. to them had no cause. When they came to
He will do well enough
however, for a mask delve in mines fantastic devils haunted them
for Mr. Thompson and that’s what was there. If you wish to fill out the picture
look at Missionary Moffatt’s “Southern
wanted principally,
Africa.
What is the portrait to-dav of the
rear guard of the human race was once
long
Mr. Morrison announces his
intention to ages ago the picture of the
Supintroduce a tariff bill into Congress at the pose you could bring back tovanguard.
the earth one
of those creatures the best and bravest
next session, but refuses to give
just
any hint in
as lie left
regard to the nature of it. If he carries out lie would the earth. What an amazing sight
see.
The wild beast he feared ami
his present design it is
pretty safe to say that almost worshipped meets unerring death at
a large part of the next session will
the touch of a trigger. Lions and
be wasted
tigers are
caged for the amusement of children. The
in profitless discussion, for the
Democratic forest he feared
is but the treasure house of
party is too hopelessly divided on the subject man s comfort and wealth. No
devils people
of the tariff to pass any measure
looking to the mines. That shrieking locomotive which
rushes across his vision into the dark tunnels
its alteration.
is not one of the dread unknown evil creatures
According to the New York correspondent which haunted his sleeping and waking
ot the Boston Herald
Secretary Whitney is dreams, but the peaceful servant of his race.
the administration candidate for Governor He would see no tribes dying of starvation
with plenty across the border, but every land
of New York, and the
Dolphin matter is be- ransacked to lay at every door the luxuries
ing worked for all it is worth for a political of every clime. He would see that the race
of man had become
boom. If there is ground for this
assertion and were in full masters of land and sea,
struggle for dominion
and Mr. Whitney expects to take a
seat in
the viewless
and
air,
oyer
strangest
the Governor’s chair on the
of
all
he
would
see thousands of pilstrengtli of the
Dolphin affair, he must have a very poor grims every year urged on by the love of the
beautiful alone, traversing sea and shore to
opinion of the voters of New York.
catch a glimpse of the ruins of the Parthenon;
and
if in his
Some verbose correspondent of the New
day the “Parthenon had looked
perfect across the Aigean Blue” it would have
York Sun, evidently writing on
space, who suggested to him and his race nothing except
has lately had poor luck at
or pillage.
In fact all that he would
Rangeley, writes shelter
see, lie could no more comprehend than
a
column and a half to tiiat
paper on the
could the dog that walked by his side.
“Decline of Rangeley,” and says that the
\Y by has man, so weak and frail alone of
“trout are disappearjpe aitlip
^ate of twen- creatures, made this marvelous progre-"
Because man alone has the power rr
ty tons a ye—' M
«o •) those
-0-51
the capacity and instinct of w -’
•ncrJon
11 union,
He alone can graso tb«
‘'
lows ami civ1
urging together.
Knowledge of his fel-
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In life, tlie man to the memory of whose
useful and unselfish career, we turn aside to
pay

our

heralds:

was never preceded
by brazen
this occasion, nothing could less

homage
so on

befit his character than extended and showy
exordium. In life, no dazzling array of attendants. no glittering train of applauders, no
dramatic device was ever employed by him to
add an impressiveness not his own ; so he who
would do justice to the sturdy character of
Abner Cobum, will leave behind him the conceits of the phrase maker and the ambitious
affectation of the rhetorician. In life, he had
too much sense and self respect to imitate and
he was too honest to affect gifts whtch he did
not possess.
Now that he is dead, it would be
an act of sacrilege to present the man to
posterity other than he was.
The century and the Republic were in their
infancy and Maine was Massachusetts when
Abner Coburn was born. The population of
the former was 50,000,000 less than now and
that of the then future State scarcely reached
165,000. The murderous savage no longer
ambushed feebly advancing civilization, but
the resistance of the forces of nature made
a hand-to-hand
mere existence the price of
every-day struggle. The hardy settler who
had to subdue the virgin forests and to hew
paths through the trackless wilderness, could
always see the gaunt wolf near the door of his
log cabin. In effort and time, it cost more to
move
a
ton of
merchandise from Abner
Coburn’s birthplace to the sea than it now does
Now one can go
from Chicago to Maine.
from Maine to Chicago on the fast express and
return in the time in which it took the father
of Abner Cobum' to go from Bloomfield when
called to represent his fellow citizens in the
Massachusetts General Court.
To such a realistic life was Governor Cobum
born in 1803, the second of a family of fourteen
His inheritance was the physical
children.
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frugal, country-loving,

Godcan transmit.
On both sides
his ancestors were a hardy and intellectual
stock.
Squire Cobum, the father, was one of
the first man of the region. The mother was
from the family of Westons, which, in Maine,
is older than the State, and has never failed to
contribute to each succeeding generation men
of character and usefulness. It was patriotic
blood—the grandfather of the Governor piloted
the Arnold expedition up the Kennebec and
across the
“carry" into the waters of the St.
Lawrence and died from exposure incident to
the patriotic service. Into this life of toil and
struggle, Abner Coburn entered and when a
mere boy he performed a
man’s part in the
farm work.
He made his first journey to
Boston on foot behind a drove of cattle; and
the steers which his father could not sell in
the shambles, the thrifty son made salable to
the farmers by breaking them to the yoke.
Engrossed with the cares and pursuits of men,
it never occurred to him to sow wild oats. His
advantages for education were most meagre.
The district schools were kept rather than
taught a few weeks a year. The school-book
maker and the normal school teacher had not
then cast up and graded the royal road to
learning. He who got knowledge in the pubpurpose

a

fearing ancestry

j!

rebellion._

lic schools seventy years ago

conspicuous illustration of the Darwinian
theory of the
survival of the fittest. A short period at the
then new Bloomfield academy ended the school
was

a

life of Abner Coburn except a few winters in
which he taught district schools for $9 per
month and “boarded round.”
Although Governor Coburn never entered
college halls, except ns a patron and benefactor, he was, in the best sense of the term, a
liberally educated man. His expansive mind
was
well disciplined. Observation, experience, contact with men, thinking and the time
he was able to give to reading afforded him
varied and wide information. 1 have often
been surprised by the w maturity of his views
upon topicB not in the line of bis business.
Not only was he a well-informed man upon
financial and commercial topics but in the
field of political economy his views were singularly clear and of wide range. In the summer of 1879, I called at his house where were
two or three men who were engaged with him
in business. The conversation drifted to the
business and industrial depression which, had
then lasted from September, 1874, in the course
of which he spoke nearly as fr"
>ji,
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University commencement yesterday. Both famous Chancellor of Gustavus Adolphus yet
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much
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“Behold
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nality of thought and felicity of expression, sense the world is governed.” 1 have never
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iacts and experience. They and
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and undoubtedly is one of the strongest and
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tbem 'n our colleges assume
how little sense the world is governed!
those
altogether most notable utterances that will With the
world is always governed by all the an air suPer40r wisdom and ridicule the
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The seat of government
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y, the wealthiest college in the land
constable do not closely resemble Plato
I maintain that the judgment
intimately acquainted with him for many village
come quite as near as their
Aristotle
and
they
I
"erienee of the men who have laid the
years and enjoyed his full confidence. It is
constituents will permit. The people of a
and
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lions of the material prosperity deserve
an admirable piece of work.
country always get as good government
£
of college instructors than to
they really desire.
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at.
Abner Cobum was a very deThe Canadian fishermen have been making
Such then in all the past lias been
unbrokrace
continuous,
steady march of the
an uncommonly good thing out of us for
protectionist; and I can but say here
There never has been a
en, unfaltering.
wt would be an insult to his judgment
ten years past. Not only have they had the
When Gustavus Adolphus falls at
halt.
; a perversion of his generosity, for the
benefit of our markets on the same terms as Lutzen the steady hand of Oxenstierna grasps
iols which he has endowed to teach the
When Wolsey can go no
the helm of State.
our own fishermen, but they have had some
farther Thomas Cromwell takes his place, aomic heresies of Sumner and Berry—men
85,000,000 drawn from the United States and after Thomas Cromwell has mounted o have denounced as little better than highm
me
mem
aisiriDuieu
among
treasury
the scaffold his work goes on. What has some- lymen, the practical, purposeful and broadshape of bounties. If in the temporary times seemed a retrograde step has never real- ■inded men who have made the United States
been so. The splendors of rhetoric wind le first industrial nation in the world.
agreement recently made we have got the ly
have thrilled us on the fall of England fror- Abner Cobum was not a genius. His earner
best end of the bargain, as the Nova Sco*_/iUIU» CUl tU VUiUlOO »Uv UWJUl
as a man of affairs presents no dramatic
situatians seem to think, they ought not to kick. dear to our souls. And yet the reign und
He belonged to a
will
of
out
which Dunkirk was sold and the Dutch gu tions, no brilliant episodes.
shall
jit
we
get
All^tne advantage
class of men, who, while they have always perwere heard in the Medway was also
fall far short of compensating our fishermen
reign in whicii lived Sir Samuel Morland formed a most important part in every field of
for their losses under the Washington
the Marquis of Worcester, and it may
human endeavor, have never received the credit
be that the love which the graceless Ch
their due. Reticent and often slow of speech,
treaty.
had for mechanics and the eneouragedeficient in that magnetism and audacity which
The Boston Commercial Bulletin is resultimate,,
for
the
more
he gave them did
sway and captivate men, indifferent alike to
sponsible for the statement that last of England than even the regal and in'
or criticism, behind a commonplace expraise
of
Cromwell.
Mexof
,st
inside
owners
genius
Wednesday morning
terior and a stolid demeanor is masked a massThe fact that we owe this inigh|s.
ican Central railroad securities, having just
ive intellect equipped with unerring judgment,
and present to the whole race, thatm._
published the fact of large increased earn- tory shows it to he finally responsivq jn indomitable will, sublime courage and faith
in progres!;jesj
and vast capacity to plan and execute.
Beings, began selling out the bonds until the ernment, in invention,
to all the demands of 1 and
cause General Grant was this sort
of man, it
price fell from 514 to 45, and later down to civilization,
and
saints
f
its
that
that
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souls;
took the
and the country more
374, while they sold out in that day more martyrs die their thoughts neverwben than two government
years to find out that he is the
its upward movement though.unnqllnian
than a million of the bonds. The next day
greatest captain of modern times.
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measured by years transcends iuries,
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further
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ernment
without dismay but they can repel it. Of such
not only makes the past secure.,rtainty
The Meximents of the promised subsidy.
to finite human minds that eteri-pose of
a mould was Abner Coburn.
He started out
lnfimt
the
is
of progress which
m life a barefoot boy but he started with
can Central road also owns the telegraph
such
Presence
that
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an earnest purpose, that
when he was 60, in
line there and it so happened that no mesoffir
isltlie
Wliosefdwelltng
light
financial influence, he was the first man in the
the intel
And the round ocean and the t man.
sage to the general public bearing
State. He excelled in whatever he undertook,
And the blue sky and in the; ajj j,y aj]
ligence to Boston passed over the line unti
FaithThis history' of the progrghest Pis- be it chain carrier or land surveyor.
after the business hours of Wednesday, al
fulness was the countersign with which he
and through all lifts us to tis light the
01
in
Mexico
known
was
fact
the
though
gab of hope and certain ty^nds richer passed the portal of success. With his brother
"JPuesday
promised land of the futq Hebrews, Philander, apart from whom, in his business
than the Canaan of the yfie vine the.
life, he cannot be considered, slowly, day by
richer than the fruitagei the flowing
The ire of the Democratic press is a gooi 1
day, he accumulated a fortune, but that forN deal roused by Director Burchard's refusa 1 spies brought back, riehqn see by the
tune is of no consequence compared with that
of milk and honey; foes has thrown
administra
the
fortress of credit and faith they
accede to the request of
lr7
light which the future ji>e past a world impregnable
reared upon the sure foundation of personal
f
tion to resign. But the intention of Congres s
hack upon the great soils has been en•V
when it created the office was clearly that it s where the selfishness all, where war integrity. The faith which men had in the
into selfishniall never come,
integrity and judgment of the Coburns was
?
incumbent should hold for a fixed term an I lightened
and famine and pestilip of eternal jtistheir crowning glory.
Early in life they esshould be removed during his term only fc
where under the guarjges of struggle
tablished in the minds of the people of the
'“he sha II
tice learned throughf the warp and
cause. The law expressly says that
upper Kennebec the fact of their downright
and mistake and beuman being shall
be appointed by the President, by and wit h
integrity. This insured them the widest credit
woof of the world, ffor him, and shall
an (1
the
of
Senate,
consent
and
advice
which two men ever enjoyed in Maine.
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“I
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shall hold office for the term of five year ’>
it,” said a Boston
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Other men in the same business
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given at Stockwent down,but the Coburn brothers pursued the
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the President to remove him he forces 11 ie
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than to foresight. If this were the case, the
Coburns would have sold lands when others
sold and with nearly all others rushed into the
vortex of
the
land
speculation which
collapsed in 1837. It was sound judgment
which led them to pursue the policy of
buying
lands when they could buy to advantage, regardless of the ups and downs of the market.
They foresaw the growth of New England
under the stimulating influence of railway de-

velopment which was just beginning forty
years ago and they knew that Maine timber
lands would have an increasing value and the
fullness of their conviction led them to purchase until they held 700 square miles. It

the same well-grounded faith in the
growth of the Northwest which led Governor
Coburn, after the collapse of the Northern
Pacific enterprise in 1874 to hold and continue to purchase the dishonored securities of
the company that they might be turned into
land.
The great service which Governor Coburn
rendered Maine in
the development of its
railroad system cannot be over-estimated. For
more than a quarter of a
century he devoted
time and money to it when the general opinion
was that it was a misfortune to be a stockholder in either of the four corporations east
of Portland which now make up the well
equipped and excellent property known as the
Maine Central. The history of the construction and earlier years of these lines is a recital of personal sacrifice and almost
superhuman struggle. The Cobums of
Skowhegan,
the Moors and Morrills of Waterville, the
Williamses of Augusta, the Pattens of Hath,
the Browns of Portland and their associates
are men to whom every generation
following
them in Maine will owe a large debt of gratitude. Many fell out by the way, but as
years
passed, Governor Coburn became more and
more the most prominent man in the enterprise. Many of his associates lost faith in the
ultimate success of the enterprise but Governor Cobum, in
its darkest hours, attested
his faith by pledging his private fortune to
meet its obligations to an extent which if done
by other men would be regarded as reckless.
During the year 1877, when paralysis had
fallen upon the business and the
industry of
the State, and extensive improvements were
made, the Maine Central managers found it
impossible to meet their obligations. Its floating debt was large, the banks would not take
no
paper upon me security presented and the
outlook was discouraging,
but
Governor
Coburn during that year endorsed Maine
Central paper to the extent of $1,836,000. At
an earlier
period, incident to the process of
consolidation, there was another crisis in the
affairs of the Maine Central.
I have my information from one of Maine’s honored citizens
and I will try to relate the incident in his
graphic language: “It had been a hard season;
our expenditures had been
heavy and our receipts light. Our floating debt had become
and
those who held it were importunate
large
when they found we could not pay.
Institutions which held our paper and were glad to
it
demanded
immediate
get
payment. We did
not know what to do.
At last it occurred to
one of the board to go to Governor Coburn.
He had been confined to his house for several
weeks and was just getting up when two of us
went to see him.
He was yet a sick man. We
laid our case before him and ended by stating
that we could see no way out but for him to
endorse the paper of the Maine Central for
$200,000 then and for $500,000 in the course
of the next sixty days,
lie said not a word
and we could not tell from any
expression of
his features how our proposition struck him.
When we had finished, he broke the silence
by
asking if we had a note for him to sign.
We
presented it, he signed it, and the crisis was
over.
One savings bank which had the best
security the company could give was urging
payment with great persistency, but when we
offered it the endorsement of Governor Coburn the president said he would regard it a
favor to have the company keep the
money
with such security as that!”
What a flattering testimonial was this both
to the integrity and the intellect of Abner Coburn—the name of an old man in feeble health
giving market currency to the obligations of
the first corporation and the great railroad of
the State! It was not wholly because Gov.
Coburu was n rich man that the managers of
moneyed institutions had such faith in him,
but it was because they knew that if he was
backing the Maine Central it must be solvent.
They were right; Gov. Coburn had settled for
himself every doubt respecting the corporation.
No man knew better than he the possibilities
of the country for which the Maine Central is
the arterial system. Town by town he had
»
estimated the —-■
a--amount ui nourishment
ir
would
afford
the
railroad, so that his
reality
faith in the ultimate value of the property was
based upon calculations made with mathematical accuracy. It was his intelligent and unwavering faith in the enterprise which inspired
confidence in others, and this more than his
wealth promoted the success of a railway
which, in all the years to come, more than any
will affect the welfare of the
one agency,
larger nart of the Deonle of Maine. Sunnose
that iu these crucial periods, Gov. Coburn had
lacked faith, as did others, or had turned railroad-wrecker instead of corporation-saver—
what would have been the effect upon the interest of the people whom the corporation now
so well serves and which has doubled the value
of the farm, the factory and the toil of the
laborer?
Governor Coburn was a conservative business man who acted upon the theory that all
gains from business should come from the uctual appreciation of property.
He was a
stranger to Wall street practices, and to those
manipulations of properties by which one man
is made a Croesus by filling AVall street with
shorn and bleating lambs.
He was not engaged in “corners” and “blind pools” and regarded transactions in commodities and stocks
which never had existence as a species of gambling, which added nothing to the wealth of
the country, and therefore, was in no sense
legitimate enterprise. He recognized the difference between speculation and enterprise;
therefore his life and his energies were devoted
to enterprises, the suocess of which depended
The
upon the actual appreciation of values.
business affairs and projects in which he was
engaged and which he carried out, added millions to the wealth of the country when thousands were added to his estate.
The CoburnSj in their relations to others,
were helpful men.
The shores of the sea over
which they sailed fifty years to fortune, are
not dotted with the unsightly hulks of fellowvoyagers whom they have scuttled in a kind of
trade which is better called piracy.
On the
contrary, in seasons of peril, they were always
the
weak
and
scores
of men are pros;
helping
perous to-day, because when amid the breakraised
the
of
distress and the
ers, they
signal
Cobums came to their rescue and convoyed
them into the open sea. After having rescued
men, they never assumed toward them a patronizing air, never boasted of it, never reminded them of their obligation or claimed
perpetual vassalage as the price of succor. If
during the last 25 years of his life. Governor
Coburn had utilized that power which a sense
of obligation for benefits received carries with
it, in the larger business affairs of the State
and in legislation affecting it and in politics, he
could have been well-nigh autocratic.
Many
of us who remember the railroad contests in
the legislature prior to consolidation, knew
that Governor Cobum never availed himself of
that power—-that either from delicacy or from
a fear that he might infringe upon the realm of
propriety, he did not ask the services of these
whom he had favored, when they could have
been his allies in all honesty and honor.
Governor Cobum gave his first vote for
President in 1821 to John Quincy Adams. He
did not vote for another successful candidate
for President until 1840. which is to snv. that
he was a Whig. At an early age, he took an
active interest in party matters und to the end
of his life, was a firm believer in the cardinal
principles of the Whig party in the days of its
glory. At that time the Whig party in Maine
embraced such distinguished men as George
Avans, Governor Kent, William Pitt Fessenden, Elijah L. Hamlin and Luther Severance.
Governor Cobum first appeared in the Maine
House in 1838—the time when the Whigs
elected a governor and a legislature. The burning question of the day was the North Eastern Boundary.
Always covetous, the British
government insisted upon interpretation of the
treaty which would have made Maine a considerably smaller State than it is. Fifty years
ago Great Britain’s policy was not so yielding
as it now is with Russia in the rectification
of
boundaries. The condition of the two nations is so changed, that if the treaty fixing
the boundary were made now, the St. John
from its mouth would have been the eastern
and
the
boundary of Maine
height
of land which looks over into the St. Lawrence the northern. Gov. Coburn was a member of the committee to which this important
subject was entrusted by the legislature and
had his views been insisted upon by our representative who made the Ashburton treaty,
Maine would have a larger State than it now
is. That he was made a member of this committee and also of the finance, banking, land
and valuation committees during the three
terms that he was a member of the legislature,
goes to show that when from 35 to 40 years
of age, he was regarded as an able man and
well versed in public affairs. When General
Scott was the Whig candidate for President,
Governor Coburn was a candidate on the electoral ticket. The repeal of the Missouri Compromise in May, 1854, accelerated the realignment of political parties, which had been going
on some time in Maine on the
temperance question. Before the name Republican was given
to the new party, Governor Cobum was in the
revolt against the old parties and from the first
was a
sturdy adherent and influential man in
the new organization.
He was a member
of the executive council, during the terms of
Governors A. P. Morrill, Hamlin and Williams. In 1860, when Abraham Lincoln was
elected President, Gov. Coburn headed the
electoral ticket. In September, 1862, he rvas
elected governor and held the office
during
the year 1863. At no period in the existence
was

■

of the State, before or since, have the duties of
the office been so arduous or the condition of
the country so perilous. The country was
well along in the second year of the war.
The lack of success on the part of the
government bordered on disaster. He went
into office just as the country had been disheartened with tidings of Burnside's bloody
repulse at Fredericksburg, which was followed
by Hooker’s gloomy failure at Chanccllorsvilie.
Midsummer brought us the victory at Gettysburg, but fought on the defensive; the loyal
people did not comprehend its true significance until mouths had
passed. The enthusiasm which was witnessed in the
uprising of
the North directly after the attack upon
Sumter, had passed away. The most hopeful
saw a long and
bloody war ahead and thousands were doubtful concerning the result.
Loyal men were disheartened because of an
apparent lack of leadership in the field.
Demagogues seized upon the President’s

Proclamation

Emancipation

as

a

pretext
to
the
oppose
government.
Rebel sympathizers in the North boldly
denounced the administration and the war.
In several States, the fall election had been
unfavorable to the war party.
No longer
could calls upon the States for troops be filled
by voluntary enlistments and the draft act had
to be resorted to.
Maine was no exception.
It had its share of os malignant traitors as ever
bushwacked the rear guard of a patriot army.
They denounced the draft, and in several in
stances they resisted the conscription officers,
threatening the lives of several, and one was
murdered. In one town the standard of resistance was raised, but, thanks to the promptness of Governor Coburn, the
rising was
strangled in its inception by the veteran troops
which he hurried to the plague spot.
Do you ask me why it is necessary to recall
this page of shame in the State’s
history?
Because it is impossible without so doing to
impress upon a law abiding people the perils
which beset Abner Coburn when governor
and to render full justice to one who was as
patriotic and courageous a man as ever discharged a great public duty. M'hen, from any
change of feeling or new-born sentiment, it
may become impolitic to tell the truth here
about the war period, first give Memorial hall
a new name,
destroy thut beautiful work of
art which commemorates the chivalric heroism
and the pathetic martyrdom of some of the
sons ot Alma Mater and from the memorial
tablets, erase the names of Heath, Boothby,

Parker, Leavitt, Bigelow and the Stevenses.
And when the work of obliterating the names
of

patriots from the records of the college is
begun, let the name of Abner Coburn be the
iirst to be stricken out, for in that thick night

of doubt tind far, there was no truer nor
more courageous heart than his!
He was one of the war governors wrho held
up the hands of Lincoln in the darkest hour.
All of his official pa'pers, plain and simple in
their structure, are permeated with an intense
loyalty and illuminated by a faith which inspired courage in the hearts of those about
him. To the council chamber he carried that
cool head, that penetrating mind, that sound
judgment, that high integrity and unflinching
purpose, which had marked his business career.
Fields might be lost, treason might
threaten,
and friends, in their impatience, might be more
exasperating than foes, but he never lost his
wonderful poise. He was neither dogmatic nor
truckling, headstrong nor adroit; he listened
to all and then he adopted that
policy which
his own con science and his own judgment which
he had learned to trust, dictated.
The decision once clearly made upon the basis of
right
and justice, wns never set aside. He was never
influenced by flattery or by his own personal
nr
political interests to deviate from what he
believed to be the path of duty.
He did not
do some things as custom might dictate, but
for that reason, he often did them better. The
following incident related by one who was
near him and one
who did'not always agree
with him, illustrates his careful method: The
1st Maine cavalry was a regiment of which
every man in the State may be proud, but
during Governor Coburn’s term, it lost its
field officers by the casualties of the service and
there was such a condition of affairs in the
command that regular promotions did not
After a brief
ippear to him to be expedient.
period Governor Coburn surprised those about
liim by nominating two young officers, not the
ildest of rank, for colonel and lieutenant
jolonel. When asked for an explanation, ho
said : “I have carefully looked the matter over.
1 know the appointees.
They are popular in
the regiment and 1 have known them several
Their appointment is the best
years.
thing
for the regiment."
The sequel proved that he
had selected most wisely.
One of the names
J^the officers thus appointed is inscribed on
of heroes—Stephen Boothbv ; the
from ,his ill:'titution in 1856,
other
(it’nerlil Sheridan to bo one
was pronounctw b-y
cavalry officers in the
of the best

vour^lot
grSfei“tei1

voluJs^

service, and is
of

the

19th

now

the

'Aghlv^esteemed colonel

infantry—Charles

Smith,

away from that period or'^PBht.
Governor Coburn stood at the
helm of State, his administration stands a
model of efficiency, and he a chief magistrate
who was without fear and is without reproach.
In his private life and in his personal relations, Gov. Coburn was the same upright and
conscientious man that he was in business and
public affairs. lie was so conspicuously free
from the appearance of vice of every nature,
that even the idlest village gossip never had
the semblance of pretext to trifle ruth his
name.
All his life he was not only a total
abstainer from intoxicating liquors, but in all
he
lived an abstemious and frugal life.
things
Although his earlier life was spent much in
contact with men of rough habits, he was, in
his intercourse with all, refined in speech and
defferential in act.
Impure or profane words
never passed his lips.
Totally unfamiliar with
the etiquette established by polite society, he
possessed that refinement, courtesy and deference for the rights and feelings of others, which
only those possess who recognize the brotherhood of man.
Just to all men, he was, at the
same time and in the best
ways, kind, helpful
and sympathetic.
He probably never told a
human being that he held him in high esteem,
but he was unworthy of it, who could not discover it.
Few men have had more occasion to
know' the wickedness and the ingratitude of
other men, yet he was, in speech and act, the
most charitable of men toward the failings
and sins of others.
Integrity so permeated
every fibre of his moral and intellectual being,
that he often seemed unable to realize that a
man could be a rascal.
Because it was his nature and perhaps his purpose, to mask his
emotions behind a calm exterior, many thought
him distant and unsympathetic, forgetting that
“The shallows murmur, but the deeps are dumb.”
Governor Coburn was naturally a reserved
man, but those who came to know him intimately found him a most genial man, and in
the hours of leisure, an entertaining conversationist, full of information, reminiscence and
humor. Among the most delightful hours of
my life, I count the evenings I have spent in
his room, when, turning away from his table
loaded with papers, he talked of*men and
affairs. Then one caught a glimpse of those
lighter intellectual endowments which his
exacting life of intense activity afforded him
no time to cultivate.

Twenty years
during which

is found'.in the disposition he has made
of his estate. Men craving the praise of those
who are able to perpetuate a man’s name in
literature, would have given thousands to place
a creation of art in some centre of wealth and
culture. Not so with him. He turned to the
common people from whom he sprang, and
gave his wealth to promote their temporal and
spiritual welfare. To open wide to the poor
the fountains of knowlege and culture so that
all who will, may drink, he has given hundreds of thousands. To do his part to atone
the outrage which for generations had been
written with the lash on dusky backs, he has
given thousands until they were hundreds. That
the unfortunate poor may have an asylum, he
has become the Good Samaritan, leaving a
well filled purse to the end that oil and wine
may be poured into bodies hurt and minds
diseased. Realizing that the only means by
which the influence of religious truth can be
made potent in the sparsely inhabited portions
of his own State, is by the preaching of the
Gospel by cultured and earnest men. whom
those living in such localities cannot
support,
he wisely gave tens of thousands to infuse new
life into scores of languishing churches, and to
break the bread of life to thousands who
might
otherwise famish.
To bring the benighted in
distant and dark lands into the light of Christian civilization through the teaching of the
Word, he gave many thousands.
Not one
dollar for self-glorification, or to raise a monument to cause his achievements to be remembered. Every one of his public bequests is a
dying testimonial of his sympathy for unfortunate humanity and his love for "the common
masses

people.

The money which Gov. Coburn devoted to
private charities, to clothe and feed the
needy and to relieve and comfort the suffering
would in the aggregate make a large fortune.
In this beneficent work, he never sounded a
trumpet before him, nor did his left hand know

full of labor and his social opportunities
were so few that he derived much less
enjoyment from life than he might.
I do not think
that he shared this feeling in the least. He was
nothing of a cynic and the man who dwells
upon the idea that he is not getting all that he
might derive from life is more or less cynical.
The world at large believes that that life is
most to be desired to which is alloted the largest amount of leisure.
To the multitude, purnnseless indolence is the sum of human h„nr,i_
ness.
Judged by such standards, the life of
Abner Coburn was a dismal failure. He had
no desire for a life of leisure, and he had no
respect for those men who are shirkers in life's
battle or, adopting the pirate’s motto; “The
world owes me a living,” become the campfollowers of the world’s toiling armies. If he
had been called upon to point out the “primal
curse,” he would have found it in that condition of idleness which prepared our first parents to be the victims of as loathsome a tempter as the Serpent must have been.
In his
•practical philosophy, "In the sweat of thy
brow shalt thou eat thy bread,” was not a
sentence to doom but a mandate to go forth to
conquer the earth and to achieve the highest
purpose of the human soul. Engrossing occuconstant
antagonism with
pation and
the obstacles which stood in the
way
of
achievements
and
great
enterprises
and
made Abner Coburn the
selfstrong
radiant man he was; and a sense of his success and of the power which that success gave
him, were rewards, the keen zest and the enduring satisfaction of which, no soul dwarfed
or paralyzed by a life of aimless idleness can
That man who hasfound in his ocever know.
cupation, whether in the field, the shop or the
study, constant and increasing satisfacation.has
the alchemy, which, while it may not transmit
base metal into gold or prove the elixir which
will bring the bloom of perpetual youth, turns
days, which would otherwise be tedious, into
The man who has discimoments of delight.
plined himself until he is in love with his work,
and by that discipline has acquired complete
mastery of his powers, and is proudly conscious of that mastery, goes to the severest
task, with a feeling of buoyant exultation, and
returns a conqueror, with a feeling of ecstacy
which no loiterer or shirker can ever know,
Abner Coburn’s life was made up of such
struggles and triumphs.
In his manner of life, in his associations
and conspicuously in the disposition of his
wealth, Governor Coburn showed himself to
be one of the common people. That arrogance, so often the blemish of strong and sue
cessful men, was no part of his nature. He
reverenced the inherent rights of men to such
an extent that he was no respecter of persons.
He never showed his superiority by placing
any badge of servitude upon a fellow being.
He had neither eoat-of-arms nor a livery.
The crowning evidence of his regard for the
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ILE—$10,50<); Va interest
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established 1st class machinist

large

d

of work; manufacturers,'ir
tools, jobbing, etc.; partner wanted to V
of financial department; a rare opening
right party; best of references given and ream,
will prove safe and profitable: and investlgativ.
invited. W. F. CAKKUTHER8, 24 Tremont Row.
Boston.
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FOR

FOR

SALE—Light extension top carryall,
FOR
built by Z. Thompson to order, cost $400, in

tip top condition, price §125. Seen at HORSE &
CAR RI AGE MART. Plum
street._30-1
with abundant
Mineral
Poland Springs, curative qualities established, elevation for a hotel, more sightly than Poland; 14
miles from Portland on line of M. C. R. R. and
Grand Trunk; can be bought witli or without the
farm of 200 acres, at a bargain.
W. H. WALDRON. 180 Middle street.

Spring,
FOR
flow of water, showing analysis equal to

XAOR HALE—Seashore. 2 cottages at FalJj
mouth Foreside, on Staekpole estate.
Inquire on the premises of J. CHAMBERLIN. 27-2

shingles: dealers attenis called to the fact that I have 150
Ii^O tionSALE—Spruce
for cash.
thousand for sale
R

cheap

Enquire

what his right hand did. Rut for a private
cash book in which he kept his personal expenditures, we should have no ciue to the extent of his bounty.
This book shows that
during the last four years of his life he gave
in small sums, $14,000 to relieve the
needy
and the suffering. Meagre indeed, would this
recital appear if it should be followed by the
reading of a few of the pathetic letters "which
the thankful hearts of the reciDients of bis
generosity have dictated.
In the most significant sense of the term,
Governor Coburn was a Christian. He accepted the teachings of revelation as self evident truths. The precepts of the gospel were
written on his heart and the Sermon on the
Mount was the law of his life. The true
secret of that serenity which characterized his
mature years and gave
dignity and power and
which sudden disaster did not ruffle must
have had its seat in his unwavering faith in
God. He never spoke of religious' topics to
his every day associates, but they
always felt
when in his presence that sacred things must
be reverenced to be courteous to him.
I am permitted by the writer to introduce,
as a just estimate and tribute to the character of Governor Coburn, a letter received from
one of his most esteemed friends, a few
days
after his death:
Washington, D. C., Saturday.
Dear Colonel smith,—Tour telegram brought
sad intelligence. Though long anticipated, the
death of Governor Coburn seemed at last to be
sudden. I had hoped to see him once more
very
and sincerely regretted that the pressure of mv
engagements the past summer and autumn hail
deprived me of the pleasure of his society and
companionship, which I had enjoyed for many

27-1

MALE—A very desirable lot (60x100)
situated on Sherman street, sixty feet from
the westerly corner of State street, the grade is
good and location central. Price thirty cents per
foot. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vs Exchange St.

IjiOR

25-1

MALE—Just received a lot of young
healthy Mocking birds, warranted for MockPORTE AND BIRD ST( IKK.25-1

B^OR

MALE—A

was, if

humanity can ever attain perfection, an
absolutely just man in all his dealings. And beyond the demands of justice, he was always
kind and

ever

generous to his fellowmen.

Sin

gularly quiet and unobtrustve, the world around
him had little knowledge of the constant flow of ids
charity, of file numberless good deeds which

adorned his dailv life.
He was aitogtfier modest and disliked
everything
which savored of prelensiou or show.
His life
was indeed, a model of simplicity.
The large fortune which his industry and sagacity had enabled
him to accumulate was, in his own view, “a trust
fund” which he held for the benefit of mankind,
and the disposition of which was with him a matter of conscience. He never had a dollar to waste,
but he always had thousands for a worthy cause.
In thirty years of personal
Intimacy with Governor Goburn, I never saw
anything in his life and
conversation that was not praiseworthy. He was
never impatient nor fault
finding nor revengeful.
His only form of censure was silence and his
friends came to know bow much that meant on
certain occasions, respecting certain
persons.
To
those
whom
he
called
lie
friends,
was
But
ho never made
devotedly true.
professions of attachment and was never effusive.
In his crisp and pointed correspondence, no matter what tlie degree of intimacy with the
person to
"■hom he wrote, he always began his letters with
the stiff “Dr. Sir” of olden times and signed himself, “Hesp’y” or “truly yours.”
But with this
undemonstrative and formal manner, there was as
a heart as ever beat in human breast, and
with it a hand as helpful as ever came to a friend's

kindly
relief.

Very sincerely,

James G. Blaine.
Years hence, when the history of Maine
shall be written by a
discriminating and impartial hand, it will say of this man, “he
ntTPipd his native State by his

briUiancw-ifftJ|

tne House

UIIt*

stm-

guished for ripe siifea’danship in the Sen; >tc
that another was renowneau«\'5, V’lje ‘teaming and wisdom as a jurist; another for his
eloquence and power in the pulpit; but of
Abner Coburn he will write:
“He honored
his State by great enterprises for the public
good and by becoming the greatest benefactor
of its people.”
To-day we miss this venerable and venerated man. His entrance upon that real existence of which what is called death is the portal,
has left a void in the places where men of
affairs meet. To-day the trustees of this institution have beheld with sorrow his vacant
seat at their council board.
No more will his
familiar presence pass up and down this beautiful valley, its benign repose a seeming benediction ; yet he is not dead.
Such men will
never die.
He will live in that arterial system of the State to which he has contributed
so much, along which pulsates the life blood of
and
the
vital
enterprise
industry,
forces of a higher civilization;
he
will
live in
the enlarged
comforts and refinement which this system brings to thousands of humble homes because it has doubled
the rewards of every toiler; he will live in the
asylums for the unfortunate which his benefactions have enlarged; he will live in the
better lives of thousands in the by-ways and
hedges to whom he has caused the gospel to
be preached; looking down from the canvas
to be hung in this hall, already consecrated to
heroic martyrs, upon generation after generation of young men and women, he will live a
reminder and an inspiration to higher aims
and nobler achievements; he will live in the
ever widening influences which will radiate
from his Christian beneficence when the centuries shall have grown old and the stars shall
become dim with age.
In that ‘‘Garden of God,” near the spot
where eighty odd years ago he first saw light,
the golden mists these summer days float
above a new grave in which he lies beside the
brother he loved s p much, and, shimmering in
the sun, seem to make a ladder through the
shining air whereon the Angels of the Lord
descend and ascend.

& CO'S. Head of Union Wharf.
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dropped

In gold,
l)r. Holt’s and No. 148 Spring St.,
is offered for its return.
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anyone should lind
pocket
NOTICE—If
book, and will return the papers, thev are
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High St., Portland.

L©NT—On

tlie road between Saccarappa and

Portland or in Evergreen Cemetery, a lady’s
small black Alligator hand Satchel, containing a
small sum of money and a handkerchief. The
finder will be rewarded by leaving at the PRESS
OFFICE.25-1
trunk about two feet square, very
came on 5 p. ni. train last Monand
was
day
probably left at wrong house by hackman;
please leave information to-day at 1)1
SPRING STREET.
25-1

LONT—A
much worn;
I

©NT—A Secretary’s Corps Badge; the finder
Jwill he rewarded by leaving at THIS OFFICE.
25-1

ADRIFT—What seems to he
raft, bearing several articles.
BARQUE ELLA,foot of Park St. 25-1
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Inquire

on

BUY
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ment, also a large stock of Harnesses.
LING, Silver St.19-4

IiET—Beach

male OR to

property.
The Centennial House, Scarboro Beach,
Fob

con-

19 rooms and a store; also bowling alley
and stable connected with the same; also one
small cottage of 0 rooms.
Inquire of J. K.
18-2
ANDREWS, Saccarappa, for terms.

taining

OR WALE—A confectionery and catering
business established 20 years; has the best
of situations, is well
and
all

I71

patronized

supplies

the large parties in the city; is furnished with every convenience, including a steam engine to
freeze ice cream; the purchaser will he given a
thorough knowledge of the business, with the
manufacture of the celebrated ice cream made only by this firm. For further information apply to
MRS. S. A. ULMER, 602 Congress street, Portland, Me.
23-2
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JSALE.

Hundred good PacMng Cases. Will be deON livered
In any part of city at 25 cents each,
K

jelddtfOWEy,

For Sale

or

MQOltE & CO.

still remain.
pairing to order.

Bargains

Samuel

and re-

Thurston,

3 Free Street Week,
jam 2_

FOR SAFE.
rriHK retail coal business of the late J. H. Baker,
X office, scale, sheds, screens, wagons, tools,
&c., together with the goodwill of the business;
been established on Richardson’s Wharf more
than twenty-five years, doing a good business,
customers pay promptly; best stand in the city,
and the only one that can be bad. A rare opportunity for any one wishing to go into business,
wharf can be leased, possession given .tune 1st.
For particulars inquire of JOHN W. LAYER, No.
lVa union Wharf.
mjiylSdtf
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Rowing Association,

Cumberland

—AT—

SATURDAY, JULY 4th.

NEBAGO LAKE.

KEA^ITTAi
First Race—Senior Single. Scull; opento State
baring Buckley ami O'Connell. First prize. Gold
medal; Second. Silver medal.
Mieuoad Rare— Double Working Boats, noiover
20 ft. long. First nrize. $25: Second, $15.
Third Rare—Four Oared Working Boat. First
prize, four Gold medals ; Second, four Silver inedaku
jP^All races two miles with a turn.
©«e llnudrril Yard** Dawth—First

Second. $2.00.
411 entries to be made to D. E.
Pleasant street.

DANCING IN THE PAVILION.

prize$3.00 r
No.

Bowen,

3

MUSIC BY GRIMMER

All privileges of tile grounds to be let by D. E.
Bowen, No. 3 Pleasant street.
Trains leave Eastern Depot 8.25, 10.00 a. ni..
12.40,1.30 p. m. Tickets from Portland, Adults
75 cts.. Children 50 cts.;
Westbrook, Audits G5
cts.. Children 40 cts.
jeJEJtw

PORTLAND
—TO THE—

Still Leading!

_30-1

NOTICE THE EXTREMELY LOW PRICES:
Portland to Gorham, Glen House, and Return,
including stage, $4.50.
Portland to Gorham, Mt. Washington, and Return, including stage, $8.« >0. Portland to Gorham*
Mt. Washington; returning down the Mountain to
Mt. Washington Railway, and hack to Portland by
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railway,
$10.00.
Montreal and Return. $7.50. Montreal and Return. via Quebec, $11.50.
HT"Tickets good to go any day and return front
June 22d to July 16th, Inclusive.
.*15 DiDepot*

•J. STEPHENSON, Supt.
W. EDGAR, G. P. A.
je23dtf

J. B. BROWN &

SONS,

BANKERS,
No. 218 Middle Street.
■Ntrrlin(c aud
bought anil Mold

Travelling

Continental
at mo*t

aud

Exchange

favorable

Commercial

ratCM.

Letter* of

Credit I*Miied, available in nil the Prinof Europe.

cipal Cities

InveMtmeut MecisriticM

Bought and Mold,

jan 31

eodtf

TRUST COMPANY,
First National Bank

High School boy vtoulil like

employment of any kind during vacation.
Address H. A. W„ Press
27-2
Office.j

VAT ANTED.—A loan of from $3000 to *5000
TV
is desired for 5 years; will lie ‘secured bv
first-class real estate ill this city. Alldress B. Xl.
This Office.
27-1

w chine girl on custom work.
YOUNG, 47 Exchange St.

Building.

Ml.

_

City, County and Railroad Bonds,

_

A

following week.

campment and

The most Attractive Excursion yet offered to visit
the White Mountains. Grand opportunity to view
the enchanting scenery along the routes named.

20-1
v v

Railway

Daily Excursions to the White Mountains during the En-

VAT ANTED—A situation by a young woman to
TV
do table-work.
Address M. It., this office.
WANTED

Brand Trunk

FORT LAMD

TVTANTED—Girl to do general housework,
T
for a family of two. Wages $2.50 a week.
Send address to ••X..’’, Press Office.
30-1

other First-Class Seeurities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON
JelO

^iid

1

DEPOSITS.
eodtf

Apply to L. C.
27-1

WANTED-Salesman; a young man who
v r
thoroughly understands the retail furnishing goods business' in the City of Portland. Apply
to ALLEN & COMPANY, 470 Congress St. 27-1
to sell the Ideal Fire
Kindler, (just patented,) tile best selling
article in the market; everybody delighted with
them; send 25c. for sample and terms to IDEAL
FIRE KINDLER CO., Presque Isle, Me.
27-1

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

\\TANTED—Agents
y T

WANTED-To learn the Wholesale
Business.
SHAW, SON
&
Grocery
HAWKES, 225 Commercial St.
27-1

BOY

YYTANTED—A place in good family by comt r
petent American girl; family without children preferred; excellent references. Call or address 41 TURNER ST.
20-1

TITANTED—A good girl to do general houseTT
work. Apply to MRS. JOHN WAIN. 29
Melbourne St.. Portland, Me.
26-1

WANTED—A
T T

competent, strong gill for general housework, at DR. BACON'S. 45 Park
St.'26-1

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly
hand.

on

eodtf

jau23

H.M.PAYSON&CO.
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

WANTED-A flrst-class plumber who Is also
a tinsmith; must, he a thorough workman;
steady work for a reliable and competent man. L.
E. SMITH, 221 Main St.. Gloucester, Mass. 20-2

ESTABLISHED 1854.

to
buy the Enchanted
wonder of
the
Nineteenth Century, acknowledged by press and public to lie the most mysterious and fascinating
trick ever sold, affords hours of laughter anil
amusement, price only 25 cents, agents wanted to
sell on the street during G. A. Reunion, to whom
a liberal discount will be given.. C. I. ARTHUR,
No. 252 Broadway, Room 11, New York.
18-2

Dealers iu City, County, Water
Works and Kailroad Donds, Dank
Storks and other securities.

and Gentlemen
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy

Kockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific (Jold..6s
Anson.4s

WANTED.—All
Blocks, the

or

city

in

work at

all the year round; distance no objection;
salary from §1 to 83 a day; no canvassing. .1.
home

jelSeodtf

BONDS !

FOWLER & CO- Boston. Mass., box 5117. 15-8

LUMBER WANTED.

194 .VIIODI.K STREET, Porllnnd.

January 1,1884.

IN 10 miles of

janldtf

SC.UNEK RESORTS.

Boston. Muss., on Lowell Rail
Road, price 88.000. Address,
9. A. McCANN & CO.,
je20dtw247 Washington St., Boston.

N. S.

HALIFAX,

TTENTION of those wishing to visit the seaside, is called to MOUNTFORD’S HOTEL,
situated on McNAB’S ISLAND, in Halifax Harbor, lVa miles from the city.
Large airy rooms,
beautiful groves, swings, boats and everything to
afford comfort and pleasure to visitors.
Fishing,
bathing and hunting unsurpassed; splendid seabreeze and beautiful view of bay. ocean, and several English forts; mail and telegraph communications on the island. Families and others treated
on liberal terms, for which, address
4

Wanted.
A NURSE competent to take care of youn
Y children. Apply immediately at 22 liEKR
ING ST.
je26dtf

Girls Wanted.
IR LS .’wanted by the Portland Star Match
*
Co.. West Commercial Street.
je23dtf

CN

JOHN W.

MOUNTFORD,

No. <14 Granville St., Halifax. N. S., or
jeJOdlw* WM. H. PATTERSON, Portland, Me.

TO LET,

LET.-Rooms, furnished
1IO with
without hoard at 135

TI HEIt

unfurnished.
FREE ST. 30-1

or

or

I.ET.-Two houses on Lowell street, live
each, sebago water, rem 8<> each. Enquire of G. W. BURNHAM, 1091 Congress St.

TO

Batli.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. It. E—6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

exchange for gentleman’s residence within

rooms

RETREAT—Where
a

moun-

opened

home,

be

can

found all the comforts of
SI
picturesque
will be
June 2(5th; board
tain

from
B. F.

For circulars address
$7 to Slo per week.
BUZZ El.!.. Highland Bark. Fryelmrg, Mr. 114

0C).O

seaside cottages at Falmouth
(preside, near the water, broad piazzas,
stable, bathing and sailing facilities; boiling spring
near tne cottage;
twenty five minutes ride from
Portland. Inquire of E. T. MERRILL, on the
premises. P. O. address, Portland Me.
27-1

Hoarding place will mill tne same ny appiicatmi: to
Terms reasonBOX 3. P. O. at South Freeport.
able.
26-1

LET-House at Searboro Beach, near tin*
Spurwink River, conveniently arranged for
one or two families.
For further particulars, address V. D. WARD, Searboro, Me.
20-1

Scarboro Beach.

EET—3

TO

ATLANTIC HOUSE.

TO

RENT—Second floor of house (110 Congress St., Congress Square; beautiful location, pleasant rooms, large closet, use of bath

TO

room.

house

for

the season of 1885.
opens
1HHS
Thurnilny, Junr isth. Positively closed
transient visitors
the Sabbath.

to

on

on

S. B. GUNNISON, Proprietor,
d2w

jel 0

20-1

LEt-A 1 story house containing five
X rooms, in good repair, apply to W. W. CARR,
20 Quincy
25-1
St._
rilO

EET—The fast and staunch Steamer “LizX zie” can he charteied to take pleasure parties
any part of the harbor or Islands. Apply to
JOHN’ A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 40 Commercial street.
23-2
mo

MET—'The largest ami best second floor
X for business In Portland, over Woodman.
True tt Co., lias been occupied for the past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell & Co., new elevator with
motive power, one of the best. Apply to GEO. W.
WOODMAN.
0-4
To Let.
No. <171 Congress Street.
Apply to
STOKE
SETH L. LARRAI1EE, No. 30*1 Congress St.
je22

__dtf
To

Let,

OOMS to let single or in suits, with hoard,
Apple at No. 00 High St., corner of Spring.
dtf
inaylS__

TREASURY
Office

DEPARTMENT.

Comptroller of the)
Currency,
Washington. June 25,1885. 1
NIT HERE AS, by satisfactory evidence present▼ ▼
ed to tin* undersigned ft lias been made to
appear that -The Cumberland National Bank of
Portland” in the City of Portland in the County of
Cumberland and State of Maine lias complied with
all the provisions of the “Art of Congress to enable National
Banking Associations to extend
their corporate existence and for other purposes,*’
approved July 12. 1882, Now. therefore, l Henry
W. Cannon, Comptroller of 11m Currency, do herecertify that “The Cumberland National Bank
by
of Portland” in the City of Portland in the County
of Cumberland and State of Maine is authorized to
have succession for the period specified in it
amended articles of association, namelv until
close oflbusiness on June 28,1905. In testimony
whereof witness my hand and seal of office this
25th day of June, 1885.
H. W. CANNON.
Comptroller of the Currency.
je29dlm
of

t

TORES in
IO 121 and

the Thompson blook. Nos. It 7. IIP.
12J Middle street, n few door below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 1(54 Brackett St.. Portland, Me.
janl4dtf

l:a« been entirely icim-Perry
( vated, new < ar,*et--. Iteil; and furniture. It
is central in location, near Market Square. Terms
moderate.
25-1
OtM

Hotel

ECOOHtt

TO EET.

EET—A Stl
Dished rooms for the
BOX 1057, city.

II©

>

:m;::er.

SOLARIIPSs

/001k
!M
W

HOARD.

$10 TEN DOLLARS. $10
Dollars Reward will be paid to any one
who will give information which will lead to
tlie detection and punishment of any one who commits any nuisance or does any damage upon or
around any of the Public School buildings.
K. K. PRA V.
1el3eodtt
Supt- Public School Buildings

ExcuSffm i

WANTED.

WANTE D— By a man and wife, a situation as
v
caretakers or any other place of trust; best
of references. Address J. G.. Advertiser Office.

Portland. £)(>
dtf

Admission 25 eta.
<11 w

___

FINANCIAL.

TO EET.
Tuning

je2U

COTTAGE

COVERS.
Some Rare

Afternoon at 3.

at 10.

Game called at 3 o’clock.

To Let.

situated at Old Orchard, known as
the lnskip Cottage, standing on the elevation in front of the Camp Ground between Mr.
Came and Miss Record.; one of the best locations
at Old Orchard; tt rooms, all ill first class repair ;
also stable and lot if desired. For further particulars inquire of
J. M. KOBRINS,
jefidtfLewiston, Me.

LARGEST NTOCK ©F

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

Morning

Ticket* for Male at the Ticket Office,
ebnuge Mt., anil at Grand Frank
foot of India Mt.

rilO

THE

FOURTH OF JULY.

>•7

SALE—Phaetons, Top anil Open BugIiOlt
gies. Concords, Village Carts, Express Wag*
ons. etc., low for cash or on easy terms of pay-

to

WOULD YOU

BIDDEFORDS vs. PORTLANDS,

HALE Steamer “Lizzie.” Said steamer
feet long, 8 feet wide over all; hull
new
season, steel boiler and engine new this
season, and everything first-class; will speed 10
to 12 miles r>er hour. For further particulars, on-

TI

20-1

ft

^RTLANDS,

vs.

is 35
FOR
last

Saccarappa and Westbrook

Seminary, on the 25tli Inst, a leather skate
bag containing papers tamable to the owner; the
Under will he liberally rewarded on the leaving
the same at the office of P. M. HAY. 88y3 Kxchange St.27-1

BROCKTONS

__3-12

round Mosaic pin; device,

over

WAR25-1

MALE
A line residence, situated at
Sacearappa, 2Va story, 12 finished rooms:
convenient for two families; sightly, healthy, amt
pleasant; in a good neighborhood; will be sold at
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WE13B. at P. O., Sacearappa, Me.

I.OST AND FOUND.

LOST.—A
word PAX

for sale.

lot of Pine

Edgings
IiAOR
low. for immediate delivery, at D. S.

me

years.
Governor Coburn was altogether a remarkable
man.
With only rudimentary training in early
life, he has proved our most liberal and iliscrimlnating patron of classical education. With no gift
for public speaking, lie lias constantly exerted a
wise amt beneficent influence on public opinion. He

of J.

BLAKE. WIdgery’s Wharf, must he sold soon.

ers.

P TLAND

vs.

THURSDAY, J

—

_29-1

H.

GAMES.

FRIDAY, J„ <13.

SALE-A very desirable Brick House
and stable; large lot of land: good location;
horse cars close by; will be sold at a bargain. Apply to JOHN c. PROCTOR. Centennial Block, or
on the premises. 94 St. Lawrence St.
30-1

WALE

NEW ENGLAND LEA

tRHILLS

MALE.

small

Some of Governor Coburn’s friends are in
the habit of expressing regret that his life was
so

B18INE8N
N

Address p. o.

fflO BE JLET—rnfUriddled itd
X Julian Hotel. No. itm Mithp
taurant connected with house.^Air.dv i>
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

.1
e

St.
i,

i.

W

1:5.7

(shoes

Are the CHEAPEST
and RENT for CH1Er
DREN. None genuine witboii
trade mark and‘\JohnMcndei.
V ovlrnie'ft. if &Co." on Bole of each pair. FI'
vy PERFECTI. Y, I.ook Nlo«
GtveCoui fort.Out wear* >thei
MfiflnfiKy
The 1200 Boy* in Glrar
College, Philadelphia, all WEAK THEM, ar
their Guardians will have NO OTHER MAKJ
1»-(I1VK SOI. A It TIP SHOES A TKIAI
4tar* Mold by all reputable dealer*.

?5FE3»Hffi0wl?v//

~

M.

C.

M.

A.

MEETING of tin- Maine Cll
VSTATEO
ble Mechanic Association will tie belli

Library Room. Mechanic Bulldiii v. iTHL’RS
EVENING, July 20. at 7> o’cln. V.
]e30il81
R. 1$, SWIFT, secret
-.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

J.

WEDS.

*

Y 1.

to-day:

WIT AND tvi..

Best & Belcher.
Gould * Curry."II"!"!"

While medical students are being harshly condemned for Cobbing graves, it is forgotten that
the students Intend to illl them up again when
they go into practice.

ophir..
Hale & Norcross.
81?
2 /2
Chollar.

[JloJle..1 50
ftfi* Navada.

allows herself to continue in this way she runs
into a state of permanent ill-health. If she knows
what is best for her she will take Brown's Iron
Bitters, which will speedily build up her constitution. enrich her blood, and give her strength and
health. Mrs. Lucinda Walker, South Nonldgewock, Maine, was sick with nervous prostration
and dizziness. She had no appetite and could
hardly walk. Half a bottle of Brown’s Iron Bitters made me feel like a new person.

.f1/4

Market.
tv.>1885.—The following

ne«Tio-i,vroduce
June
BOSTON,
day’s quotations of
Pork—Long

a 13

50;

Yellow Biscuits are never seen where the Congress Yeast Powder is used, for this powder is so
carefully prepared that it never fails to make the
highest and best biscuits, cakes &c.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
demand for coastwise

or

Chicago

(By Telegraph.)

through

Hogs—Receipts 23,000 head; shipments 4000;
5c higher ;rougli and mixed at 3 95(g4 12% ;packlng and shipping 4 05@4 20; light at 4 00@4 30;

skips at 3 00(23 60.2600
plead; shipments
Sheep—Receipts

closing quotations

of

etc.;
II 111.

—
—

—

00329

00

00a, 18 00
50,a;19 00
00^21 00
do bag.. 20
00
Provi*iont*.

Herring-

00522

Fork—
Backs.... 1400314
Clear.13 50^14
Mess.12 50313
Mess Beef.. 11 00211
Ex. Mess. 11 50.«/12
Plate.13 00213
Ex Plate. 14 00214

50
00
00
50
00
50
50

Sealed p bx. 14 418c LardNo. 1.12o, 15c
Tubs 4> lb..714373/»c
Mackerel 49 Mil—
Tierces....7bi "73/hc
Shore 1, 1C 50 418 60
Fails.7 Va 5 83/i c
No. 2, 0410 60 Hams f) lb. 10Vi 211c
covered.. 13
314c
Large 3s.
■.

Medium.2

Oil.

5043 50

Small.2 25®3 00 KeroseneProduce.
Fort. Kef. l’et. 014 c
Water White. 9Vac
Cranberries—
Devoe Brill’t.12yac
Cod...
Cape
Maine.
Pratt’s Astral.12y2c
■I 0PUIciin».... 1 75.S£l 85 Ligonia. 9%c
Mediums....! 75a 1 75 Silver White. 9c
German md.l 40o 1 50 Centennial. 9%c
—

—

—

—

YellowKyesl 0042

00
Onions, crate.2 tx>»2 25
Irish Potatoes 55aC5e

p lb
Fowls t> to...

13418c

Butler.
Creameryt» lb 22424c

—..tiut Edge Ver

@5 90.
"Receipts— Flour 13,000 bids; wheat 58,000bu;
corn 304,000 bush, oats 168,000 busli, rye 3000
bush, barley 4000 busli.
Shipments—Flour 12.000 bbls. wheat 20,000
bush,Scorn 116,000 bush. ;oats 148,000 hush, rye
6000

barley 0000 busli.
Shipments—Flour 4,000 bbls, ]wlieat 2,000 bu,
corn 22,000 bush,oats 1,000 busli, rye 1000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT, June 30.1885.—Wheat easy;
White at one asked; No 2 Red 9814c.
Receipts—Wheat 9,800 busli.

Hides

The following quotations
daily:

stocks

are

MOBILE,June 30,1885.—Cotton nominal; mid-

dling 10e.
SAVANNAH, June 30, 1885.—Cotton nominal;
middling 10 l-10c.
CHARLESTON, June 30, 1885,-Cotton dull;
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, June 30,1885.—Cotton steady muddling 1014c.
European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)

received

LONDON,

June

20,

1885

—Consols »9Vi.

A. T. & S. .. 33%
Belle Telephone.
37 V«
Mexical Central 7s.
New York & New England... luvt
Flint & I'ere Marquette preferred.71
Flint & Pore Marquette common.
Railroad.1 <7
Boston &

Albany
Lowell Railroad.\\2Y?
/2

Maine Central ltairoad. r,,
Eastern Railroad. "O
Boston & Maine Railroad.isoi
Eastern Railroad <>s.1

29s.

FROM

FOR

Tplanranhl

NEW YORK, June 30, 1885.—Money on call
continues easy atl&iper cent; prime mercantile
ouiet and unpai) ! at 4« 5. Foreign Exchange
changed. Government bonus are dull and strong.
State bonds very dull. Kailroad bonds are fairly
active and prices generally heavy. During the
last hour thv stock market was quiet and generalclose. The maiket
ly strong, especially near the
finally closed heavy.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 289.896 shares.
The following aie to-day's closing quotations ol
Government seenritirs:
United States bonds, 3s .104%
United States bonds, 4 Vis, reg.113%
United States bonds, 4Vis, coup.113%
United Slates bonds, 4s, reg.133%
United States bunds, 4s, coup.

Rhein.New York.. Bremen.fitly
Finance.New York.. Rio Janeiro. J uly
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.. July

Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool...July
Baltic.New York. Liverpool...July
Her via. New York.. Liverpool.. .July
Neckar.New York.. Bremen.July
Sue via.New York.. Hamburg... July
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool.. .July
Ems.New York..Bremen.July
St Laurent .New York..Huvra.Juiy

1
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
0
7
8
11
11
11
11
14
15
16

■

The following
Stocks;

are

..

{::: stUll!

Alum...
Alton

Ohicagt> &
Chicago &

preferred.JgJ*
Qumcy.IWA

Chicago,Burlington

MARININ

Eric..
Erie preferred.,

Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.

Michigan Central..

'PJ

/a

PORT OF PORTLAND.

New jersey Centra!.
Northwestern...

Northwesternlpreferred.136%
/s
New York Central., ??

Book Island.

,,,,

nil/2
Paul preferred.JV/,/?

St. ..

St.

"
Westernunlon Tel.
Adams Express Co..
American Express Co.

_

Express.lif. ,l

Wells Fargo
U. S. Express (Jo.
Alt ni s Terre Haute.;.
Alton & Terre Haute preferred.
Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar Bapids.

Canada Southern.
Cenb.ii Pacific.
Del. A Hudson Canal Co.
Dm. &

J"’

iVty
‘“'i8

Lackawanna..

....

Ohio..., „i
Metropolitan Elevated.V,'-

Mobile &

New York

Elevated., J,

/2

Elevated.1 iFi/

i''ff

Northern Pacific common.

.Wayne.Id-

Pitts'
T“"

TUESDAY. June 3u.
Arrived.

Cumberland, Thompson. St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Scii 1 .ucy. Wooster, Calais for New York.
Sell Chuparel. Teel, St George.
Steamer

Cleared.
Seh Fred W Chase, Mason, Kennebec, to load
for Baltimore—Hall & Haskell.
SAILED—Barque .Jennie Sweney ; sell J Nickerson.

*7*
Denver & B. ..
ifrMPMjmVir. & Ga. r/8
^
..
4
Kansas * Texas. J!
Houston .1 Texas.
Hannibal & St. Jo. "J?
do preferred.
Hartford & Erie ..
-rf
Lake Erie & West.
Louis & Nash. ;??%
Missouri Pacific ..
/a
Morris & Essex.
7
Manhattan

ISTEWS.

*

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
SACO. Jum- 80—Cld, srlis Leonora, Bonsay,
Bangor ; s L Sinuuons, for Philadelphia.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
to 27th, ship Louis Walsh
Pendleton, New York.
Ar at Buenos Ayres prev to June 20, barque P
A Brayton, Huntly, Portland.
Ar at

.116%

anviilc.

48,,

.aba.
nalia preferred.

a

..
L 6. ...
c Sinking Fund 8s.
J San Francisco.

i/ J/a
/a

•ferred. ?

York Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
YORK, June 30, 1885.-The following
ew

..
.

...

1000
14 00

24 5(1
4 00

i io
1 10
50
00

N'.1

A.

,900
10.30

Armiugtou, Drink w'-...

Fishermen.
Uloueesier 2lith, sells Cynosure, with los:
of maiulopmast; Margaret Smith, Emma W Dyer
and Fannie A Spurting, seining.
Aral Hoothbav gate, sells Eddie Pierce. Me
Kowu. Bay Funity; Lizzie Maud, Spurting, Port
land.
Domestic Ports.
SAX FRANCISCO
Ar 27th, ship Florence
Duncan. New York.
Ar 2!>th, slltp Gatherer, Lowell, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Chi 27th, sell Kate E Morse
Hutchins, Lisbon.
MOBILE—Ar 29th. seh Victor Puig. Harris

Kingston,

Ja.

Sid 2Slth. seh Jennie Lockwood. Poland, fo
Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Ar 27th. sell Lizzie K Willey
Willow New Ymk.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 27th, seh June Blight, Latter, Boston.
Cld 27tli, brig Jas Miller
WILMINGTON
Crocker. New Yor
'bee
orill, for An:
Cld 29tli. seh O

1;

Cayes.

N'r'RFOLKBo-

Leave

DUTCH iSLANWSkJ|?Ati,^rV;l
Clossoil, Hardy, and Mai j^"), s*.‘{ -Stli, sehs E
B»ng„r
for New York; Olive Elifl®P'^.,
marvel of purity,
1?e';er varles- A iifore
Nil, for do.
K^taudan, St John, 8tn'nrth°^di'r
eronomicaf
Ar 20th, schs EuimaWWJIX, n„„
than Fbe
"t',sorK'“''ss5 *5,!'l.,.s’ anil cannot be sold in competition w/t Vi1
New Yolk; Annie E Rudolph,fiftasgk111^}1' *or
multitude of low test, short weitrli
Min...10111
Elizabeth City; C 11 Wood, from Fiiuy'.e. for
2 in mS
Mefor Philadelphia.
powders^Co.,SoM
*
Powder
100 Wall St.. N. Y
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 27tli, sell Joseph ^
mar7
dly
^2.' ! -'___
Gray, Bangor.
Ar 29th, sell Delhi, Falker, Brunswick.

>r

10.80

12 40
2 45
415
530
0

i

Summer

!

\

M

■

KOSTOTJIAUE

2 50
500
C-U0

4.30

0.00

J-30

Ski 27th, schs T A Stuart, .1 B Knowles, Charlotte Fish, Damon, R W Denham, Lizzie Wilson.
Alina Frye, Louisa A Boardman, War Steed, E T
Lee, and Carrie W.
Ar 28tli, schs Tantamount, Amboy for Portland;
Nettie Cushing, fm Port Johnson for Saco; Viola
May, fm St John. NB. for New York; 1) Sawyer,
Calais for do; E O Sawyer, do for do.
Sid 28th, sells Hattie E King, C H Wood, L M

10.30

BEST THING KNOWN

the

«»

.Add

WASHDSTG«BLEAOHING
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, anti gives universal satisfaction,
family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
yell designed to mislead. PEARUNE is the
DNLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Uways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYtE. NEW YORK,

1.10
2.25
3.40
4.55
6.40

6.10
7.30
9.30
11.00

P.M.

A. M.

1.15

6.20

2.30
3.45
5.00
6.35
8.00

7.40
0 35
11.10

7.56
10.25
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave

Leave

Evergreen.

PM

10.30

10.15

8 30

Leave
Lillie Diamond.

Trcfethens.

Forest City
Landing P I

Leave

P.M.
120
2 35
3 50
5 10
6 45
7.45

Leave Forest
Landing r

P.M.

A. M.

P.M.

2.00
3.15
4.80

A. M.

P.M.

7.50
9.20

A. M.

2.20
3.35
5.40
6-20

P.M.

7.55
0.25
10.55

2.25
3.40

AM

8.00
0.30

7.45
0.35

2.85

815

5.30

11.00

2.30
3.45
5.35
6.25

11.05

5 45
6.15

10.60

—ajps for deep

sen

admlssiou to Rink,

3.50

City
/
M

P

Roller (Muter or PavllUon, ir,c.

llshing furnished witli hen!

*

do

we

because we

so

are

making CONSTANT ENDEAVORS

to

at reasonable rates.
it. j.
President.

offer the BEST INDUCEMENTS

W.«. HERVEY&CO.,

arriving at 6.20

position tt treat customers more “'''’“^wjusly than any other similar establishment. In purol their policy of liberality, Messrs. W. II. WtVEy & CO. continue to offer to the citizens ol
Portland the following UNPARALLELED I MWJ-C>-^™TS.
a

suance

F

cipal

3— In the case of purchasers of $100 worth and uv_
wards, FARES will he paid ROTH WAYS, the goods
delivered FREE, and parties can pay $10 down and
take ONE YEAR in which to pay the remainder.

course

of tli is wholesome
stomachic effects a
perfect and permanent cure.
Tn all
eases

MAU.„u

gfc
5r5

STOMACH^,
1

9

n

of

**

Special attention is called to the fact that all our
goods are manufactured by the mechanics of New
England, not “out West” as most of our competitors advertise theirs arc. We believe in patronizing our own mechanics, who, we think and know,
are fully competent to make good work as the

tive and a 'imilatiug organ on which bodily and mental heaitu
depend. For sale by all Druggists and Dealers
S

s

generally.

*( it

jYlWF&Mlmnrni

much talked of skilled mechanics of the West.
Therefore our motto is, “To live and give our New
England mechanics a chance to live also.” or in
other words leave our money with those from
whom we get it.
Our goods are new and fresh in design, and of
“honest” workmanship, and an examination of
our immense stoek by early buyers we feel sure
will convince them that it will he for their interest

I

to

MEDICATED

I;

■0

BAIiNABY’S PHARMACY,
Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Your Cuticuha Resolvent is a staple article
with us, and never have I known of a single instance
where it did not give entire satisfaction. Yoiu*
Cuticuha soap speaks for itself, and those using
B. GUTIERREZ,
it once will take no other.
Druggist. Santa Barbara, Cal.
Your Cuticuha Soap can’t be beat. We have
been handling your Cuticuha Remedies for several years, and would not be without them under
any consideration.
DR. C. P. JUDSON & BRO.,

Iporating
g!

g

|

1093 Sheet Boll 50 cts, [ Sample Packet 19 eta,

ai

Tex.

gl

ha ve found your Cuticuha Remedies to excel
A. G. MILLER.
any like preparations.
I

81

§

^
5

into consideration, there
These
this now offered.

S

E

1

PILSS.

Dwcaseti.”

CTUltKD

FULL OF ACHES AND PABNS which no
human skill seems able to alleviate, is the condithousands who as yet know
nothing of that recent, elegant and wonderful antidote to pain and inflammation, the Cuticuha plaster. No ache
of

ttion

or pain or bruise or strain, or cough or
cold, or muscular weakness, but yields
speedy, all-powerful, and never-failing painalleviating properties. At druggists, 25c.: five

to its

use

Portland, Dec. 1,1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successful!;
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him tc
the confidence of the public. His method is sim
pie. almost painless, and requires no detentioi
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON. 3d Union SL,
BIOH'D K. GATLKY. o'.) & 01 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris SI., Portland.
1). F. UEBTK, 4f>r. Cumberland St.. Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL. 00Cross St.. Portland.
ALUEltT CHASE, 3d Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place. Portland
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St.. Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland wil
be given at the Dr's. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland 8t.

a?,d

jylWS&w2w

Utile’s Honey the great Cough cure, 25c., 50c.
and $1. €*leuii’ft Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies. 25c. CJermau Corn Retuoicr kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’* Hair and Whinhe!* Bye,
Pike’* Toothache
Black and Brown, 50c.
Drop* ( lire in one minute, 25c. Weans Hiicumatic Pill* are a sure cure, 60c.
eod2dp&\vlynrm
jauJO

poison

Every Saturday, from 9

a. m. t<
‘1 |>. in.
marl 1eodtf

They

physicians thought

r

as

cheap as

complete 10-piece
Bureau with wide
are

|
!

The

success

of the

past

ment of ltugs and Mats.
DECORA I'ED DINNER NETS!, BABY CARRIAGES, REFRIGERATORS
AND OIL STOVES !> GRE AT VARIEOF
SPACE
TY, OF WHICH LAGR
I ORKIDM MENTION IN DETAIL.
We can and do under one roof, furnish complete

week has warranted a
sale of

KINDS,

200 While Bed

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

continuation of

stable should lie without it. Railroad, mm
ing and express companies all use Giles’ Lin
meut, and in the great racing stables of Belmon
and Lorillard it lias achieved wonders. One trill
will convince.
Write lilt. GILES, Box 3483, N. Y., P. O., wh >
will, without charge, give advice on all disease
and also on the management of cattle. Sold 1) f
all druggists at 50c and si.00 a bottle and i
quarts at $2.60, in which there is great savin;
Tlie Liniment in white wrappers is for family use
that in yellow for cattle.
mayl 3eodtimc\V

FROM

No

\

e

HARRISON, MAINE

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water ii
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing ai
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshii
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep i!
water coot from 3(5 to 48 liours; use of cans fre
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS.,

f

? A. B.
jfi!7

_dtf

Boarding, Livery and Hark
enlarged my stable r
HAVING
8t., I wish to call the attc
in that
to

men

vicinity

Boarding"

my stipe,

Horses. My
stable, t
sible for any scent
fr
ort>
reach the OarrHges,
tions for

being detatelied

from the

St•’,,,"

a.

Cliutou, Ayer Junction,

Maryland

Fitchburg,

Route") for Philadelphia.

Je27dtl_Ml
f»n and after Monday, Jui
the new Steamer*^

HAIDE
CAPT. U. B. TOWNSES
will leave South Freeport daily, iSundaj
ed) for Porthuidfat 7.00 a. m. and 2.so p
turning, leave Burnham’s Wharf at li

and 5.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the rj
board. Carriages in attendance up.m tl
of passengers for Freeport and vieini
touch at Cousin’s and Littlejohn’s Is
wavs.•

GREENWOOD GARDE

O"'

.June 18 will leave
v"*the loot of Fan-

aftpr

asfoli£^7
LEANT? PL*P. M.
2.00
3.15

(Sailing Trip)

7.30
Tickets, 25 cents, including a
den; Children 15 cents.
C. II,
Jel3dtf

STEAIWeIT

AE-

On and after Wednesday, June 1
notice, the above steamer will 1<‘
Wharf at 4 o’clock p. m. daily, tot
Island and Little Clieheague.
leave (ireat Clieheague at 7 o'e
touching at Little Clieheague ai
For passage or freight,
1A
Al>

ap^lv on^li

Jefldtf

HARPSWELL

pi

“Delightful Sail Twenty Mil
co Bay Among the Isl
after June 28, 1885. Ste
daily from Custom
Portland, asifollows, viz:
For Long Island, Little Cliche.
East End tit. Clieheague and Harp
ii.00 p. in.; Orr’s Island 9.30 a. in
Returning for Portland leave Or
p. m.; Harpswell 0.30 a. in., 2.45]
7.00a.m.. 3.15 p. in.; Jenks’ 7
Little Clieheague 7.30 a. •
p. m.;
Long Island 7.50,a.in., 4.05 p.m.
I;uuf8.30 a. in., 4,45 p. ni.
SUNDATT
Leave Portland 10.00 a. m.
for
Portland 12.00
Harpswell
Round trip tickets to Harp
ate landings Sundays only 2o
For further particulars appli
CJ
Je29tf
and

ON will leave

BtW UOlUHdOUd 3H1 'BNOUXl

wo

AYER
—AND—

now

attached

to trains

leaving
(ttoctl

BARGAINS

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.
On and after

MONDAY, June 29,
1885, Passenger 'frains leave
Portland as follows:

I

i

Days!

OO cents to $4.00 eacl I
“
50 “
5.00
“
50 “
4.00 “
30 different styles Cretonnes 1< I

I

(itf

LAMSON,

FIGURED GLASS

201 HUDDLE ST.,

m

TRICYCLES.

gent for the Columbia, Standard. Expert, Vie
Ideal and Challenge, also all the best English
»s, Kudge, Vale, Sanspareil and t lie American
"•Mge-Safety, (the latter machine being the
'St and easiest running of its class), suitable
te timid and elderly.
Second-hand machines
in exchange for new.;
apr3d&w3m

!

Sffllg

aySElS
C.

FOR DOORS CARS, SHIPS AX ||
CHURCHES MADE TO OR DEI *
BROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

For Bnufior, Vnurrlioro, St. Jehu, flalifnx,nnilthr Provinces, St. Mtcphrn and
Aroostook Conulr, 12.30 p. 111., via Lewis
Ion, 12.35 ami 111.lop. Pi., via Augusta; amt
for Baugor at 5.15 p. m.; for Bungor A Pis
rntaquis K. K., 111.15 p. m., for Nkowhe

gnu, Bclfastnnd Dexter,12.30,12.35,111.15
p. m,; Waterville, 3.45 a. in., 12.30, 12.35,
6.16 and til.15 p. m.; for Aagusta, Hal
low-ell, i-nrdiucr and Brunswick, 3.45
a. m., 12.35, 5.15, til.IDp.in.; Bath. 0,45 a
m., 12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15p. 111.; Rockland and Knox A Lincoln K. K., 3.45 a. m., 12.35, and on Saturdays only at 6.15 a. ni.. Auburn aud Lewis
toil at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 5.10 p. m.: l.cvistoa
via Brunswick, 8.45 a. m.. +11.15 p. m.;
Farmington, II on moil It,, It i nth top aud
.tlarauucook, 8.20 a. m. 12.30 p.m.; Oak
anti
Atu tli
lau,I
Anson, 12.3.0 p. m.;
Farmiugtou via Brunswick,3.45 a. m, and
12.35 p. in.

FARLEY,

EXCHANGE NTREET.

As a general be.
corrective of water

m. train also runs through to Bat
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland station
tThe 11.15 p. lit. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowfiegau on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter m
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, or
Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morn
ing trains from Augusta ami Bath 8.35 a.m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. ni.; the day trains from Ban
gor and all intermediate stations andcomiectim
roads at 12.50 and 12.56 p.m.; the aftoinoni
trains from Maranacook, Waterville, Augusta
Bath, Koektand and Lewiston at 5.35 p. in.; Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Ex
press tram at 1.50 a. in.

Tickets, lirst aud second class, fm
*
-•
all points in the Pr

Ijituited
duccd

rates.

PAYSON TV'
E. BOOTHBY, G
Portland, June 25.

1

vegetable deeompositi
ns Limestone, Snlplie

the Aromatic Sclsna
every other prepare
poses. A public tr
duration in every
of Udolnho Wolf
solicited endors
faculty and a salt
other distillation have
reputation of salubrity
For sale by all Druggis

UDOLPHO WOLFE’
18 BEAVER
NEW

Y'

marlO

THE

REASi

Harbor.
Tlie 11.15 p.

F.

eodly

SC Hi

From Congress Street nt 12.35 p. m.,
Fast express train for Ellsworth and Bat
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick. Gardiner, Hal
lowell, Augusta. Waterville and Baugor onlv,
This train must be taken at Congress street sta
tion as it is a through train from Boston to Bu

■

H.

SGHIEi

WORCESTER,
Are

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. ».
je30

BUTLER,-247"Middle Street

BICYCLES

—

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

FARRINGTON,

Spreads,

C. H.
1

FOR

L

mtka.tii:k *. e. hpbw

MORCESTER

—

413 Fore Street.

je23

Notice.
SPECIAL meeting of the Stockholders
Eiamoud Island Association will be held a
tlic Restaurant, Diamond Island, on Mondaj
July nth, 1885. at 2% o’clock P. M., for the pm
pose of SELLING CHOICE OF LOTS, as per vot
of said association at a meeting thereof, held Dei
17th, 1884, and to transact such other busines *
as may legally come before said Association.
Plans may be obtained of Secretary, 100 Middl ;
Per order of the President,
St.
w secretary.

Proprietors,

7.30

m., 12.3

Leave Peaks' Island 9.45 a. m., 12.4
>.00 p. ill.
Leave White Head 9.56 a. m.. 2.50 p. in
Leave Cushing’s Island 10.00 a. m., 1.5
1.45 p. m.
J. II. COYLE.

Drawing Room Oars.

mj

300 pieces mosquito Aiotiius, by piece or yartl
to 20 cents per yard.
lOO different styles Chambray and Westbrook Ginghams at lOeent ,
30 different styles Printed Piques, very desirable for sum
per yard.
50 new styles Simnburgs at lOe and 12 ;
mer wear, 8 cents per yard.
per yard. 50 dozen Linen Towels in four different styles, 2 for 2j >
dozen.
2000
cents, or $1.40 per
yards very best 25 cent Bed Ticking f
at only 15 cents per yard. 25 dozen Ladies' Summer Vests at 25 cent *
each. 20 dozen Gents’ Summer Vests at 25 cents each. Large variet
new White Nainsooks, Stripes and Plaids, S, to and 12 1-2 cents pe r
yard. Don't fail lo see our Hosiery, Gloves and Mitts before piirclinsin j

I

PORTLAND, ME.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING HATE)

Windfalls.

at

June *29,
will leave
ui., and

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

225 Jersey Waists,
200 Sun Umbrellas,
400 Jersey Linings at 25 cents each.

FOR SALE BY

Also General Managers for New England, fort!
Celebrated

Portia a d

WeeK.

For the Next Ten

WINES and LIQUORS ;

Ammouin.

"■»*’.

1M8J, Passenger Trains

a.

ni.

WALDO STEAMBOAT (

TRAINS.

and after Monday,

Oil

.....

IPORTLAND

STORE.

SPECIAL

I III PORTED

Removes all Unsightly Bunches, Cures Lament's
Founder, Weal
in Cattle, Spinal Meningitis,
Limbs. Sprung Knees. Spavin. Ringbone, Oulttei

and
and

Depot

180 -MIDDLE STREET -182

when

SON, Importers

ni

and

Close connections made at W'c*tbrook J unction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may he had of S. II. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester
at foot of Preside St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
jn2Gdtf

outfits for hotels, boarding houses, private dwell
ings and restaurants, either for cash or install
meats. Catalogues and terms of household goods
sent by mail upon application. Orders by mail foi
any of the above goods promptly attended to.
No charge for packing.
Goods delivered ii
Portland free of charge.
dtf

Anotlier

C. J.

other remedies fail. ^or “,e br *11
^ 8ENB7, JOHNSON A LOED, Prop’s, Burlington, Vt.

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

n

m.

FINE CLOTHING AND GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS

Asthma,
Whooping-Cough,

R, STANLEY &

ARRANGEMENT^

(“Steamer

and all diseases of the

MARK

7 *>ft

Baltimore, Washington, and the Mouth and
with Boston A Albany K. R. for the Wewt.
Drawing room ears on train leaviug Portland at
l. 10 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 17.30 a.

controlled in this mak

special preiuiuni

,

Bronchitis,

OF ALL

n/l

in.,

Nnwhun, Louell, Windham, anti Rppiug
at 7.30 a. in. and I.IOp. m.
For IVlaucheitter, Concord and points North
at I. (Op. in.
For Rochester, Mpriugvale, Alfred, Water1.10
boro and Muco River, 7.30 a. ih.,
p. in. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ua. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland tmixed)
9.40 a. m., 12.50 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Maccarappa, Cumberland
Mill*. We*t brook and W'oodford’s at 7.30
a. in.. 1.10, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.10 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Jauet. with IIoo*nc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Repot, W orcester, for
Vew l'oi k via Norwich Liue and all rnil,
via Mpriisgfield,
IV. V. 4k IV. E. R. R.,

by us. We carry in stock a full line
:VSo<]sicUe*, Brnmel* and Box*
bury Tapestries, together with a large assort

10

*i

a.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

p. m.
For

Ten Thousand Yards all ATI, W OOL CAR.
PETS, iatest patterns, to be sold for ttO Cent*
are

ni

m., 2.

a.

STEAMBOAT

Auburn 3.35
n

Leave Franklin Wharf 9,30
1.30 p.

’. My

•"“*-(.to p. in., arriving at Worcester
p. m. and 7.25 p. in. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16
a. m.. arriving at Portland at 12.60 p m. and 5.40

per month until paid.
We carry also 25 other patterns in Parlor Suites
at correspondingly low prices, and are prepared
to manufacture anything desired at short notice.

patterns

Q SFi

Head C.10, 0.40

Leave Cushing’s Island 0.00, 7.10, 8.4
.1.00 a. 11L, 1.15, 2.55, 4.00,4.43, 7.00,8.1
.0.15 p. ill.
SITNDAV TIME TABEE.

Chica^'i v

at 2.15

$40.00.

per yard.
Some of the
et exclusively
of Wilton*.,

OavImiih

Leave White
1.50 p. ni.

.

CONSUMPTION has been cured times without number by the timely use of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK

For (Gorham,HIontreal aud
m. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

Portland and Worcester Line.

Terms of credit on the two above Parlor Sets to
residents of Portland $5 to $7 down and §5 to $7

SETS,

OI.D

Lung Fever,
Throat, Chest and Lungs,

11,1 a;.

Montreal.

Don’t let this opportunity pass without selecting your Summer Clothing before
the sizes are broken. I guarantee prices, for the same quality of goods, as low a>
Eacli customer purchasing goods to the amount ol
can be found in the State.
Twelve Dollars or more for cash will receive an IMPROVED WATERBURV
WATCH without charge.
Remember, this sale lasts only until Saturday, July 4th.

d&wlyni'm

and Port-

From Chicago, nud IVIonlrenl 12.35
5.30 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.35 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland

To suit other tastes in Parlor Suites we offer
another style, upholstered in tirst quality Hair
Cloth, l ike the Suites lust mentioned, the design
is entirely new and the frames, which are of Solid
Black Walnut, are of the very best make. It consists of a two-part black Sofa, Gent’s Easy Chair,
large Arm Rocker with Western Spring attachment, large Window Chair, Centre Chair and 2 extra large Bitting Chair. Our price for this suit is

$20.00.

For

Croup,

m.

J

U A A Ita Ls«

Pleurisy,

.SLEEPING

! mixed.

As in Chamber Bets, so in Parlor Suits, we disParlor rinks of our own new and fresh

styles, full size, 10 pieces comdefy competition in these sets.

physician

Lem McClendon lias been in the employ of the
flies Curley Company for some years, and 1 know
At the time In
the above statements to be true.
began taking Swift’s Specific lie was in a horrible
condition. I regard his cure almost miraculous.
\V. li. C ROSBY. Manager.
t'liess-Carlv Co., Atlanta Division
Atlanta, Ga.. April IK, liS85.
For sale by all druggists.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailcc
free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta
Ga. N. Y., 167 W. 23d St.

«|'

From CewiMton and
12.45 and 5.50 p. in.

play some

new
w-e

plete ;

AT U. 8. HOTEL, ROOM 18,

in
I contracted a fearful case of blood
1888. i was treated by some of the best physicians
used the old remedies of Mercury
in At lanta.
and Potash, which brought on rheumatism and imjoint in me was
paired my digestive organs.
swollen and full of pain. When l was given up to
it would be. a good time
die. my
to test the virtues of Swift’s Specific. When I comsaid I could
menced taking S. S. S. the
not live two weeks under the ordinary treatment.
He commenced to give me the medicine strictly according to directions, which I continued for several months.QI took nothing else, and commenced to
improve from the very first. Soon the rheumatism
left me. my appetite became all light, and the ulcers, which the doctor said were the most frightful
he had ever seen, began to heal, and by the first ot
1 am
October, 1884, 1 was a well man again.
stronger now than 1 ever was before, and weigh
S. S. S. has saved me from an early grave.
more.
LEM MCCLENDON.

is nothing

SOLID ASH

June

at 10.45

ARRIVALS:

designs, and early purchasers will have the best
opportunity of selecting from the largest assort-

We furnish these sets with best Italian, Lepanto
or Hudson shell markle tops.

FOR

1

^ OEKS.

E'PAm

$28.00.

The sets are

CADET
rill run as follows, weather permitting.
Leave Franklin Wharf at 6.45. 6.45, 8.
0. 30 a. in., and 12.50, 2.15,3.30,4.30,0.
1.43.10.00 p. ill.
Leave Peaks' Island 0.20,7.00,8.3t>. o..
; 1. m., 1.05, 2.80,3.45, 5.10, 0.45, 7.45, 9.c

...

PARLOR SUIT DEPARTMENT,

pieces complete, curly maple or mahoganized
panels, bevel landscape mirror, combination commode, gilt or nickle bar pulls, for

of

The elegant and swift Steamer

DEPARTURE*,

a.

STEAmMt

j for Peaks' ami Cushing's Jf

For Auburn and Lew i^icn, 7.\*
**.m.t1.15
and 5.80 p.m.
For Gorham, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m., rmx

else in Boston.

We are offering two patterns consisting of 10

knife or ligature Lj
j Dr. C. T. Fisk, 88 Pleasant street. Auburn
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully
without detention from business. Seven year:
experience aed hundreds of cases cured in differ
ent parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see tliosi
referred to, which will convince the most skeptical.
without the

STAR LIRE

JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen’l Manager,
(ien. P. & T. A.
je29dtf

j)

ClIASbi

Those are full sized sets of 10 pieces, well made
and attractive looking.
tryTenns (i, cfcMlit on ;iix>ve sets, to residents
of Portland $4 down and SI per week until paid.
We have 40 other different styles of painted,
Enameled and Mahoganized Sets constantly on exhibition in our ware rooms. The above sets are
manufactured from entirely new' designs expressly
for our spring trade, and arc not shown anywhere

MAHOGANIZED CHAMBER SETS

eodOm

i

j

still

Swing
sets, consisting of French
(llass, Bed and latest style combination Commode,
The
Tables, 4 brace arm Chairs and Rockers.
lops of these sets arc best Italian, hepatite or
Hudson shell marble, and Draw-pulls of the bar
pattern in finely finished solid brass.
aarTersons desiring time can obtain one of
these sets by paying $5 at time of purchase and
$1,25 per week (or $5 per month) until balance
is paid.
Thirty other patterns of Black Walnut Chamber
Sets at correspondingly low- prices. In

§

3p* Trip 15 SSFgjgjjjjgii!

! s..VHrougli tickets to all points South and West for
depot ticket office; also at 40 Exrhnngc

$30.00.

We appreciate the fact that there are sets offering now in this market for less money, but we
guarentee any purchaser that taking the quality

§

Leave Diamond Island at 6.20, 7 so
L30, 11.30 a. in.. 1.30, 2.45. 4.15, 5.4#-*4
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city, 5.50, 7.
0.1i> a. m.. 12.30, 2.10,
3.15, 5.00. 6.15 pro
Ihe 10.15 a. in. and 3.15
p. m. trips are s;
Cove, (touching at Diaroon

taken West of North

PULLMAN
CARS

$19.00.

offer for

S^LS.OQ-

HOLLAND & CO., Portland. Ale.
GEO. C. FRYK.
11. P. S. GOULD.

jelO

we

g

Pa.

Cuticuha the great Skin Cure, Cuticuha S<>ap,
an exquisite Skin Beautifier, and Cuticuha Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, are sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuha. 50c.; Soap, 25c.: Resolvent, §1.
Prepared by the Potter Drug
and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.

different patterns of

Which

F.

;

Six

^
g
E

6

11

I

j§

arriving at Portland

On trains leaving Boston at 7.00 ,p.
land 2.00 a. in.

j

for Diamond Island and Diamond
STEAMER ISIS.
)n and after Monday. June 22d, this u*»
staunch steani yacht will run as follow

in.

THROIOR

We have a new pattern upholstered in Genuine
Embossed Mohair Plash in one color or in a combination of colors, or in Mottled Illuminated Plush
as the customer may desire.
This set consists of
a double-buck S *ia gent s
large Easy Chair, latest
improved noiseless platform Rocker, large Reception Chair, Corner Chair and 2 extra large Sitting
Chairs, for

§

J*

I

Berwick only.
PULLMAN PARLOR CARS
On trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00 p.
and
Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and f>.00 p.
in.,

ment.

a

FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
H More than twenty-five per cent of its
IS weight is due to the best remedial
agents known to the profession, by
whom it is conceded that in incorthem with Toilet Paper there
is a certainty of application and benefit otherwise unattainable. TJnsolieited letters testify to its remarkable
gl curative properties. One thousand
sheets contain more of these remeg dies than any fifty-cent package of
■£ Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely
3 wrapped in Tin Poil, and where it cana « not he procured of the Trade, we will
S Deliver Free on receipt of price.

725

purchase

now.

J

KXiTRMIOm

for

WORKINGMEN

regulating and
invigorating every
ness,

Jnue 27.1885.

m.

5.tops to leave passeugers

Dark and light paneled with landscape mirror,
combination panels and handsome ornamentation,

-FOR THE-

the liver is more or
less disordered, and
upon this important
the Bitiors act
Smiid
&
sn with regular distinct-

■

PAINTED ENAMEL CHAMBER SETS, GRASill TRlX RAILWAY OF CANADA

Solid Facts

dyspepsia

A KKIVAIiN.

L4«3

a. in., from Bartlett and
way slat.
‘4..‘l-> n. in., frojil all U bite Jlouuiaiu
>.43 p. in.,from Jfo. Conway and way
! LOO P* »•*., from Jlontreal, Burling!
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON

I

i. in.

at 4.3(> p. m.
At 7.00 p. m. daily,

2— Every purchaser of $50 worth of goinvs wjh ]iave
his FARE PAID BOTH WAYS BY BOAT and *oods de.
livered FREE.

of the pharmacopoeia have been
exhausted, without,
at least, doing more
than mitigating the
a

Portsmouth,

TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON
At 7.30, 9.00 a. in., arriving at Portland 11.50 a.
in., 12.25 p. m.; at 12.30 p, in. running from
North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via Western Division, stopping at ** Kennebunk, Saco.
Biddeford and Old Orchard, arriving at Portland

sources

complaint,

Kittery,

(Gloucester, Hockport, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 1.10 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. HI—For Biddct'ord, North Berwick, Conway Juuctiou (stops only to leave
passengers). Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyporf, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving at 4.50 p. ni., connecting with Sound and
Kail lines forpoints South and West.
AT 0.00 P. HI—(Express for Boston and prinWay Stations, arriving in Boston at
9.30 p. m.. connecting with Kail lines for New
York.

BWdltcrs.

until further notice, Passenger Trains
Leave Port In Iitl as follows: S.2-Y X.
Fiib?nu», BHhhhrui, l.itfleton, I
ter, HooiNrillp, Jloulpelier,
bury, iNeuport, Jloutrenl, Qurbvi
lingtou, Mwuufou, Og<leH*biirgh.
points on connecting lines.
1*4.40 p. in.—Express for all points in
JloiiMtn ilia, arriving m FnbynuM 4.3«
lrhem 5.10. Profile llouw Li.OO, P*
Jit. \\u»hiugtou *>.30 p. ill. This tfii
not Stop at Mouth WiuilhiiiM pr Him
LOO p. ua., for Bartlett and inteiinedl
tions.

a. m.

AT 0.00 A. HI—For (.’ape Elizabeth, Scarboro, West Scarboro, Saco, Biddct'ord,
Kenncbuuli, Well**, North Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all stations on

Conway Division.)

No. 5 Mqo Street, Boston,

Hostetter’s Stomach
;is a specific

Ifafr

SUMMER ARKAXOEME

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th.

LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 4.00 A. HI.i Daily. (Night Pullman) for
Saco. Biddct'ord, Kittery, Port»mouth,
Newbaryport, Salens, Lynn and Boston,

Newbiiryport, Salem,

and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialpeople,
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold by ail druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or 0 boxes for $2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
St., Baltimore.
m»yl3d6murnicW

PORTLAND & OGDENSW

mVISIONS^g^-, S^^^^^mtond

EASTEIW
TRAINS

Nervous Uradarht*, Neuralgia, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, Paralysis, St. Vitas’ li>niice,

P

PORTLAND

p^g^j^U^^^^^^^tallLines

OF*

Is in

Take the best train between Bnsto
New York, leaving either city at 3 1
tlie other at U F. M.
Km
time Week Jfuj* ami Sitrulaya. every
in the year.
j«2

arriving at

Monday,

For Boston 1.00, 5.30, p. in. Arrive
5.30,10.00
p. 111. Boston for Portland ti.no p. 111.;
arrive 10.15 p. 111. For Pine Poiut, Scarboro
nud Old Orrhnrd Bench, Snto and Riddc
lord 10.00 a. 111., 1.00. 3.00
(mixed), 13.30. 4 15
6. JO p 111. Borer and Grant Falls
1.00. 3.30
(mixed) 5.3(1 p. m.
•Stops at Old Orchard 1 hour 52 minutes, ttttops
at Old Orchard 1 hour 50 mill. jThe 12.45
p m
train
epimecls with Sound I.incs for the Sooth
for New

Wirlt licit dice* hr,

Eii I

LEAVE

New York & New Englaud Hail

F

SUNDAY TRAINS.

6.40

Willard,

fob 13MWF&wly

Our opinions on the subject of the Cuticuha
Remedies are formed from the expressions of our
customers, to detail which would be to write a volume.
They sell more readily than any other blood

Kile.’ I.iniinrnt Iodide

A. M.

our

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OB COLD WATER.

Cuticuha Remedies sell well, especially
the Cuticuha Soap. I sell more Cuticuha than
of any other three kinds of skin medicines I carry,
and llic Cuticuha Soap sells to my best class oi‘
customers. My lady customers will buy no other.
H. E. SAMUEL. Druggis:,
Danville, Ky.

TRADE

6.05
7.25
9.25
10.55

P.M.

line in New England. Our
Customers and BEST VALUES for tlieir money of any house to
^yVave met with the response which they deserve,and the public may be assured that the house of

Your

janl

CBAIO.

Wh I Alt m t§Ml.

UNIVERSALLY COMMENDED BY PHYAND
DRUGGISTS
SICIANS,
CHEMISTS EVERYWHERE.

Potter Drug

J.

A. M.

““

■

“How to Cure Skin

HU,

PM.

t

Druggist, Philadelphia,

1.05
2.20
3.35
4.60
6.30
7.50
10.20

jmosodtf

LYNN—Ar 29tli, sell Mary Augusta, Holt, from
New Yol k.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 29th. sells Addle Wessels.
and Mark Pendleton, from New York; American
Chief, li L Kenney, and A J Fabens, fin Rockland
for New Y'ork; Mary Farren.from Belfast; Flash,
from Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 29th, sell Georgietta, Alley, New Y'ork.
Sid 29th. soli Estella, Littlefield. Damariscotta.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 28tli, sells Clement, Woodward, Maclilas for Portland; Golden Rule. Wallace, Swan’s Island for do; Mary Elizabeth. Dunton, Portland.

Alvarado,

6.15

A. M.

‘/•00
•J|lJrk6ts»v.-i'Uos 1., which includes

Sawyer, and Mall.
BOSTON—Ar 29tli, sells Clara Fletcher, Sargent, Humacna; LC l’otter, Philadelphia.
Cld 29lh, sell C Hanrahan. Cookson. Bangor.
ArSOth, barque Sarah, Hales, Fayal; sell Nathan Lawrenee, Connor, Georgetown.
Cld .'tilth, sells Sadie Wilciitt. Gilchrist, Pascagoula; Fred Jackson, Snow. Portland.
Below 30th. sell W Abrahams, Snow, from Ken-

remedies.

P.M.

leave
Great Diamond.

Ini Hand.

A-.M-

AM.
7.35
0.20
10.50

Leave

VINEYARD-HAY EN-Ar 27tli, schs Edw StanWin O

TTCTF have obtained satisfactory results from the
v T
use of the Cuticuha Remedies in our own
family, and recommend them beyond any other
remedies for diseases of the skin and blood. The
demand for them grows as their merits .become
MACMILLAN & CO., Druggists,
known.
Latrobe. Pa.

MINNEHAHA.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Evergreen.
Little Diamond.
Trcfethens.

Service in Effect
June 29, 1885.

TRAINS

150

11.15

R.

For Boston at 0.15.8.45 a.m.. 112.45, 3.30, t5,30
p. 111. Arrive at Boslou 10.30 a. 111.. 1.15, 4.66,
8.00, 9.25 p. 111. Boston for Portluud 7.30,
8.30 a. m.. 1.00, 3.80, 0.00 p. in. Arrive at
Portland 12.05, 12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. 111.
t amp Ground 0.15, 10.25 a. m..
2.00, 5.00,
0.10 p.m. Scarboro and Pint- Point 0.15,
8.4.1. 10.25 a. m., 2.00, 3.30, 5.00, 0.10, *8.05 p.
ill.
Old Orchard, iSneoand Kiddeford 0.15
8.45. 10.25 a. 111., 12.45, 2.00. 3.30, 5.00. 6.30,
0. 10. *8.05 p. m. Kenneliunk 0.15, 8.45 a.
in.,
12.45. 8.30. 5.00. 5.30, *8.05 p. in.
Krnue
bnnkport 0.15.8.45 a. 111.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.00,
n.30 p. 111. Old Orchard Bench for Pori
land 7.59.9.30. 11.30. 11.57 a. m„ 2.35. 4.05,
+-•*3 (from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern
Division i
4.45, 7.15, 7.43. 9.34 p.
in.
»* ells
0.16, 8,45 a. 111., 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. 111.
North Berwick 0.16, 8.45 a. 111.,
12.45, 8.30,
5.00. 6.80 p.m. Grant Falla and Dover 0.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.(X), 5.30
p. in. F xeter,
Haverhill. I.nwrcure and I.ovvell 0.15
8.45 a. 111.. 12.45, 3.30. 5.30 p. ill.
Roehcster,
■ armiugtou and Alton
Bay 8.45. a. ill.,
12.45. 3.80 p. 111.
AAolfboro and Center
••arbor 8.45 a, 111., 12.45
p. III. AA eirs aild
1. nke A illutte via Alton
Bay and steamers
across tile Lake 8.45 a. 111.
iflnurhestcr and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 0.16 a. 111.,
J. JO p. m.; via Lawrence 8.45 a. 111.

1* \r

1)25*

1.30

2.30

___

Je30_d3m
Passenger

P. M.

Arrailgemeu.

I MM.
Connections vh,.
Hailway leave FnrK
t^'
-Ay^ekl anil Canton at t».a.
—--1
.—j
Leave Canton
land 4.15 a. m. nou i>.35 a. m. Stm/e e
witli p. in. train fur Turner. Chase Mi
Sumner. Britton's Mills, i'ern, DlxfleU
and Kumford Falls,
I. L. LINQOi.
jaiil’ld"

Arrangement,

! Leave Portland 8.25 a. in., 12.40 and (;.oo p. in.
Betuming, leave Bridgton tt.Oo and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 11. in. arriving in Portland at 8.45 a.
in.,
12.35 and 8.00 p. in.
Stage connects with every train for No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERKY, Snpt.
A. BENNETT, Passenger Agt.

Sl'XDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave forest Citu Lanclhig, Peaks’ Island.
A. M.
0.00
10.30

fiiiunurr

in Effect June 29th.
Connections via Portland & Ogdens burg B. li.

E X PR ESS.
FISHER, JR.

5.10
6.30

11.15

Lewie
Great Diamond.

J ortlarul.
A. M. P. M.
5.45 12.45
7.00
2.00
0.00
3.15
10.30
4.30
6.10
7.30
•*■00

Absolutely Pure.

ley, from Lincolnville for New Bedford;
Snow, Deer Isle for Washington.

A

i

P. M.
2.10
3.25

( APT.

steam-sclir Walker

,,

Ar til

A. M.
6.10
7.25
0.25

STEAM E R

grounded

If.

P. M.
1*45
3.00
4.30
6.10
8.00

A. 51

2.15
3.30

RUMFORD FALLS

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

l0,tla,‘d; Maiiou

i'ROMDENCSi,oa.,,

damage.
Barque Santl I) Carlton, Freeman, which arrived at Sydney, NSW, Apl 22d from Boston, was
struck hv a squall Apl It! and lost topsail van
and sail.’ A quantity of copper was found to have
been torn off round the bows, supposed by eon
tact with Heating wreckage.
come

M.

2
12
7.00

Memoranda.

—

stocks:
sing quotations for mining

El

P. 5(.

0.00

CAPT. JOHN

11 J Libby, Richards, which arrived at
0 PM or
New York 28th from Manila,
Romer Shoal, and remained till next morning.
She is reported to have sustained eonsiderabu

Sell Ernest T Lee, from Calais for ——, lnmbei
Proha
tnaded. is ashore at Townsend Inlet. NJ.

11.40

A. 51.
10.00
12.15

I

STEAMER

Sharpness prev

Barque

lily

~.

for

P. 51
12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
8.00
10.30

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave forest City Landinn, peaks’ Island.

Every

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 1.
1.00AM
! Sunrises
4.01jm
r1
water
of
j 2.50 PM
Sunsets. 7./8, High
to-day's closing quotations

3.30
5.00

27th, schs Matties J Alles.fo^n&^S?1^1^.
" Jewett, for Bath ; Ellen
Perkins. fo

$1.00, mailed free.
Chemical Co., Boston.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI PS.

New York Stock and Money Market.
fRu

fiwLi';'

A. M.
8.30
10.30

7.30
9.30

a! e1' Newbumiort; Eliza Leveusell} {“^cetown; irenton. Weehawken

for

City of Home.New York.. Liverpool... July
City of Berlin_New York.. Liverpool.. .July
Cienfuegos.New York..Cienfuegos..July
Hainmonia.New York.. H amburg... J uly
Polynesian .Quebec.Liverpool...July
Etruria.New York..Liverpool...July
Republic.New York.. 1 averpool• .July
Auchoria.New York.. < i lasgow.I uly

p. M.

12.15
2.15

11.15

Smith,

Nnul S*or

LIVERPOOL, June 30,1886.—Cotton market
steady; uplands at 0 11-l6d; Orleans at5%d;
sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 1000
bales.
LIVERPOOL, June 30.1885.—Winter wheat at
(is 10d«7s 2d; spring wheat at 6sl0d*7s; California average 6s 8d c6s 11: club 7s@7s 3d;Corn
at 4s 7Vad; Peas 5s ScyProvisons. etc.—Pork 55s;
liacon 28s3d for short clear and 27s for long clear;
lard, prime Western 33s od; cheese 37s jtallow at

(By Telegraph.)

Boston &

No 2

NEWORLEANS.June 30,1885.—Cotton steady;
middling 9 15-10c.

p ib
p lb
p ib
p lb
P ib
Calfskins.lo
Sheep Skins.50c®$l each
Lamb Skins.30g35c each
Light and Deacon Skins.25®35c each
Rendered Tallow.Chic p ib
Rough Tallow.ft 3 c P Ib

of

3000 bush.

ST. LOUIS,June 30 1885.—Flour easy. Wheat
Corn higher;
lower: No 2 Red at 9414@95%c
No 2 Mixed at 44,<j44y8c. Oats are lower; N* 2
Mixed 3114 o 32.
Receipts—Flour 2000 bbls. wheat 18.000 bush,
corn 83,000 busli, |oats 17,000 busli, rye 2000 bu,

_

Stock-Market.

barley

busli,

M.

8.00

A.

10.00

iig

Meats are steady; shoulders at
@i> 6214.
3 75a;4 00; short ribs 5 3214; short clear at 5 85

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, June EO 1885.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, tor Portland 21 cars miscellaneous merchandise; tor conuecting.roads,2127 cars miscellaneous mercliau
dise.

Boston

hi

Boxed

204,24c Valencia.6ya 2loya
Ciidii-c... 18,420c
Applet*.
ttood. 15 olGc Kussets |> bbl3 00,23 50
10ol2e Evaporated.lb
8,211c
Score.
Dried Apples. 3 V* 24 Va
Cheese.
Sliced do
Offllc
Vermont...
4V*35
N. V. fact’y
Orange*.
Ogllc
Mesilia.3 5034= 00
Sugar.
Lemon*.
Granulated p tb....7 c
Ex-*ra C.OVsC Palermo.5 5027 00

Hides and Tallow.
Tlie following are Portland quotations on
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 90 ps and over, 0 Vie
e
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs.... 0
c
Cow Hides,all weights.0
e
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights.... 4

criisnea|i vs; powaerea

73/sc;Western Hat3‘4®6c.
Freight* firm; Wheat steam 2-,id.
Chicago, .June 30,1885.—Flour steady. Wheat
lower; June at 86:U «87"sc; No 2 Spring at 871/
8714c; No 3 Spring 78<i7S%c; No 2 lied 93c;
No 3 Bed at 8714c. Corn higher at 4714 c 47V*.
Oats lower at 3Hi ri32c. iiye dull; No 2 at 62c.
Fork steady at 10 20®10 25. Lard quiet at 6 00

Need*.

fi&nifliiift.
Muscatel.2 75 23 75
London Lay’r 3 00 23 35
10 a 13 c
Ondura.

Chickens

|

Uia’oS?.1 'felll"e JullftJordan, for Singapore;
w a ™’ba.i'qu,es
Jos
Ropes, Seabury, Zanzibar.
Mary E Pennell, fm
N'fw Ynrh1? Gaf.e
H,)clv.-briB
'.Torto Rico; sehs Seth W

i

follows:

AFT. A. 8. OLIVER.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
St X DAY TIMETABLE.
Leave Portland.
Leave forest I 'lly LandLeave Portland.
Leave forest City LandPeaks’
Island.
lay.
jj
ha/. Peaks’ Island.

barque H J Libby, Richards, Manila;
Jg 29th,
C
L, Sweeney, White, Sagua: sells F C Pelldleton, Fletcher,Turks
Island; Minnie ABoiisall,
Dodge, Brunswick.

»

run as
CITY.

FOREST

(

Foreign Ports.
Helena prev to 16th inst, ship P N
Blanchard, Oakes. Iloilo lor Boston.
Sid fm Genoa,June 20, ship P B Cheney, Hughs,
Cardiff.
1)H. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, MO,, 1ms (lisSid fm Gibraltar June 12, barque J W Dresser, I covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
New York.
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
Barker,
Ar at Penartli. June 24th. ship Willie Heed,
in the form of Pills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Yates, from Liverpool.

v*e prunes
Tnlat 7.0,7 VsC. Petroleum—imitvtl U7’/sC.
low is steady. Pork is steady; mess spot 11 60
®11 50. Beef steady. I. or it 2®3 points higher
and moderately active; Western steam spot 6 75
<10 7714; refined for Continent at 0 87Vi; S. A.
at 7 35. Butler weak. Cheese firm; State 5aa
inaI anil

Ked Top.2 25 22 37
Timothy Seedl 85 o 2 00
140,15c Clover.10Vis all c

Eggs t>doz..

STEAMER

5,

Woodward, Liverpool
dn^r3°iil s}“1' ku^ka',
Beazley, Stnltli. Satilla.

R AH. BOA BN.

On and after July 1st the Boats Yv'i!!

Ar at St

(By Telegraph.)

JII8CEU,MBOII8.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

NEW YORK. June 30, 1885.—Flour market
—Receipts 9678 bbls; exports 1742 bbls; Superfine ana fine scarce and shada better; others dull
and in buyers favor; sales 16,700 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 35@3 30; Superfine
Western and Stated 10@@3 75; common to good
Ar at Buenos Ayres May 22. barque Megnntiextra Western and State at 3 30@4 00; good to
cook. Hemenway, Boston; brig Havuab, Coombs,
choice do 4 05@5‘ 50; common choice white wheat
New York.
Wes extra, 4 75^5 25 : fancy do, 5 30@5 50;comAr at Grenada June 1, brig Fidelia. Blake, for
mon to good extra Ohio, 3 45w5 40; common to
Turks Island, to load for Bangor.
choice extra St. Louis. 3 45 ao 50; patent MinneAr at Arroyo June 4, sell Hortensia, Sanborn.
6
choice
to
sota extra, good to prime,
00@5 50;
St Thomas, to load for North of Hatteras.
double extra do, 5 00cr5 75, including 2200 bbls
Ar at Manzanillo June 16, barque Kate. Crow4
700
bbls
line
do
at
city mill extra at 65@4 99;
ley, St Thomas: 18th, brig Shannon, Nasli, do.
2 36,a3 35; 600 bbls superfine at 3 10@3 75;1200
Ar at Matanzas June 21. sells Herald, Gray,
No
2
3
3700
bbls
winter
bbls extra
at
50@4 00;
Aspinwali; 23d, brig Amy A Lane, Carver, from
wheat extra at 3 45 a*5 60: 4300 Minnesota extra
Philadelphia.
flour
is
coimnou
at 3 40(a-5 75. Southern
steady;
Sid 23d. seb Warner Moore. Crocket, New York
to fair extra 3 80@4 65; good to choice do 4 70.a
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 27tli, sell George Bird,
W heat—receipts 34,350
5 60. Rye flour is Arm.
Portland.
bush;exports 112 bush; steady and more active, ;
Cld al Bridgwater, CB. 27tli, sell A lleaton, Jorin good part f ir export; sales 29,000 bush spot;
dan, Genoa.
No 2 Chicago at 93c; No 1 Northern 98%@99% ;
Cld at St John. NB, 29th, soli Julia S. French,
No2 Red at 1 01% afloat; Nol Red State at 1 Portland.
1 06V2 ; No 1 White 1 01. Rye declining. Corn
Ar at Moncton 27th, sell Ariel. Dickson, from
about steady and fairly active; speculation modPortland.
erate Receipts 223,260 bush {exports 80,852 bush;
sales 290,000 bush on spot: No 2 at 53%c elev;
Spoken.
No 2 White at 02%@64c; High Mixed at 54%c;
June 18, lat 29 66, Ion 66 39, sell Josiiu t S Bra
Yellow' 57c. Onto %@%c lower and fairly acdon, from Baltimore for St John, PR.
tive ; receipts 63.350 bush; exports 14,893 bush;
June 27, lat 30 30, Ion 79 30, brig T Remiek.
sales 64.000 hush spot; No 3 at 36c: do White at
from Cardenas for Delaware Breakwater.
38% C; No 2 at 36%&37c; No 2 White at 39% a39%c ; Mixed Western 37 a39c; White do 38y2
@42c; White State at40@41c. Coffee is firm at
8%c. Nugnrnominal; refined steady and quiet;
C at 5ys@53/8C: Extra C at 5y2@5*/8C: White do
5% @5 13-16c; Yellow 4%@5c; off A at 6%@Gc;
Mould A 6%c; standard A at 6%c; granulated at
6% @6 11-lCc; Confectioners A 6 9-16@6%c; cut

Superllno and
High Mixed Oorn.58359
low grades..3 255,3 50 No 2 do, car lots..57<358
X Spring and
00261
Corn, bag lots
□XX Spring. .5 00.&G 25 Meal, bag lots
58559
Patent Spring
< )ats, ear lot*.43 a44
Wheats.« 00oG 75 Oats, bag lots-45540
Cutton Seed,
Michigan Winter straiglits4 7545 00
car lots..27 00327 50

50
50
00
25

lid;

Domestic Markets.

Vsc lower at 7c for granulated and G%c for
Extra C.

do roller
5 50/t5 75 Cotton Seed,
St Louis Winbag lots..28
straights. ..5 255.5 50 Sack’dBr’n,
do roller_5 7&gG (X)
ear lots.. 17
WinterWheat
I do bag... 18
Patents.c 00.48 50 Midlings,crl8

400

dull; natives 2 4023 90; Texans at 2 10ir3 75.
Lambs 1 00 o 3 50 t> head.

are

««

Cattle Market.

j_

MlMCKLI.ANEOim.

Kennebec.
cut 29tli, barque Nellie Smith, Leighton. Sagua,
(and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, sell Sarah A Blaisd.'ll. Ray, Sullivan.
Cld 27tli, sell Helen Montague. Green, Bangor.
QAr 29th, lirig E I Merrunan. Dana. Pott Spain;
sell Annie T Ilailey. Marson, Kennebec.
('hi 29til, sells Nellie W Craig, Pierce,
Portland;
Bertha W arner, Laitlnvaite. do; E c Allen, Meady Plttston; Melissa Trask. Trask. Rockland.
Cld 29th, brig Hyperion. Williams, Portlaud.
Arat Delaware Breakwater 30tli, sell Nellie
Star. Soule, St John, N B.
Bid 29th, sell Mabel Hooper, New Vol k,
29tli, Schs Anna Frye, from
a. tv
X9.BK—Ar
NB; Julia A Martha, Calais; Clio CbillClark's
Island; J K Knowles. Apple River.
SpL1,
NS; H B Metcalf. Augusta; Ella Frances. Rockhuid; Nancy J Day, Bristol: Allston, Sullivan;
Boston; Stephen G Hart, Brunswick;
*‘hlRockland: Red Jacket, do: Hattie
Paige, Portland; St Elmo, Rockland; Louisa A
Boardman, St John. NB.

nebec.

shipments

yesterday’s figures: receipts quite large. Sugars

English Cod4 oil,. 4
Pollock.1 75 5,2
Haddock.1 50m,2
Hake.1 7R&2

1.3

June 30, 1885.—Cattle—Receipts

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND, June 30,1885.
Breadstutfs quiet and steady with no Important
change in quotations. In Produce we notice an
easier market for Eggs, which are about lc under

50

lOOU.-XHC Ilia 1 IVY. V

8000 head;
300 head: generally weaker; shipping steers at 5 0026 20; stockers and
feeders 3 00@4 50; cows, bulls and mixed 2 20@
4 40;
Texans 2 75 @4 70.

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.

4

OY/,

fancy

Selir Norombega, New York tb Portland, coal
COc and discharged.

Small.

(JU11C

$20; two years old $14@$30; three years $24u,
$42.
Swine—receipts 9975; Western fat, live, at 4@
4% ; northern dressed hogs 5(0-5%.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts—2614; in lots 2 50
@4 50; extra 4 75 o 5 25.,
i^Veal Calves 2% @5%.

pair.

Large SiioriuHpoi^S
.w
Large Bank

.Y,

cattle 1126 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen 4)pair $10O«$225;
Milch Cows and Calves $25@$48; Farrow Cows
at $15@$31;
at $50@$80; yearlings $10«

terms.

Pish.

JC-.U 1WYY

Receipts of

Schr Fred W. Chase, Kennebec to Baltimore,ice
50c, and back to Portland with coal at $1,20.
Schr Maggie J. Chadwick, Portland to Philadelphia, ice 40c.
Schr A. Hammond, Portland to New York, ore
at private terms.
Bark Surprise, Portland to New York, heading

Cod, p nil—

75@

Market Beef—Choice —; extra at 8 00(28 50;
first quality at 7 00(27 75; second quality 5 00@
6 75; third quality 4 0O®4 75.

The following are recent charters:
Schr Cumberland. New York to I.a Guayra,
lamp sum §1400 and port charges.
Schr Lucy A. Davis, Philadephia to St. Thomas,
coal $1.75 p ton, and back from OrcliiUa to New
London, guano $2.30 Jr ton.
Schr C. J. Willard, Turks’ Island to Belfast,

following
Flour, Grain, Provisions,

11

unchanged.

foreign tonnage; rates low and unsatisfactory.

the

00@llT»i^ss
for tierces

(By Telegraph.)

'.FREIGHTS.

are

prime lT

extra

rn

Watertown Cattle Market.
>1

The

cuts 1

Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice new
18@20c; fancy—c; New York and Vermont new
dairy 16@18c; extra Western fresh made creamery 18 kiyo; fancy —e; common to good 16@18c;
Western ladle packed 10@12c; do fair to good 9@
11c; imitation creamery, choice, 12@14c. Jobbing
prices ranee higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern, new, at 7 Vie; lower
grades according to quality; Western 7@7Vie.
Eggs—Eastern 14V2c; fancy 15c;New York and
Vermont at 14gl4y2c; Northern 13Vi@14e ;Western at 13c; Island 13y2«14c.
Beans—Clioice large hand picked peas at 1 50ffi
1 65 *> hush; choice New York small hand picked
do 1 55@1 60; fancy —; small hand picked peas
1 CO@l 65; common to good 1 40@1 45c; clioice
screened do 1 40; clioice improved yellow eyes at
-@1 90; old fashioned yellow eyes-@1 85;
red kidneys 1 85@1 90.
Apples—Fancy Maine russets 4 00@4 50; evaporated apples 0y2S7y2c )> Ibifancy 8e, and North
and East quartered aud sliced 4c.

ever.

2c

etc.:
short

14'hacks 12 2^®
5

pails.

HAn Illinois woman hurled eleven husbands, and
is still in the matrimonial market. Her motto is,
“Men may come and men may so, hut I go on for-

private

00®ft£o

are to-

Lard at 7@7Vic p> lb
10-tb palls; 7s/* @8c for 5-lb pails; 8@8V4wfc3.ib

A Weak Back, with a weary aching lameness
Use
■over the ldps, is a sign of diseased kidneys.
the best kidney curative known, which is Burdock Blood Bitters.

at

IT^fcipns,

cut 13

@14 00; backs 14 00k
13 00; lean ends 13 00S13 hOP-wime

“Actions speak louder than words,” remarked
the base drummer as he commenced beating ids
drum when the leader wanted to talk witli him.

Me., salt

,.-.....".

Yellow Jacket..

Weak as an Old Rag-’’
lady says she feels that way It means
■debility, languor, and impoverished blood. If she

no

|;

Potosl.

Union Con.

a

Business very dull;

13/

1J4

Savage....

*‘As

When

BALTIMORE—Ar 27th. sells Katie J Ireland,
Steelman, and Blanche Hopkins, Tunnel!, from

SAN FKANCISCO. June
30,1885.—Theflollowing are closing official quotations of mining stocks

ii aw

iono sr
MOTHERS

Its never-falling effeci
*
worms of all Kinds
The facility with wh
in the form of T
with Chocolate. !
of children as the
It does !•<>»

"

GORHAM NORMAL SCHOOL.

-RESS.
*

MORXIHG,

JULY 1.

Graduating

Exercises of the Second

Class of

_iANP

«EW ADVERTISEMENTS,
took Ties—Hines Brothers.
-.—Owen, Moore & Co,
e Century for July.
F- Uarruthers—Boston,
r Suite— Wood,
autefl—Mrs, Dr. Sherman,

Sale—Horse.

r

all l’apers—Loring, Short & Harmon.
Sale—\aelit Rush.
fflistou Seminary—East Hampton, Mass.
>r Sale—Grass.
innanas—'Thompson & Hall.
>r Sale—Horse.
le Diamond Wrench
Manufacturing Co.
.r

anted—Cottage.

Advice to Mothers.
rs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup should always
iscd when children are cutting teeth.
It lees the little sufferer at
once; it produces natuffuiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
1 the little cherub awakes as “bright as a hut." It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
child, softens the gums, allays the pain, rees wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
wn remedy for
diarrhoea, whether arising
n teething or other causes.
Twenty-five cents
ottle.
ecltl

WS&Mlyr
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

uesdav—John McBrady, Horace Fogg, WesOale, intoxication; eaeli live days in the
uty
'alialia McCarty, intoxication; 10 days in city
se of correction.
tiarles O. Hlndle, intoxication; 30 days in the
uity jail.
leorge T. Atus, larceny; respondent disirged.

jail.

<ustiu
•*

1885.

Libby, common drunkard; 00 days in
couaty jail; appealed.
Johnson, Mark Thompson, affray; each

onn

sd $0 and one-half costs.
Thomas Desmond, assault; fined ?5 and costs.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
tiijnwary yesterday with the

Citizens

GENTS' NECK TIES!

HAVERHILLS, 7; PORTLANDS, 5.
In the game at Haverhill Monday the Portlands
started in by playing good ball and at the end of
the fifth inning the score stood 5 to 3 in their
favor. It began to rain then, however, and the
club thinking that the game would be called
stopped playing and indulged in some foolishness
which lost them the game, as they deserved to
lose it. Until the umpire called the game each
man should have done his level best and if, under
the circumstances, good play was prevented by
the umpire’s disregard of the ram, a protest
could have been entered with good chance of its
being entertained. Both .sides batted freely and
the Haverhills earned two runs. The score:

ent.

in.a.iviN,

Yesterday was the closing day of the Normal
.School at Gorham, and the graduation of the second class of 1885 occurred.
The day opened
dull and windy. The heavy rain of the night before had gullied the streets and grounds about the
Normal Building as though a torrent had passed
over them.
At an early hour visitors began to assemble at the school and by nine o’clock the hall
was well filled.
Among the distinguished visitors
present were Gov. Itobie, Supt. N. A. Luce, Trustees Merrill, Hill and Fhilbrook. Many
HAVERHILLS.
of the
alumni were also present.
AB. It. BH. TB. PO. A. E.
0
1
1
1
1
1
McGarr, If. 4
After the opening exercises by the whole school
4
0
G
2
2
3
4
Robinson, c
came the first class part, “Good Morning” by Miss
0
o
o
1
2
l
Prince, cf. 4
w
1
O
4
Hattie E. Elder. The essay was very pleasantly
2
0
Hawkes. 2b. 4
1
1
1
1
J
0
Hurley, rf. 3
written and abounded with happy allusions.
o
1
0
4
l
2
Bradley, ss. 3
Next followed the reading of “Beal Au Duin,”
2
2
5
4
0
2
Tenor, lb. 3
3
O
0
0
Miss
Annie
L.
3b.
0
4
2
who
showed
in
her
deby
Bennett,
Duval,
3
2
5
o
8
G
livery the thorough, conscientious training of the Galvin, p. 3
instructor in elocution, Miss S. E. Laughton. Miss
7
9 1G 21 25 13
Totals.31
Bennett’s reading was followed by singing by the
PORTLANDS.
school.
AB.
It.
B1I. TB. PO.
A.
E.
4
1
Next came the examination of the graduating
3
4
0
1
0
If.
Annis,
o
0
l
l
1
2
Munce, ef. l
class in the snbjeet of "Didactics”, by Supt. Luce,
2
0
0
0
1
1
rf.
0
Long,
who conducted the exercises in his usual happy
1
0
0
4
1
7
Wlieelock, c. 4
1
1
manner. As a whole the class acquitted them0
1
1
0
Shaw, ss. 3
3
0
0
0
2
0
Fulmer, 2b. 3
selves admirably, and if the members do not suc12
2
10
1
Holland, 31>;. 3
ceed in teaching it won’t be because they have , Oxlev. 11). 3
1
1
G
0
1
0
! Weidel.Sp
3
1
3
0
8
0
not mastered the theory of the subject.
2
o
o
l
1
1
0
After singing by the school came the history of | Hilsey*rf. 3
lie class by Miss Isabel B. Remick, who made an
G
Totals.29
5 10 12 21 17
excellent Herodotus.
Innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Haverhills.0 2 0 0 1 4 0—7
Next came the chronicles by Miss Mary C.
Portlands.1 0 1 3 0 0 0— 5
Jones, full of "quips and cranks” and allusions
Earned runs—Haverhills 4. Portlands 1. Two
to the peculiarities and droll sayings of the class.
Weidel.
Bradlev.
Home
base hits—Annis,
The essay was well written and was listened to
runs—Tener, Galvin. First base on halls—GalStruck out—Galvin G, Weidel 6. Passed
vin 3.
with pleasure.
balls—Robinson 3. Wild pitches—Galvin 2. Time
The poem by Miss Mary E. Barrett followed
of game—Two hours. Umpire—Quinn.
next.
It's title was “Saint.”
It was far
I.AWllKNCKS, U i
Ol
better than the average commencement poem
Three
in Lawrence yesand showed an appreciation of the music of verse
the Porti?ylv;dii on the associat ion
grounds. The
and literary polish.
itifjff*-* features of the game were the
fielding of Brosnan,
The audience now got a peep into ,/H5Tj'man.
Kish and Fulmer, and the base
running of
through the prophecies <>f ,?’,i-Vood Cassandra. Hassett,
.lauomcuuuiisumpire.
| MissTt^^pp^BPunum take tlie places in The score:
the prophetess their paths
LAWRENCES.

To-Day
bargains

from

sev-

iiuwiij MJuutt'aH

aim

norm

M.er-

jury indicated 63° at sunrise, G8° at uooj;..C.'V
(unset.

-

The Boys’ T.h
"'

^^ppwwouiy

4tu.
'*MMassure seized four kegs
sr yesterday in Martin
Flaherty’s barn on
street.
■

e

spare steam fire

of Casco, No. 5,

w

engine

the
hile that engine is underis

now

at

overhauling.

an

rnum’s

advertising

ear number one is in the
of sixteen men who will cover
own with gorgeous
pictures today,
olographs of the five pick pockets arrested
•8 encampment week have been received at
police station and will be kept for reference
n their
originals make us another visit,
slight change is made this morning in the
table of the steamer Isis.
The sailing
*,0 Diamond Cove in this new and
elegant
ill yacht are
becoming very popular,
beautiful painting on porcelain can be seen in
iliam Seuter & Co.’s window’ on
Exchange St.
s a portrait of the late
Aimer Dowell executed
an artist in
Germany.
harles S. Beckmore Post, No. 113, of
Naples,
e passed a vote of thanks
to the city of PortI for the courteous and
hospitable treatment
lived from our citizens last week,
lie sentence passed on the Deerlng
tramps by
1 Justice Perry was 820 tine and in default of
nent four months in jail at hard labor. As the
ips couldn't pay they went to jail.
'•'
express which arrives in this city
(Trunk at half past five in the afthe run from Island Pond, a disles. in four hours, leaving there at

#itli

a

the close o£ the reading ol the prophecies,
Superintendent Luce conferred upon the class the
diplomas of the school, accompanied by a brief
and very appropriate address.
To Miss Alice Loring had been assigned the
Good-Bye, and her parting words to the class
were appropriate and well chosen.
Sometimes
witty, sometimes pathetic, her Good-Bye created
At

crew

good impression.
The singing of the parting song, written by Miss
Lizzie E. Thornes, and the benediction by Rev.
Mr. Hill, closed the graduation exercises of the

RAILWAY

tlioiut*'^*

*"u“B**«

Lane

the Grand
registered
Prance, June 20th, and Mr. F. N.liu, Germany, June 17tli.
Sills sailed for Europe in the same
dll Kev. Mr. Fenn and Mrs. Fenn, Sat
-the Aurania of tlie Cunard line,
m F. Carpenter and
daughters sail
m for Europe next
Saturday in tlie
of tlie Cunard line for a two years'
iroad.
S. McCobb of tills city left oil a sumat

was

trip

Europe yesterday morning,
lanics Bishop Burgess’s family, from
in tlie Georgia, of tlie State line.

on

to

Bowdoins at Worcester.
and Cornell went out for a short pull
orning, and all three were out in the afPlaisted followed the Bowdoins in a
opped them from time to time for in
They have improved slightly over
{ of Saturday, but are still far from
irsinen at tlie lake say their new Ruds too light for them.
It certainly dips
“very stroke, and does not run smootli-

powerful stroke, putting more
either of their competitors now
Headway is good, notwithstanding
s.
Their quiet, modest bearing
orites among the lookers-on, who
lie hope that they will cross the
it betting has been done, however,
1, whose perfect stroke is greatly
Bowdoius’ afternoon pull was cut
caking of an oar.

r"’ii

a

Chautauquans.

ie

excursion
of
ised to occur

Maine
CliauMaranocook
postponed on account of
r.
The excursion will occur the
party of about twenty from this
llage, not knowing of the posteking too much on "Old rrob.”
lake yesterday, and though
thp
‘her bad, passed an enjoyable day.
-eopie who had tlie matter in
arrangements so that those who
rnished with tickets again Thursbe speeches by eminent speakers;
h excellent
music; the rates
“tral have been made
Portland at 8.20 a. m.
ening. All kinds of
at

d at tlio. lnkfv
<ce

Day.

.ie Fourth of July comaeir programme for the
day the customary salutes
mnrise, noon and sunset.
JS at 3 o’clock at City Hall,
will deliver an oration, Mr.
read the Declaration of Indew’s double quartette furnish
be concerts at Deering’s Oaks
coin Park at 8 p. m. The
nittee consists of Alderer, Councllmen Carney,

ra

und

Ogdensburg.

pshire House railroad committee
g yesterday afternoon on the bill
! Portland and Ogdensburg Railve authority to build what would
ne through a certain portion of
tion of the State—that part from
the Boston, Concord and MonPutnam and Gen. Samuel J.
and appeared in support of the
is favored by the Boston and
the Boston and Lowell or the
id Montreal.

ning

Accident.

the seven year old son of
who lives at 436Va Commcrdock while at
into the
wharves
and
the
was
f
tlier hearing his cries, ran to
cded in reaching her sou, but
already dead. Coroner Gould
ng satisfactory evidence from
drowning was purely acciquest unnecessary.
oon

oat Race.
race between Frank Buckley
'q of the Cumberland Ilowwas rowed In the harbor
Paine medal, the race was
ey, by one length. Time
’e was 1 ‘a miles, with a
tboat

Company.
-*

+he For-

F.

0
1113
2
1
0
0
0
5
2
l
l 14
2
0
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
4
o
0
2
2
111
1
0
0
0
2
2
1
1
1
3

0
3
0
0
1

10

10

A.
0
0
3
3
4

were

nominal

a

price,

them away

upper window.

our

Herbert G.

Briggs,

DUNHAM,

mi/

iwau

>Tiii wimuuc

tue

coil-

servative policy followed by it in the past and
take
no
of
unjust
the
advantage
situation. Nothing is known of the course to be
pursued, however. Both the Boston & Maine and
the Boston & Lowell stand
ready to resume color
line busiuess when they can do so at a profit. Under the existing rates, the color line roads here
have been losing money for sometime past, but tomorrow- the rate on freight is raised from fifteen
to twenty cents a hundred and a further rise is
looked for in the fall.
A leading merchant stated
yesterday that while arise in rates would increase
tlie selling price of Western
goods he had found
in his experience, that such an increase had
no
bad effect on the trade in grain and flour.

Cumberland Rowing Association.
advertisement gives the particulars of the
excursion and regatta to he made to Seliago Lake
next Saturday under the auspices of the Cumberland Rowing Association. This will be a
capital
opportunity to have a day of enjoyment. There
wili be a four-oared race, a
single-scull race, and
a working boat race.
There are four gold medals
for the four winners, and four silver medals for
the second boat. There are
gold and silver medals for tlie single sculls, which race is
open to the
State, barring O'Connell and Buckley. There will
be lots of other amusements,
including dancing
in the pavilion, with music by Grimmer.

PLAIN

Alleged Swindler.
A mail claiming to be Rev. T. C. H.
Boyle came
to Portland lately,
claiming to be an English
clergyman and agent of the Massachusetts Total
Abstinence Society. It is reported that he stuck
Gen. Neal Dow, Rev. Dr. Basliford and others for
small sums of money, and the
Perry House for
board. He then went to St. John, N. B., to
repeat
the game.

OFFICERS

ELECTED.

MAINE LODGE, I. O. O. F.
Tlie following have been elected officers of
Maine Lodge, I. O, O. F.:
N. G.—L. Orlando Smith.
V. G.—Richard B. McGrath.
R. C.—Stephen Marsh.
P. S.—Charles F. Plummer.
Treas.—A. D. Smith.
MUNJOY

LODGE,
The following officers have been elected:
Chancellor Commander—George P. Morris
\ lee Chancellor—C. L. Wellander.
Prelate—C. S. S. Sedernuest.
Master-at-Arms—E. S. Hibber.
Representative to Pythian Hall Association—W

A.

K. OF

V.

Taylor.

BEACON

At

LODGE, I. o. O. F.

regular meeting of Beacon Lodge, l.O.O.
F., last night, the following officers were elected:
N. G.—Charles Gateley.
V. G.—John F. Woodbury.
Secretary—C. H. Chesley.
a

Jj'/i/ua,

Bla^,®atin

BROTH

IS.

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,
State Agents for
ECONOMIST

NEW

12 Exchange
aprlO

St.,

At tlie meeting of Ivanhoe
Lodge, K. of P., held
last evening the following officers were elected:
C. t'.—Ernest True.
V. C.—Herbert IX Man'.
I’.—Frank H. Vet-rill.
M. of A.—A. P. Dunham.
Trustee—George F. Gould.
TEMPERANCE REFORM CLUB.

the regular meeting of the Reform Club last
evening the following officers were elected for the
ensuing six months:
President—W. S. Merritt.
Vice Presidents—Thomas A. Oakes, M. C. Love|oy and W. A. Ward.
Recording Secretary—Edwin H. Pearson.
Mnancial Secretary—W. A. Seabury.
Treasurer—James F. Sheldon.
At

DIVISION NO.

2., A.

O. H.

The following officers were elected by Division
No. 2, Ancient Order of Hibernians:
President—John E. Feeney.
Vice President—Frank Ryan.
Rcc. See.—Martin Meehan.
Financial See.—B. J. McCafferty
Treasurer—James White.

The Barnum and London Shows.
One of tlie most remarkable performances ever
ieeu under canvas, or, in
fact, anywhere else, is
;hat of a man upon a spring wire, with a balaucwho
ng-pole,
actually turns several backward and
forward somersaults from feet to feet. The most
vonderful part of this statement is that while ensued in this extremely difficult and hazardous
eat, the performer wears high heeled boots, reacli
ng as high up as the knees, and to the heels of
vhich are attached wheel-spurs nearly a foot
long
it was| said of this phenomenal
performance,
vhen it was first seen in New York, that it was
he “most complete and
daring ever seen.-’ Be.
•ides this, there are also withe the great Barnum
md London Shows a great number of circus acts
if an high order, all given in three
big circus
•mgs, and upon an elevated stage, and on the
Homan hippodrome race track. There are also a
nusemn

of

living wonders, ethnological

congress

if savage tribes, an elephant pavilion, containing
herd of elephants, exclusive of tlie only genune White
Elephant ever reaching a Christian
•ountry, and tlie only one King Theebau ever
lold. This entire show will be here on
July iBth
vita the great street parade in the morning at 8
I’elock.
New

Corporations.

The following new corporations have been or;anized lately:
New England Cotton Co.—Organized to rnanuacture cotton and cotton machinery.
Capital.
1100,000; paid in, S600; par value of shares,
ilOO. Charles DaVis of Portland is
president and
tames w-w>w-- v—1 h, treasurer,
shareholders,
ith, Clias. Davis, Ellphalet

PORTLAND,
Are

Oil,

Portland' *®*
_tout>1“

shipping goods

England,
So

we

say with

all

over

Boston,

to

even

good

—BECAUSE WE ABE

PHOTOGRAPHER
OPP. FALMOUTH HOTEL,
ME.

PORTLAND,

janfi’83

eodtf

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
ISO

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Middle
Street,
near corner of

Sts I w WORK AT

Exchange St.

REASONABLE PRCIES.

i'txitf

50 Years’ experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

CITY

ADVERTISEMENT*.

to the pressure of business, which will
OWING
prevent the giving of sufficient time to the

New

Mass.

reason,

consideration of the matter, the Committee on
laying out new streets, who were to consider the
extension of Wilson, Arsenal and Cumberland
streets, and the re-running of the lines of Federal
street, on the 10th lust., will only meet on that
date formally, and adjourn to Wednesday, the
first day of .July next at the same places and hours
as advertised.
Per order,

SELL INC—

A solid Walnut Chamber
Set of 10 pieces, with bevel
plate combination commode, French burl panels,
best Italian marble top and
handsome as a picture, for
$37.50. No other house in
this country ever sold as
good a chamber set for the

DEERING, Mayor,

Chairman of Committee.

EXAMINATION OF TEAC HERS.
subcommittee
11HEdates
for teaching

on examination of candiin the public schools of
Portland, will meet for the examination of
teachers at High School Building on TUESDAY,
the 7th day of July next, at 8 a. m Applicants
must pass a satisfactory examination in the follow-

ing branches,

viz:

Arithmetic,

weights

Metric

including the

and

system of

measures.
Bookkeeping. Physical
Descriptive Geography. English Grammar,
including Composition, United States History,
Physiology and Hygiene, with special reference to
tile effects of

and

alcoholic drinks, stimulants and

nar-

upon tlie human system. Elements of Music
(Masons). Elementary Free-Hand Drawing, and
Theory and Practice of Teaching.
All applicants must be present on the
morning
above specified, and the examination will continue
through two days unless sooner finished.
No other examination will take
place prior to
the

cotics

opening of the

schools.

THOMAS TASH. Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, June 5,1885.
jeSdtd

money. 40 different styles
of Chamber Sets to select

FINE

irom.

A beautiful Asli Chamber
Set for $19.00.

CABINETS

THEN AGAIN!

$4.50 Per Dozen.

AfliSSES’ lisle thread hose.

We are .selling a very nice
Black Hair Cloth, 7 pieces,

J’?-Day, July
Lisle Thread

Parlor

PANELS!

Suit, thoroughly
well made, with handsome
This
frames, for $35.00.

we shall sell 25

dozen Children’s Black
Hosiery, sizes 5 1-2, G, G 1-2, 7, 7 1-2 and
", at the heretofore unheard of
price of 25c per pair for
all sizes. This is just half price. Don’t fail to sec them.

f

of.

1,

$5.00 Per Dozen.

suit cannot be beat in ap-

Jiearance,

24 16 13
a
Totals.33
5
5
9
Innings. 1 2 3 4 S 9 I ?
Lawrences.3 0 O
f1 i ! ‘ *—‘l
00
4
0— c
Portlands.0 0
Earned runs—Lawrence ■’•Portlands 2. Passed
Pitehes-Watson
halls—Burns 3, Oxley *,"
1.
First base on uSJ,s—Conway 2, Watson 3.
6, Portlands 4.
First base on
1. Double playsStruck outr-t’cos;f i,
PlshTEmpire—A.
Sliaw,
'V,-' 4o minutes. L. Grant
Time—lhour
of Lawre«< <’

quality

or

price. FOR A FEW WEEKS

Jo wonder the tide is setting towards Portland. But
read on, and we will tell
you something about

‘J®,
errjj'J'awrenees
2.,

SATISFACTION

ONLY.

GUARANTEED.

Kulni-1'V

Carpets! Carpets!

LEAGUE AND OTHER GAMES.
AT CHICAGO.

CARPETS!

BUFFALO.

Innings.1 23456789

Providences .5

o

1

o

0

0

O

2

Buffalos.3 3000010 2—9
AT

ST. LOUIS.

Innings.1

IV,L2u!* .1
Philadelphia.0

2
6
1

3
0
1

4
1
2

5
0
0

AT DETROIT.
Innings.1 2 3 4 5
New \orks.1 0 0 O 0

6
0
0
6
o
0

7
3
0

8
0
0

9

0-5
0—4

8 9
o
0 0— ]
Detroits.0000 o
0 00— 0
At Baltimore—lialtiniores 18, Brooklyns 11
At
Metropolitans 9.
At Louisville—Louisvilles 5, St. Louis-,2.
At
9, Chicinnatis 4.
NOTES.
A call for a stockholders’
meeting of the Portland Association was issued yesterday and the
meeting will be held next Tuesday. The resignation of Director Briggs will he
among the tilings
acted upon.

TheCEPmJRY: BANANAS!
for JULY

Red and Silver Skins.
Two cars Bananas on track must be sold at
once, prices never so low before.
Call at Store 24 5 A 247 Commercial St.

7

Philadelphia—Athletlcs:i5,
Pittsburg—Pittsburgs

The Reserves and Presumpscots, in the County
League, will play a game on the Portland grounds
this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The Ligonias challenge the Athletics to
play a
the
g»nie of' ball 011
Bolling Mills grounds
\Yednesdav. at 2.30 n. m. An answpr at. nn Ptriv
date is requested.
Hanna, the Portland’s new catcher, arrived
here yesterday morning.
The Ligonias challenge the Our Boys to play a
of ball on the grounds of the former club
riday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. An answer in
the Press is requested.
The Portland Association thus far this season
have introduced us to 27 ball-players on their
team. Twenty-nine games have been
played and
the Portlands have won nine. Now if the association have any more men in reserve trot 'em out
and if they have not, would it not be a
good idea
for the present board of officers to
step down and
out and let some old hall players take the helm
and see what they can do towards winning the
pennant.
Two defeats in succession arc the result of that
determination to win at least two games out of
three with which tlie Portland left home.

fame

CONTAINS:

new

THOMPSON & HALL.

CECRCE ELIOT’S COUNTY.
G. Kingsley; illustrated by Alfbed Bausons and Homeb Martin.
SOCIAL LIFE IN THE COLONIES.
By Edward Eggleston; describing weddings, inodes of travel, sports, clubs, thea-

By Bosk

ters,etc., with

numerous

TELEPHONE

Send

city, June 23, by Rev. E.

Adams. Wm.
J. Welch of Eort Preble and Miss Mary J. Gibson
of Portland.
T.

In this e.itv. June
tv lfev 11
George C. Cortliell and Miss Genevieve Stone,
both of
In this
June 30, by Kev. Henry Blanchard,
Winner C. Bodman and Miss Eugenia F. McLane,
both of Atleboro, Muss.
In Cape Elizabeth, .June 29. bv Rev. Jas E. Aikins, Clara I. Doughty and Miss' Minnie E. Girtv
both of Cape Elizabeth.

Jay.
city,

—

Successors to 0. W. CLARK & CO.,

NO. 53 MARKET

WAR PAPERS.

10 lbs. daily, per month,
“
a
tt
15 «

REAR-CUARD FIGHTING AT SAVAGE’S STATION.
By Gen. W, B. Franklin; illustrated.

FICTION.

In Daytyu, June 17, Sarali J. Buriiliaiii. aged 58
years 6 months.
Ill Saco, June 17, John F. Wilkinson, aged 27
years 2 mouths.
In Readfleld, June 19, Mrs. Jullia Greeley,
aged 67 years.
In Bath, June 18, Mrs. Frances A.
Bates, aged
57 years.
At Parker’s Head, June 19, Louisa P. Crosby
50
aged
years.
Ill Kemiebunk, June 30, suddenly, Asa Leach,
aged about 67 years.

All Tired Out.
The mild weather, following our long and severe
winter, lias such a depressing effect upon the
tody that one feels all tired out, almost completey prostrated, the appetite is lost, and there is no
imbitlon to do anything. The whole tendency of
;he system Is downward. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
iust the medicine needed. It purifies the
blood,
sharpens the appetite, overcomes the tired feeling
md invigorates every function of the body.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla in four weeks made me a
lew man.
My head ceased to ache, and my whole
system is built up anew, enjoying perfect Health.”
I. Barrington, 130 Bank Si.. S, Y. City.
“We all like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it is so'strengthniiig.” Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, P. Q.
“I think Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is the best medi•ine lor general debility there is, and for the good
t has done me 1 cheerfully recommend it.” J.
SULLIVAN, 39 Brown St., Rochester, N. Y.

“My daughter had been ailing some time with
seneral debility, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla was recimniended to us. After she had taken three holies she was completely cured and built up. It is
vitli great pleasure that I recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla." Ben. M. Mirrieleeb, Supt. Cincinlati & Louisville Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.
“For the past two years I have been afflicted
vitli severe headache and dyspepsia. I was inluccd to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and found great
elief. Mrs. E. E. Annabi.e, New Haven, Ct.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

jam

office, will be entitled to a proper deduction
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice; coni-

By Austin Dobson, R. W. Gildeii, Edith
M. Thomas, and others.
others.

OPEN LETTERS
Oliver Wendell
Holmes

TOPICS

OF

For sale

THE

BRAC, ETC.
everywhere. Price,

Steady for Bus taut BJsc.
-•‘Rich as gold leaf."—New York Herald.
Tills splendid Gilding is the exact color of Englisli Sterling Gold. It is very easily applied with a
brush, and may be used by tlie most inexperienced

Tiie Century Co., New-York.

RUBY’S GILDING is valuable for Gilding
Household Ornaments. Furniture, Frames.
Cornices, Baskets, Fans, Decorative Fainting. &e.
A Camel’s Blair Brash in each Box.
Any one tan use it.
Brice .50 cts.
Ask for KUBY’S GILDING.
Refuse all substi-

dit

Closing Out Sale

LYMAN, SON & GO.
Oriental Exhibition!

U2w

d

sell at public auction, at its office 222
Newbury Street, Portland. Maine, on July
9tli, A. 1)., 1885, at 3 o’clock p. in., all tile property real and personal and rights and privileges
of the company, except the forging machine lmilt
by the National Machinery Company, of Tiffin,
Ohio, and als'o excepting cash on hand and all
notes and hooks and sums due or owintr to the
company, suown ny sucn notes, books or otherwise. .No hid will he accepted for less than six
thousand dollars, and the highest bidder will he
required to deposit with the president, at the time
of tlte acceptance of ids bid, live hundred dollars,
and to pay the balance of the bid at the office of
the company within forty-eight hours from the
time of his hid.
HENRY P. MERRILL, Secretary.
Portland, June 30, 1885.
Jlyldtd

Given to private pupils by the

I.

\V.
13

eodlwtaugleodlw

A 40c Matting going now
for a week at 22 l-2c. Now
we won’t urge you to buy;
the prices will do that.

are

subscriber,

bonds of
Coupons payable July 1, LKM4-,
I1HE
Portland & Oguensburg K. B. Co., will be paid
the Receiver of said

488 & 490

Celebrated Hand-made

MATS!

HORSE

it liis

Company

presentation

office, 517 Commercial St.. Portland.

SAM’LJ.
je29dlw

in
cottage for the
WANTED—Small
Casco Bay, with
without, furnishings.
Address
li.

on

ANDERSON,

Receiver,

1*. & O. K. R.

season

or

PERLEY. Box 348. Bridgton,

Old and valuable pictures
and mirror frames repaired
and re-gilded, ai lit; Exchange St., Portland, Me

SALE—Yacht Rush, 33 feet long, new
sails and rigging, in good order: a good sailer.
For further particulars, enquire of J. B. CHASE,
261 and 365 Commercial St.
] -1

IIOR

ROCHE & EATON.

1AOR

apr22
,

UTICAE INSTRUMENTS
line of Eye Glasses. Spectacles,
Spy.
Tourists’ Glasses, I.inen Testers,
.<1 Magnifying
Goggles. Eve
Glasses,
Personal attention given to watch
ml a reiYu-,; pept of the running of ail

Guaranteed

A SOLUTELY

New Tariff Range!
We will warrant it perfect,
refund the money. Send
for cuts and explanations
on the Best Range that was
ever
introduced in this
country; made in 59 different ways and perfect in every particular.
or

THE CEO! THE CEO!
Come and

the Casco
nice
for a parLounge;
lor, sitting room or chamber; a perfect lounge, a perfet bed, and ornamental

Are New

Goods.

No

Shop-worn Artieles in
corner

of Pearl

and

Second-hand

or

stock, at the
Middle Streets,

CHOICEST FT
They an
Easy of Digi
Recommends

EMINENT PHYSi
both sides the A
Get

B. A. Atkinson & Go.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
JuueS__dtf

G. A. R.
NINETEENTH

NATIONAL

ANNUAL

ENCAMPMENT!

which beat the si
the maker!

For more
have been

m

'iftim/rn

h_«,r*..

than four score years the Cr
unequaled for excellence anc

superior keeping qualities. They are sold t
class grocers everywhere.
BENT & C
may21-ThS(ST3m
Milton,

FIREWORKS

*

F’ire Crackers, Cannon

Crackers,

Tor-

pedoes, Flags, Lanterns, Paper Caps
Paper Cap Pistols, Bombs for Paper
Caps, Paper Balloons, Paper Masks
anil Fireworks of

description. Wholesale and Retail at Bottom Prices.
Cities and Towns furnished with disPrice List sent on application.

plays.

see

Bed

besides.

C.

DAY,

-V

241 and 243 Middle Street.
Iue9

rtttvA

YOU

IF

CONTEMPLATE

LIFE
Be

INSURANCE,

look into System and
Advantages of the
Endowments and Fire Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

sure lo

Mutual Life Ins. Go.
OF

NEW

FORK.

ASSETS,.$ 104,000,000

MARBLE TOP TABLES

Premiums may be paid monthly if

W. 1).

and

Furnishing,

at our

LITTLE, Ac

_.itf

GHAS. H.

O’BRION,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Bock Bottom Prices C O-A I.

for Gash or on Installments,
it the New Branch Store of
the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carnet Store,

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at L

Brown’s Wharf, I'ort

Boston,

30R. PEARL and MIDDLE STS,
PORTLAND,

The Executive Committee hereby gives public no
tice that no bills will be paid by them unless contracted
by their authority.
a

only,

THE genu:

our

Portland, Maine.

PURE.

Hand Mada fr.yq

?

anything and everything you want for House

STOVES and RANGES

d3m

Watches, Clocks, Charts

WATER CRACKERS,

To the G. A. R. men we
say take a Rug to your
wife; 5 ft. 3 inches long
and 2 ft. 3 inches wide, of
the very best quality of Axminster for $2.75.
This
will please her. Or, if you
want to do the thing up
brown, just order from us a

Congress St.

FURNITURE, CARPETS, BEDDING

1861.]

BENT A CO.’S

—

WANTED.

on

>y

FOR sale—A good horse for
sale, very stylish, il years old, stands 17
hands high, weighs 1100 pounds, color dark
chestnut. Enquire at JEWELL'S Stable. Centre
Street.
i-i

nil

[ESTABLISHED

je23_<itt

STREET.

P. & 0. COUPONS.

their orders with MRS. DR. SlIHUMAN, 57 Spring Street,, who will he pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed for 35 cents.
jyl-4
to leave

■

AND

TURNER BROS.,

jan24_dtt

who
troubled with
WANTEII—
Corns. Out-growing .Joints and In-growing

Hosiery and

ivnicut u

»

close our offices every afternoon at four o’clock,
from the twenty-second day of June to the first day
of September, A, D. 1886:
Strout, Gage & Strout,
Frank & Lnrrabee,
Nathan & Henry B. Cleaves. Carroll W. Morrill,
T. B. Reed,
Drummond & Drummond
Seth I,. Larrabee,
K. S. Ridlon
Clarence Hale.
Woodman
Geo. YV. Gould.
Fred Fox,
Benj. Kingsbury,
Geo. Walker,
Henry St. John Smith, Robinson & Dyer,
Thos. L. Talbott.
W. R. Antholne,
Irving W. Parker.
H. & W. J. Knowltcn,
John C. Cobb,
Stephen C. Ferry.
YV. M. Sargent,
V. ('. Wilson.
Brauoury <s Bradbury, Gen. F. McQuillan,
Snow & Payson.
C. W. Goddard,
W. M. Payson,
Henry S. Payson,
S. C. Andrews,
A. F. Moulton,
John'J. Perry,
John H. Fogg,
Solders & Libby,
.1. & E. M. Rand,
F. S. Waterhouse,
Geo. F. Emery,
Enoch Knight,
William H. Looney,
H. R. Virgin,
Edwiu X,. Dyer,
Fred V. Chase, (by J. H. D., Jr.)
John A. Waterman,
Geo. E. Bird,
Melville A. Floyd,
I. L. Elder,
T. F. Keating.
L. B. Dennett,
William Henry Clifford.
Symonds & Libby.
William H. Motley.
Herbert G. Briggs
L. Pierce,
W. M. Bradley,
Geo. C. Hopkins,
Henry W. Swasey.
Elliott King.
D. H. Drummond,
W. A. Golden,
Byron D. Verrill,
Strout & Holmes.
Geo. W. Verrill,
W. L. Putnam,
Henry Deering,
laicke & Locke.
Je22dtf

Carpets

All the readers of the Portland Press
to know that all our

COLCORD,
JBOYW

in

Agent for Aline. Demorcst’s Pat-

snSt-teodStMWF

ICAL STUDIES

MASS.

7

iiiv

KREKOREAN & CO.

je25

the various Colleges and higher
The Fall Term will begin
September 3d. F’or Catalogue address
3. II. SAW YE It, A. M., Acliug Priucipal.

A

Special Bargsiins

Underwear.
Fresh lot of Ceiitenieri Kids just
received.
Exclusive sale of “The Metzger”
Vulcanized Kubber Circulars; superior to sill others.

terns.

inspect.

Schools of Science.

be found at 43 Lafayen

Spanish Laces at less tlisin

half price.

Superb Turkish, Persian, Daghistan

arpets, Rugs and Portiers of All Sizes.
Embroideries and a great variety of
irnall articles and curiosities.
Otto of
Rose, Musk, Perfumed Fans, Caps, Orlaments, Ac., Ac., from the FAR EAST.
nines loner man
iinywnere else in u. s.
ro be sold out in a short time.
Call and

Prepares Boys for

cook,

price.

Shirt.

SEMINARY,
WILLISTON
EASTIIAMPTON,

SITUATION
\\rANTED
i t
can

AH our
regular $1.00 French
Dress Goods at 50 cculs.
AII our regular $1.25 French
Dress Goods at 75 cents.
Large job lot of Satin Parasols
sit very low prices.
Odd lots of Corsets at just hstlf

NO. 398 C ONGRESS ST.

turing Company

SALE-Wood! Wood!
A lot of
slabs for sale low for immediate
WM. HAGGETT. No, 777 Congress St
Maine.
4F

Loring,

dtf

Cumberland Bar Notice.
the undersigned members of Cumberland
Tl^E
*
Bar hereby agree each, with the other, to

STRAW MATTINGS

S. Y.,

2AC3r3i;P*PX%
No. 31 1-2 Exchange St.

—AT—

Tlic Diamond Wrench manufac-

SALE—1 good work horse; 1 single jigger with pole and shafts.
Inquire of C. §.
FAIRFIELD, at Tennev & Dunham’s, 13 E\changc St.i-i

Prentiss

ISIack

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

•

Brooklyn,

EXTRAORDINARY
MOVAL. Prices foi lis Week

Ihe store formerly occupied by Woodbury & Latham, where
we will be pleased to welcome old and new ciistome'rs-

We have fine bronze papers at 20
aud 25 cents per roll.

SALE—The grass upon about
land, for sale.
MANASSEH
Woodford's, Me.

of

may8eod2m

NO. 213 COMMERCIAL ST.,

For thirty days we offer our remaining stock of Wall Paper, at
reduced prices, in all the grades.

Ij’OR

Company

Congress Street.

_

—

Sold by all Dealers in Art Materials.
CHEMICAL MAXF’U CO., 3 East

NEW YORlv
4tli St., N. Y.
v

Since being driven by fire from our old quarters, Corner
Commercial and Mouiion Streets, we have removed to

GEO.

P H E N E X
Insurance

514
may29

Rugs! Rugs! Rugs!

tutes.

R

Nails,

OF

Win. JR. Crowell, Vice President.
Philander Shaw, Secretary.
Win. Charters, Assistant Secretary.
N. Y. Office, Western Union Building. Broadway.

amateur.

Ladies

STATEMENT

Street.

Surplus as to
Stephen Crowell, President.

(Brooklyn Union).

jyl

Exchange

2,701,430.00
Policyholders, 1,640,991.00

35 cents.

474 CONGRESS ST.

No. 31 1-2

ance.

A New Novel uy W. 1). Howells will
soon after the completion of "The Rise
of Silas Lapham” in the August Century.
The latter novel is said to be “a new revelation of Mr. Howells’s powers” (Boston Traveller), "the best work he has done jet”

jyi

At the Agency of

Cash Paid-up Capital.$1,000,000.00
Total Assets. 4,342.430.00
Gross Liabilities, including Reinsur-

and

begin

jyi

AGAINST FIRE,

25c,

and Wool
35c, 40c.

JANUARY I, 1885.

BRIC-A-

TIME,

PROPERTY

2.50

i-’UfciYIS

From

Cotton

2.00

“

the

Serials by W. 1). Howells and Henry
James.

IlOR
of

100 Doses One Be'

“

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at

“Ivory

Me._1-1

CURED A>D BUILT UP.

“

YOUR

We have a very fine line,
in fact a splendid assortment of the Newest and Latest Patterns, and to the visitors to Portland we say if
you want a Carpet before
going home, come and see
our stock; you can save dollars and time. All Wool
Extra Super 55c ;
prime
Tapestry Brussels 47 l-2c;
Prime Body Brussels, 95;

Heavy Velvet Carpets 95c;

the

or

by

eoUOin

$1.50

Customer's can commence fa king Ice
anytime they detiire, and delivery will be continued until notice to *top is received at
the office.

By Gen. James Longstheet; illustrated.

Medium,”

“

20

SEVEN
DAYS’
FICHTINC
ABOUT RICHMOND.

“Roberson's
Black.”

STREET,

Prices for Families and Offices.

Hill.

continuation of “The Lady,
Tiger?” by Frank R. Stockton.

—

Portland, Maine.

IN SURE

MCCLELLAN’S CHANCE OF BASE.
The Confederate Pursuit: by Gen. i). H.

A

FOtt SALK BV

my20

WILL

DEATHS.

for Descriptive Catalogue*

A. MULXIX,

THE CATE OF INDIA.
A timely descriptive article, witli full-page
map.
THE FRENCH POET, MISTRAL.
By Alimionse Daudet ; with portrait.
FRANK HATTON IN NORTH BORNEO.
A travel paper; by .Joseph Hatton, the
of
father
the young scientist; illustrated.

THE

CLEVELAND*

G.G.HiLLETT.336 Water St„ He? Tori

illustrations.

^Brunswick—Samuel

MARRIACES.

TROY, CHICAGO,

25 7.

By George Bancroft; with portrait.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Portland—George H. Colby to Tlios. Fisher,
land and buildings. $1 and consideration.
Peaks’ Island—May Chapman to T. F. Foss &
Sons, land. $100.
Charles E. Trefethen to Ophelia J. Whitney,
land. $1 and consideration.
Knight to Ellen Smith, land.
Bethiah H. Hammond to Thankful W. Fuller,
land. $300.
New Gloucester—Janies MeGlinch et als. to
Joseph I*. Johnson land. $25.
Joseph W. Humphrey to Angie Humphrey, land.
§J
Joseph P. Johnson to John W. Humphrey, land.
$l

NO.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT HENRY CLAY.

Peaks’ Island.
band stand Is being erected on the north
east comer of Forest City rink, outside.
Friday the school examination will take place
Under the skillful tuition of Mr. Wilbur and his
able assistant. Miss Dyer, much progress has been
made.
Mr. Knowlton lias added a handsome fox and a
large mud turtle to his museum.
The band stand in the Forest City rink is
being
trimmed and decorated, and will look, when
finished, like a Chinese pagoda.
Among the arrivals at the island houses are:
Peaks’ Island House—A.Fryson and wife, Simcoe,
Ont.; D. H. Eastman and wife. Eastman Springs,
Can. I n ion House—Edward Simontou and Miss
Leta Simonton. of St. Paul, Minn.; Thomas Lotlirop Paola. Kansas.
Bay View—Mrs. Hinds,
and two children, Philadelphia, Pa.
A fine programme is offered at the Garden this
week, including Musical Dale, the Marionettes in
Bluebeard, the Alnsleys, Prof. Punch anil his
talking figures, and Master Eddie Leslie, the
youngest imitator on the stage.
At the Pavilion Theatre the opera
company embrace several good singers, and the choruses are
finely rendered.
A

PHOTOGRAPHER

8—16

ow.

rganized at Poland for the
pianofortes and certain
•tons invented by Mat-

C. XV. ALLEN.

Special Notice.

Till Tide His Tirneil, and Why?

•H’H'_

__

rf. 40111/7
2
0
o w
Hilsey, lb. 4
J.
0
Watson, p. 2
1
1
1

In this

iv.

HAILEY.

"m|t_dtf

—AND—

E.

Treasurer—William H. Ohler.
>wiz<uva

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O.

WARE

TIN

Fine Porfra3t»*a"Sperialty.

We have nearly one hund/o^ of above
Parasols, with as.«r>''t,5ij linings, which weald have
last year. We shall close them as
sold for
-wove at only $1.69.
Sale at 8 o’clo?K this morning.

CO.,

Anetioneers and Commission Merchants

Atkinson & Co.

0
0
3

Tlie

An

B. A.

o

'/

F. O. BAILEY &

,J. W.

Lace Edge Satin Parasols S1.6L

0
0
0

Chamber Sets, Bed Lounges,
Sofas, Tables, Easy Chairs. Carnets, Kefrigerators,
Kitchen hurnfture, Crockery Ware, &c.
F. O. BAILEY * tO„ Auctioueer.,
U3t
jeBQ
amted

jelfkltf

In both these lots there is a very varied assortment
in light, dark and medium colors; also black and
white stripes, small dots, etc., etc.

jyt

Bedsteads,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

100 Doz. Gents’ Puff Ties at 25 Cents.

RINES

..sDAY, .July 2, at l o’clock a, m., at
ON salesroom,
Exchange street, Black Walnut
1

OF THE TIDE!

—OF—

TENNEY &

ION.
>

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 98 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
my All business relating to Patents promptly
ana faithfully
executed.__)u!2dtf

and feel as if we were almost givnow.
Every gentleman will buy from
ing
See
one to half dozen soon as they are displayed.
at

7a ~7

27

Wheelock,

AT

arrived

Hunt lias gone on a vacation to
e he will remain until the middle of

TB. PO.
2
2

A.

2

large

wonderful

try Prompt attention given to all orders by
mail, telephone ami telegraph.JeZfidtf

innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Withdrawal of the Boston & Lowell
Clucagos.I 0 0 4 3 3 0 2 x-13
Bostons..3 0102020 1—9
from the Color Lines.

tVjk^jntution

efSOtli.
*y W. Pierce, Margaret P. AVaterinia G. Ware were registered at
••erland, June 17th.

11

BH.

PORTLANDS.
AB. R. BH. TB. PO.
If
3
1
1
Anms,
1
1
1
2
2
Munce, ef. 4
0
Shaw, ss. 4
0
o
o
1
O
0
Holland, 31). 4
0
0
Fulmer, 2b. 4
o
0
o
i;
0
0
0
o
Oxley, c. 4

vlr)OXAI,

hjfcw

London, at tlie Inns

Totals.36

NOTES.

The Boston & Lowell a month ago Issue"l,ie le‘
quired 30 days’ notice of withdrawal fr""1(ile co*‘
,,ro rata
or lines, assigning as a reason that
compensation
dividends did not return them a
Mrs. N. H. Wood in Windham,
for carrying Western freight <>rCt tlle st- j0)msiglitniug Monday and badly dam*s owned by
bury and Lake Champlain n
's except/ was hurt.
The lightning tore off
time the ”(,tice was
the Boston & Lowell.
>"•
it into the pasture, bnt didn’t set
11 agiven it was stated t®** ^ **'e °fher roads would
'yire. Doss about $750.
of
transportation which
agree to a fixed c'"'
a former inmate of
cfvenson,
the
iptatii
would give thc^",ton & Lowell a fair profit, that
c
Insane Asylum, escaped from
road would "~*ntertl,e color Iilie system.
and came home to Portland.
Ycsterd'”'the color hues notified their Western
rd*fy*he became violent and will be sent
agent'"’110 mure freight over the Northern
to the asylum.
NV„ /.ngland lines. This action will stop the art.
George F. Harmon—whose late husband,
1 "f through Western
freight over the Port■r was
suspected of poisoning—has been? Ai-.d & Ogdens
burg, and as the Boston & Maine
ug at Standish, and had a sharp and
has already withdrawn from the color line
sysfit of sickness lately.
Some
tem, all through hilled freight from the West w ill
but
more
an
atta^'/^*1”0*' reach Portland over the Grand Trunk. While
self-poisoning,
ms.
this leaves the Grand Trunk without
competition,

-fi

R.
2

Burns, 0.
Hassett.'Sb.
O’Connell, lb.
McAndless. ss, ef.
Brosnan, 2b.
Fish "ef, p.
Vadeboucceur. rf, ss..
Conway, p, ef.

a

second class of 1885. The class goes out into the
world well-fitted for their work and if they do not
succeed in their chosen profession they will greatly disappoint the expectations of both teachers and friends.
With this class the school graduates 32 teachers in 1885.
The class which; left in January
numbered 18 members and the present 14.
In the evening the class gave a
reception to the
alumni and friends of the school at Normal Hall.
At an informal Alumni meeting this afternoon
i t was decided to procure for the
school some
suitable memorial in honor of Miss Helen M. Kimball, a former beloved associate principal.

A.«
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4

..

K‘tey. If.

a

as one of the most
store like ours can offer:

shall sell

manufactured by one of the best
line
of goods, and were intended to be
houses in this
dozen.
We closed out all they had
sold at $4.25 per
These

|«W‘fe‘l„.5>*^rence’s

^■((I^^Khemby
WlTbe widely divergent.

we

48 Doz. Gents' All Silk Puff Ties at only ID Gents Each.

_...

wind

PORTLAND, ME.

carpets

i

THE TURN

Homoeopathist,
439 CONGRESS STREET,

Pres-

**“**•

.a.

GEORGE A. CLARK, M.H.

BASE BALL.

Many Distinguished

FUBI'flTUKB.

CARDS.

Hl'MINKMM

WONDERFUL SALE OF

paid in, $3,000.

AND VICINITY.

VEuriNKti i:mh ru nt v.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*

thew Delaney.
Capital, $100,000; paid in.
$1000.
Wilson Manufacturing Co.—Organized at Kennebunkport for manufacturing articles from iron,
wood, paper, or other materials. Capital, $10,0(H);

ME,

IRDERS

RECEIVED

VHITE

MOUNTAIN

bTteLEF

TRIFI.F MTU

ICE

Families especially should loot
put away damp, will when d
line. Which Is a well-known
po'
■i a«. 9‘i.OO
4,
each;
“
a
‘i.SO
p
•rs

'M

CREAh

rhe "White Mountatn has no zinc in
Cream, but pure Block Tin1

lhaiw.1 KENDALL 7

•

.

